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DURING the year we marked important 
investment milestones, at home and offshore, 
with the Ngatamariki project and EnergySource’s 
John L Featherstone plant. And we have secured 
domestic development options to allow potential 
growth in geothermal and wind when the time is 
right. Our investment in the future is also through 

our people, and we have developed additional 
commercial and community partnerships with 
Maori landowners and other stakeholders who 
support our business success. These results have 
come from our focus on working together and 
building on our strengths to add sustainable value 
into the business. 

Mighty River Power  
has continued to grow 
in strength in 2012

We have built on the results of ����, continuing to drive performance 
gains in our business and to demonstrate the increased resilience 
of the Company under different market conditions. The health of our 
retail brands shines through in quality sales growth in a highly 
competitive environment.

Investment in the 
future through 
our people.
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Working non-stop

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

$ 4617,068
Total generation production, 

up �% on the prior year. 
Hydro generation down �% 

but still ���GWh above  
the historical average

EBITDAF increased  
�%, in line with increased  

guidance issued in  
March ����

Increase in  
electricity sales  

volumes and prices  
to customers

5M %

$ 51095
Availability of  
geothermal  

generation plants 

Undrawn debt  
facilities available as at  

�� June ����

Standard & Poor’s  
credit rating

BBB+M

 EBITDAF ($M)

+4%

20122011

443 461

 NPAT ($M) 

-47%

20122011

127
68

 UNDERLYING 
 EARNINGS ($M)

–
20122011

162 163

%
/STABLE/A2

GWh
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$ 120 $ 36282
Ngatamariki  

Geothermal Power Station  
on track for commissioning 

 mid-���� 

Total declared  
dividend, up �% on  

the prior year

Capital expenditure,  
up ��% on  

the prior year 

M M

 OPERATING 
 CASH FLOW ($M) 

-5%

20122011

293 277

 CAPITAL  
 EXPENDITURE ($M)

+64%

20122011

220

   362

 TOTAL DIVIDEND  
 ($M)

+9%

20122011

110    120

 92% GENERATION  
 FROM RENEWABLE  
 FUEL SOURCES

 Electricity generation  
 (GWh)

   61%

   8%

   31%

Hydro

Geothermal

Gas-fired

MW
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Continued track record  
of performance

FROM THE CHAIR

Our story that began 13 years ago as a 
hydro-only company, has now developed 
into one of a strong integrated generation 
and retail electricity business with diversified 
fuel sources, a large geothermal base and 
powerful retail brands.

Joan Withers Chair
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TSIN AN INDUSTRY with investment horizons spanning 
decades, our evolution has required vision and strong 
resolve for decisions to enable sustainable growth 
and a point of difference for Mighty River Power. 
This Company has been fortunate to have had the 
necessary management foresight backed by strong 
governance – paving the way for our early investment 
in geothermal generation, innovative partnerships 
with Maori landowners and considered moves into 
offshore geothermal investment. 

The Board was pleased with this year’s solid results, 
which followed the strong growth in earnings in ����. 
These results are another highlight in a multi-year 
track record of delivering on plans focused on long-
term value creation.

We have successfully competed for market share 
and customer loyalty against public and private 
companies in a market where electricity consumption 
has been relatively flat for the past five years. Overall 
weak economic conditions and the Christchurch 
earthquake are obvious factors explaining why the 
market has not grown in the ���� financial year, but 
there has also been fluctuating consumption from 
the Tiwai Point aluminium smelter and no growth in 
large industrial manufacturing. 

While residential electricity consumption remains 
relatively steady, with small growth in line with the 
level of population growth, we have seen a trend of 
decline in industrial use. Reflective of this trend, which 
has seen declining use in the wood processing sector 
over the last decade, Norske Skog announced in 
September ���� that one of its two paper production 
lines at Kawerau is to be shut in ����. Another major 
user of New Zealand’s electricity, New Zealand 
Aluminium Smelters, has recently announced that 
low prices for aluminium produced at their Tiwai Point 
smelter may impact on its level of demand. 

With a generation portfolio which is primarily renewable 
and based in the North Island, Mighty River Power is 
well positioned for these challenging demand conditions. 

The investment in significant new renewable generation 
capacity over the last five years, coupled with flat 
electricity demand, has resulted in New Zealand 
having a higher degree of under-utilised thermal plant 

than has been experienced for more than �	 years. 
As a result, we are seeing a changing cycle across 
the domestic electricity sector following a period of 
high capital expenditure and earnings growth for 
those companies benefiting through volume gains 
from new renewables generation. The industry is 
adjusting to the lower demand growth conditions by 
deferring new generation investments and planning 
the closure of older thermal plants. The impact for 
the industry as a whole is that less operating cash 
flow will be allocated to new domestic power projects, 
with the prospect of stronger balance sheets and 
higher dividend flows to owners.

Your Company is experiencing the same forces and, 
post completion of Ngatamariki, is pushing back its 
domestic development projects by at least �-� years, 
or until demand recovery takes shape.

Against this backdrop, EBITDAF (earnings before 
interest expense, income tax, depreciation, amortisation, 
change in fair value of financial instruments, impairments 
and equity accounted earnings) was $��� million. 
Following a $��	 million uplift in EBITDAF in the ���� 
financial year, this year’s increase of $�
 million is a 
solid result and in line with our earnings guidance 
revised upwards in March ����. The improvement 
was achieved in a year where we had lower hydro 
generation, and reflected gains in market share, 
volumes and prices in electricity sales to customers. 

Net profit after tax (NPAT) fell from $��� million last 
year to $�
 million, after a significant fall in wholesale 
interest rates in the first half of the year resulted in 
the recognition of an adverse change of $��
 million 
in the non-cash fair value of our financial instruments 
and of our associates and joint ventures. 

Underlying Earnings, which adjusts for the effects of 
one-off and/or infrequently occurring events, impairments 
and changes in the fair value of financial instruments, 
were consistent with ���� ($��� million in ���� to 
$��� million in ����).

We were pleased to continue the trend of dividend 
growth with a declared total dividend for the year of 
$��� million, up �% on ����. Based on our current 
dividend policy (�	% of net profit after tax after adjusting 
for the impact of fair value of financial instruments net 
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FROM THE CHAIR CONTINUED

Challenges with drilling utilised a significant part of 
the contingency within the estimated $��� million 
project cost. As a consequence, we have increased 
the forecast project cost by $�
 million, to allow for 
the possibility of an additional well. Even with the 
additional contingency and relatively flat demand 
conditions, this project remains value enhancing.

As we bring this new generation capacity online and 
continue to build our national sales presence, it is 
positive to see further strengthening of the national 
transmission grid. This coupled with effective market 
regulation are vital foundations for competition, investor 
confidence and competitive pricing for customers in the 
wholesale and retail markets. In particular, we welcome 
Transpower’s progress on the North Island Grid Upgrade 
Project and new high-voltage direct current (HVDC) 
transmission link between the North and South Islands.

Just over four years ago, Mighty River Power commenced 
its international geothermal development strategy, 
consolidated in ���� with a commitment of US$�	� 
million as the cornerstone investor in the GGE Fund. 
Since then this committed capital has been progressively 
deployed, with US$��	 million invested at the end 
of FY����. The GGE Fund provided a capital injection 
of US$�� million into the EnergySource-owned 
��.�MW John L Featherstone plant (previously known 
as Hudson Ranch Power I) in May ����, enabling the 
construction of this brownfield development. Just 
under two years later, the plant located on the Salton 
Sea reservoir in California became the first of the GGE 
Fund’s international geothermal investments to move 
into commercial operation, and achieved a very creditable 
��% availability in its first quarter of operation.

Mighty River Power is working with GGE to consider 
contributing further capital alongside new investors 
in order to develop new projects.

Along with the many achievements during the year, 
we were proud that Mighty River Power was named 
Overall Energy Company of the Year at the ���� 
Deloitte Energy Excellence Awards. The Company 
also won the awards for Innovation in Electricity 
(GLO-BUG) and Energy Executive of the Year (Doug 
Heffernan), and was named a finalist in an additional 
two categories; Retailer of the Year (Tiny Mighty 
Power) and Environmental Excellence. 

of tax), the Board approved a final dividend of $�	 million 
to be paid to the shareholder in September. This 
follows the $�	 million interim dividend paid in March. 

Mighty River Power has declared a total of $��� million 
of dividends over the past five financial years – a period 
that has been capital intensive with expenditure of 
more than $�.� billion in geothermal projects. 

In April ����, the sale of a ��% interest in the Nga Awa 
Purua plant to the Tauhara North No.� Trust was 
completed. The Trust took up its option to purchase 
the additional stake in accordance with agreements 
signed in ����. Mighty River Power’s share in the 
Nga Awa Purua Joint Venture is now �	%, and we 
continue as the plant operator. 

In ���� the Tuaropaki Power Company, in which we 
have a �	% equity interest alongside our partner and 
�	% owner the Tuaropaki Trust, showed further 
innovation with the expansion of their energy park 
concept at Mokai. The new Miraka dairy factory uses 
direct clean steam from the renewable geothermal 
energy at Mokai, thereby avoiding the traditional use 
of fossil fuel in the processing of milk powder. The 
energy park also supplies a large horticulture business. 

Our Board is looking forward to the commissioning 
of the 
�MW Ngatamariki Geothermal Power Station 
which we expect to be in operation and contributing 
to earnings from mid-����. Construction on the new 
plant started in July ���� and by year-end we had 
completed the earthworks and drilling of three deep 
injection wells and two production wells. 

 TOTAL DIVIDEND
 Compound Annual Growth Rate 21%

$m
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Our commitment to excellence extends to our corporate 
governance where the Board aims to achieve the 
highest standards of diligence. We continue to review 
our governance policies to ensure they are best practice, 
and we actively monitor the skills, strengths, commercial 
focus and effectiveness of the guidance we provide.

In March we welcomed James Miller to the Board, 
with director Sandy Maier stepping down after more 
than �� years. James’ appointment complements the 
existing strengths of the Board with his depth of 
understanding of the electricity industry, along with 
his extensive experience in capital markets. The Board 
acknowledges Sandy’s contribution in the evolution 
of the Company and his key role in Board decisions 
around the Company’s geothermal strategy, which 
has strengthened the Company’s earnings base and 
provided new investment opportunities offshore.

Sadly, a number of Mighty River Power’s good friends 
and community partners passed on this year. We 
acknowledge the special contributions and honour 
the memories of Timi te Heuheu (Ngati Tuwharetoa), 
George Rangitutia (Ngati Raukawa) and Wally Papa 
(Ngati Koroki-Kahukura).

The Board is delighted that our Chief Executive, Doug 
Heffernan has committed to remaining with the 
Company until �� December ����, with the Board 
holding an option to extend his contract to �� December 
����. This arrangement gives the Company continuity 
of leadership and allows certainty around managing 
succession planning as the Company progresses 
through a potential Initial Public Offering and the 
next phase under mixed ownership.

My thanks to my Board, Doug, his management team 
and in particular to our people right across the business 
for their determination to deliver another strong 
performance for Mighty River Power.

 Joan Withers Chair

2012
OVERALL ENERGY COMPANY OF THE YEAR:  
Mighty River Power 

ENERGY EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR:  
Doug Heffernan

INNOVATION IN ELECTRICITY:  
GLO-BUG

2011
ENERGY RETAILER OF THE YEAR: 
Mercury Energy

2010
OVERALL ENERGY COMPANY OF THE YEAR:  
Mighty River Power

ENERGY PROJECT OF THE YEAR:  
Nga Awa Purua

At the Deloitte Energy 
Excellence Awards:
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Meeting today’s demands  
Ready for tomorrow’s

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT

Our focus on delivering long-term 
shareholder value starts with the quality  
of our customer relationships and our 
assets, complemented by ensuring we 
have the financial and people capacity 
to grow, and manage risk effectively. 

Doug Heffernan Chief Executive
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���� was a good illustration of how our business 
responds to our shareholder value focus. We achieved 
gains in market share at both the wholesale and 
retail levels, combined with growth in electricity sales 
volumes and pricing in both markets, offsetting the 
effects of lower hydro generation. 

Operating Performance
Our mix of hydro, geothermal and gas-powered 
stations provides a diverse and flexible generation 
portfolio which gives us the ability to respond quickly 
to a wide range of market and portfolio conditions. 
Above-average inflows into the Waikato River 
catchments during the first three quarters of the 
year boosted hydro generation ���GWh above the 
historical average, but �% below the even higher level 
of ����. 

The increased use of our Southdown gas-fired plant 
(up ���% year-on-year) in response to higher wholesale 
prices in the market is a good example of how our 
flexible portfolio is able to capture value opportunities 
and manage earnings risk in the prevailing demand 
and supply conditions. Geothermal generation 
provided an excellent base for the Company with �	% 
availability across our stations. Total generation 
volumes from all sources for the year were up by �% 
to a record 
,���GWh. 

We continued to extend our retail sales to homes 
and businesses with our Mercury Energy brand and 
our specialty retail brands: Bosco Connect (inner-city 
apartments); GLO-BUG (pre-pay energy); and Tiny 
Mighty Power (smaller provincial towns). Retail 
sales volumes increased by 	% to 	,���GWh as a 
result of the increase in business sales volumes (up 
��% on the prior period to �,���GWh) and Mercury 
Energy’s focus on acquiring and retaining high value 
residential customers. 

Mercury Energy implemented a price increase of 	.�% 
in April for residential customers nationwide, which 
included a �.�% increase in energy prices and the 
pass-through to customers of increased charges from 
the local distribution companies and Transpower.

 EBITDAF
 Compound Annual Growth Rate 11%
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT CONTINUED

Many of our customers are wanting certainty 
around their energy costs. We achieved the highest 
growth this year in the medium-sized business 
segment, and the average contract term for new 
business has grown from �.� to �.
 years. Overall 
customer numbers fell �.�% during the year 
although post balance date they had returned to the 
same level as a year earlier, with continuing levels of 
high competition and switching activity across 
the industry.

Our specialty apartment brand, Bosco Connect, 
maintained its market-leading position in the 
Auckland market and continues to supply over half 
of the contestable Auckland CBD apartments. 
Tiny Mighty Power secured further sales growth 
in Waikato, Wairarapa, Marlborough and North 
Canterbury. Total customer numbers for Tiny Mighty 
Power at year end were ��,���, an increase of 
	�% over the year with further growth since then 
in Whakatane.

Over the past three years our industry-leading 
pre-pay service, GLO-BUG, has transformed the 
credit area of our business by providing a 
modern-day solution that helps meet the needs of 
customers who struggle to manage their energy 
budgets. Debt write-offs fell from $�.� million in 
the ���� financial year to $�.� million, representing 
just $� per customer. In April ����, we signed 
a contract to move approximately 	,��� of 
Meridian Energy’s pre-pay customers in Christchurch 
over to our GLO-BUG pre-pay product. Together 
with the Energy Excellence Innovation Award, 
this is market recognition of our customer- 
focused approach.

Our metering business, Metrix, has now completed 
the roll-out of more than ���,��� smart meters in 
the Auckland region, consolidating its leading 
position in New Zealand’s largest electricity 
market. These meters offer retailers a platform for 
delivering innovative services and provide opportunities 
for new technologies based on ‘smart grids’, along 
with improved data services for retailers, lines 
companies and consumers.

Financial Results
The Company’s revenue was up ��% to $�,	�� million 
reflecting higher underlying prices in the wholesale 
market over the year driven by poor national hydrology, 
with record low inflows into our competitors’ South 
Island hydro lakes. These conditions resulted in 
increased prices for our electricity generation production. 

Our retail business was negatively impacted in the 
last quarter by a sharp rise in South Island prices, 
which eroded margins in supply to local customers. 
During this period the wholesale price differential 
between the North and South Islands, widened to 
provide a significant price premium to South Island 
generators. The Electricity Authority determined that 
“Meridian was able to restrict the ability of North Island 
generators to compete in the South Island”. At this 
stage there has been no action taken to deter recurrence. 
Without a strong regulatory response we believe there 
are risks to the level of competition in wholesale 
and retail markets in the South Island. Wholesale 
purchase costs for the financial year increased from 
$	�.
�/MWh in ���� to $��.��/MWh in ����.

Energy Margin is a more useful indicator of our 
performance than total revenue, as it also takes into 
account the impact of those higher wholesale prices 
on the cost of the Company’s retail electricity purchases 
from the wholesale market. Energy Margin increased 
	% to $��	 million ($�		 million in ����) due to our 
ability – with a vertically-integrated sales and generation 
business with a complementary mix of fuels – to 
offset the higher wholesale market costs. 

$ million
FY2012 FY2011

Sales �,��� �,	�


Line Charges (���) (���)

Energy Costs (���) (���)

Direct Costs (	�) (��)

Energy Margin �
� �		

Other revenue increased $�� million, due to one-off 
gains of $
 million from the sale of carbon credits 
and an $� million accounting gain associated with 
the sale of a ��% interest in Nga Awa Purua. 
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Operating expenses (total expenses less energy costs 
and other direct costs of sales), at $��� million, were 
$�� million higher than the previous year. Maintenance 
expenses were $�� million higher due to repair of 
failures at the Southdown gas-fired plant ($�� million), 
and increased expenditure on lifecycle work on the 
Waikato Hydro System. Other expenses were up $�� 
million due to costs arising from the early termination 
of a long-term contract, combined with higher 
professional fees and insurance costs. During the 
year $�.� million was borne by the Company, relating 
to the preparation for a potential listing.

EBITDAF increased by �%, following the �	% increase 
in the ���� financial year which was based on higher 
hydro production. This year’s result reflected a 
	% uplift in electricity sales prices and volumes to 
customers, partly offset by �% lower hydro generation.

The drop in NPAT, from $��
 million to $�� million, 
as noted by the Chair, mainly reflects a significant 
fall in interest rates in the first half of the year, which 
resulted in the recognition of an adverse change in 
the non-cash fair value of financial instruments –
reflecting lower wholesale interest rates. Given the 
long-term nature of generation assets, a significant 
portion of the Company’s exposure to interest rate 
changes on its debt, both domestically and through 
its international interests, is managed through the 
use of interest rate derivatives. This means the 
average cost of funds is largely insensitive to interest 
rate changes. Mighty River Power and its associates 
and joint venture partners do not hedge account 
for these interest rate derivatives. They are fair 
valued at the end of each reporting period with the 
change recognised in the income statement. This 
is very much like a homeowner with a fixed-rate 
mortgage reporting gains or losses against the 
effective floating interest rates each year over the 
term of the mortgage.

Underlying earnings were consistent with ���� 
($��� million in ���� to $��� million in ����). Operating 
Cash Flow decreased 	% from $��� million to $�

 
million. Contributing to the decrease were increased 
interest charges of $� million and IPO preparation 
costs of $�.� million. 

Capital Expenditure at $��� million increased 
$��� million with $��� million spent on the construction 
of the Ngatamariki plant and $
� million deployed 
to the GGE Fund. Reinvestment (stay-in-business) 
capital expenditure in the ���� financial year 
was $
� million, up from $	
 million in the previous 
financial year.

We extended our liquidity headroom to $	�� million 
during the year and had committed facilities at 
$�,	�� million as at �� June ����. Our debt portfolio 
remains well-diversified with a mix of bank debt, 
wholesale and retail bonds, a US private placement 
and a commercial paper programme. 

We increased an existing bank facility by $	� million 
in September ���� and established a $��� million 
commercial paper programme in February ����, in 
which $��� million of short-term notes were issued 
at year end. Our average debt maturity profile at 
�� June ���� was 	.� years, with a $��� million 
retail bond due to mature in May ����. A $��� million 
three-year facility raised in March ���� is sufficient 
to cover the repayment of the retail bond. Our Standard 
& Poor’s long-term credit rating is BBB+/Stable.

Development and Investment

Generation projects require long lead times. As we 
plan for the needs of tomorrow, we’re conscious of 
the market conditions needed to support investment 
economics. Ongoing development and investment in 
potential geothermal and wind options ensures we 
are ready to proceed as demand conditions improve 
and/or thermal plants are withdrawn and the business 
case for an expansion of our domestic generation 
portfolio strengthens.

The scale of Mighty River Power’s geothermal business 
places it as one of the world’s largest power station 
owners by installed capacity. Geothermal is now New 
Zealand’s third-most important fuel source after hydro 
and gas, accounting for around ��% of all electricity 
generation. Geothermal generation is a reliable low 
fuel-cost generation which normally runs at full power 
�	% of the year – the only renewable not dependent 
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT CONTINUED

on weather conditions. We have taken further steps 
with geothermal investment during the year, at home 
and offshore.

In addition to our development at Ngatamariki, we 
progressed other domestic geothermal development 
options by expanding our partnership model with 
Maori landowners. We signed a development 
agreement with the landowners at Te ia a Tutea 
(Taheke field) in November ����. This field, together 
with our existing geothermal fields, provides 
opportunities for exploration and development in the 
future. The agreement enables initial exploration of 
the geothermal resource and provides for long-term 
co-ownership of any subsequent developments. 

We have been granted resource consents for two 
wind farms with up to ��� turbines in total: �� turbines 
with an estimated ���MW at Turitea, near Palmerston 
North (which achieved final consent in September 
����) and up to 	� turbines on the Puketoi Range, 
which would produce up to ���MW (granted 
preliminary consent in June ���� but subject to appeal). 
As with geothermal exploration, the multi-year lead 
times to research sites and gain consents means 
securing consents enables the Company to move 
projects forward quickly when market conditions 
support an investment case.

Our investment in the GeoGlobal Energy (GGE) Fund 
and related partnerships means we now have interests 
in international geothermal investments spanning 
eight reservoirs in the US, Chile and Germany. Mighty 
River Power’s criteria for international investments 
targets projects that are forecast to provide risk-
adjusted returns superior to those available from 
domestic projects. The initial projects and countries 
have been chosen for their attractive legal frameworks 
and political and market environments. 

In May ����, EnergySource’s ��.�MW John L 
Featherstone plant (previously known as Hudson 
Ranch Power I) on the Salton Sea Reservoir in California 
was formally opened and became the first of the GGE 
Fund’s international geothermal investments to move 
into commercial operation. The plant achieved a ��% 

capacity factor in its first full quarter of operation and 
post-construction project refinancing is underway.

Before we became involved in this project, EnergySource 
ran a competitive process to select a preferred 
equity partner to help finance the construction. The 
GGE Fund was chosen by EnergySource as their 
strategic investment partner in part because of Mighty 
River Power’s experience in similar geothermal 
developments and operations. The ��-year power 
purchase agreement with Salt River Project – an 
AA�/AA (Moody/S&P) rated utility that supplies power 
to three large urban areas – means the project 
structure carries good returns without price exposure 
to changing market conditions.

Through its investment in EnergySource, the GGE 
Fund will also have an ownership interest in any 
further development on the Salton Sea reservoir, 
including the planned Hudson Ranch Power II plant, 
adjacent to the John L Featherstone plant. 

Positive progress has been made on most of the 
international geothermal projects funded through the 
GGE Fund. While the Tolhuaca project in southern 
Chile has experienced some delays, commercial drilling 
and testing of two wells has since been completed, 
with one of the wells sufficient to generate ��MW 
proving to be the most productive geothermal well 
ever drilled in South America.

Partnership and Support
During the year we have continued our close partnership 
with stakeholders, maintained community engagement 
and support for a range of initiatives. This includes 
working on river health and wellbeing initiatives 
with the Waikato River Authority, supporting events 
and services such as Rowing NZ, Taupo Coastguard, 
Ironman New Zealand Volunteer Crew, Waikato 
River Trails, and Mercury Energy’s long-standing 
support for Starship Children’s Hospital and the 
Starship Foundation. 

Being able to share in the great success of New 
Zealand rowers at the London Olympics was a clear 
highlight of the year. This is a sport, closely aligned 
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with our business, that we have supported since 
���� and we have been able to take real pride in 
their achievements on the world stage.

The focus of our people, and the deep relationships 
we have built with our commercial partners, many 
iwi and other stakeholders, reflects the human values 
that we regard as integral to our business model. 
Mighty River Power’s joint development approach 
with Maori land trusts for example, which has been 
the platform for significant growth in geothermal 
over the past decade, is founded on the principles 
of highly-valued, long-term partnerships that continue 
to deliver significant mutual benefits.

Health and Safety
The health, safety and well-being of our people is 
another absolute priority and so we were delighted 
to see our Total Recorded Injury Frequency Rate 
down ��% due to a focused plan to enhance an 
already strong Health and Safety culture. In the year 
ahead, we hope to continue this momentum with 
participation in an industry wide generation safety 
group, StayLive. 

FY2013 to Date 

Since balance date, the major dynamic in the electricity 
market has been the replenishment of hydro storage 
and correction of the wholesale price differential 
between the North and South Islands that widened 
during the last quarter of the ���� financial year.

Alongside this, there has also been some dampening 
of electricity futures activity on the ASX resulting 
from uncertainty around future industrial demand – 
particularly relating to the Tiwai Point aluminium 
smelter. As outlined by the Chair, with our North 
Island-based renewable generation assets Mighty 
River Power is relatively well-positioned to deal with 
these potential issues. 

Work on the Ngatamariki project will be peaking over 
the coming months with the station and cooling 
towers taking shape, further drilling of wells and work 
to complete the transmission infrastructure. 

The Company also has scheduled maintenance at 
power stations over the summer to ensure the highest 
levels of availability and performance in the New Year. 
Since balance date, customer sales have remained 
firm, assisted by the expansion of GLO-BUG into the 
Christchurch market.

My thanks to the Board for their support this year, 
to our great team at Mighty River Power, to our 
business and community partners and to the many 
people who stand alongside us.

 Doug Heffernan Chief Executive
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Fostering the energy 
of New Zealand

ACROSS OUR BUSINESS

Doing Our Best by Our People and Communities
MIGHTY RIVER POWER’S business strength is underpinned 
and driven by its people. Employing close to ��� 
people across our operations, our approach is founded 
on a genuine commitment to teamwork, partnership 
and involvement with the community. This approach 
is integral to the way we operate and guides our 
decision making. 

Working alongside our stakeholders and our 
commercial and community partners, we have built 
strength in performance, a passion for our brands, 
and the capability of our employees. Throughout the 
year, we invested heavily in leadership development 
across the organisation, supporting the delivery 
of a high-performance culture. Our Leadership 
Development Framework provides employees at all 
levels with the opportunity to take part in targeted 
programmes and as a result, employees at Mighty 
River Power continue to build on their capability and 
confidence around how to talk about, assess and 
develop leadership. 

In conjunction with our commitment to building strong 
leaders, we have continued to focus on enhancing 
technical specialist capabilities within the Company 
and across the industry. A strong demonstration of 
the industry focus is the programme which has over 
the past six years produced 
� apprentices. This 
model has been extended to become the Electricity 
Supply Apprentice Programme, a partnership with 
Contact Energy.

We are partnering with New Zealand universities to 
help support research projects with a renewable 
energy focus, and to develop geothermal expertise. 
Mighty River Power is working with the University 
of Canterbury’s Geology Department on a ‘Source to 
Surface’ programme. And we have invested in the 
continued development of New Zealand’s expertise 
and research into geothermal power generation by 
sponsoring a newly established Chair in Geothermal 
Reservoir Engineering at The University of Auckland. 

Each year, employees are offered the opportunity to 
“have their say” about working at Mighty River Power 
and provide ideas around how to improve business 

The success of our business is 
dependent on reliable generation, 
delivering customer choice, 
developing business capability 
and supporting our communities.
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performance and make Mighty River Power an even 
better place to work. The ���� Workplace Survey 
results showed positive shifts in all three key performance 
measures – how we rank against other organisations, 
how engaged the average employee is, and the 
proportion of employees who are engaged with the 
organisation and its goals.

We believe a strong employer brand has enhanced 
our ability to continue to attract and retain high 
calibre people. A key element is our giving priority to 
and maintaining genuine commitment to ensuring a 
high-quality working environment and the safety of 
all employees, contractors and visitors. Our activities 
are focused on building and reinforcing a robust 
health and safety culture throughout the Company, 
and through our engagement with stakeholders and 
specific industry initiatives, such as our participation 
in the Electricity Industry Health and Safety Group, 
StayLive. This year we experienced a decline in 
the total recorded injury frequency rate and post 
balance date, achieved a full year with no Employee 
Lost Time Injury. Total Recordable Injury Frequency 
Rate (TRIFR) improved by ��% from �.�� (restated 
from ���� Annual Report) to a new low of �.�� per 
���,��� hours worked (for both employees and 
contractors combined). 

Our business is fundamentally based on our ability 
to generate electricity from the sustainable use of 
natural resources. Mighty River Power’s Environmental 
Management System (EMS) is designed to allow us 
to provide strong environmental stewardship. This 
year, the company was again awarded Enviro-Mark 
NZ Diamond certification, the highest rating of their 
environmental management standard. This certification 
is aligned with the requirements of the international 
environmental standard ISO�����:����.

Relationships with local communities and with Waikato 
River iwi are crucial to the success of our business. 
Mighty River Power’s environmental outcomes are 
developed in partnership with local regulators and 
communities whose natural resources are used to 
generate power. Resources such as geothermal 
reservoirs and the Waikato River are not confined to 

one particular rohe, landholding or community; they 
are important to many different communities, 
economically and socially. Mighty River Power’s 
relationships with Maori partners focus on the principle 
of kaitiakitanga. We apply our knowledge, expertise 
and technology to manage resources sustainably. 

We played a major part in anchoring funding for long-
term remedial environmental work along the Waikato 
River in collaboration with the Waikato Catchment 
Ecological Enhancement Trust (WCEET) and Waikato 
River iwi. The purpose is to protect and enhance the 
ecology and biodiversity of Lake Taupo and the Waikato 
River catchment. Mighty River Power has two 
representatives on the Trust and is responsible for 
its administration. Since it was formed in ����, 
WCEET has received ��� applications for a variety of 
enhancement and rehabilitation projects. More than 
��� have been approved, resulting in $�.� million already 
spent on projects with a further $�.� million committed 
to future ecological improvements throughout the 
catchment. Projects have included creation, protection 
and enhancement of wetlands and game bird habitats, 
enhanced fish passage, native tree planting and riparian 
protection on private and public land. 

Downstream eel migration is a worldwide challenge 
for hydro operators. Mighty River Power undertook 
a world-leading research trial at Karapiro in association 
with local iwi and NIWA, to investigate potential 
solutions. The Karapiro Downstream Eel Bypass 
Research Project uses a bypass – a large siphon in 
an existing channel in the dam – to attract eels and 
safely pass them over the dam. 

Complementing the other work we do in the community, 
Mighty River Power also maintains a portfolio of 
sponsorships, chosen for the alignment of values 
between the Company and the sponsor organisations. 

We have been a proud supporter of Rowing NZ since 
����. Rowing NZ is headquartered at Mighty River 
Domain, Lake Karapiro, so we are very aware of the 
importance of supportive infrastructure behind the 
rowing achievements and are delighted with the 
outstanding success New Zealand’s rowers achieved 
at the ���� London Olympics. 
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The Waikato River Trails Trust has opened ���km of 
walking trails between Taupo and Karapiro that 
showcase the Waikato River and surrounding 
environment. Mighty River Power is a major supporter 
of the Trust. 

Ironman New Zealand is a world-class event on the 
national and international stage and a huge event on 
the Taupo calendar. Each year more than �,��� people 
volunteer their time to make the event a success. 
Our sponsorship of Ironman New Zealand’s volunteer 
crew provides a key support for this international 
event. This year Civil Defence cancelled the Ironman 
event because of severe weather. However, the 
organisers worked miracles to stage a half Ironman 
event on the Sunday, and the Mighty River Power 
volunteer crew were a big part of making that possible.

Our partnership with the Starship Foundation is an 
established channel for engaging with our customers. 
The Star Supporters Club, which allows Mercury Energy 
customers to donate through their bill, has ��,��� 
members. At year end, we have raised $�	�,��� for 
the Foundation, making the Company and our customers 
the biggest contributor to the Foundation. 

An active community relations programme throughout 
Auckland brings Mighty River Power’s retail brands 
Mercury Energy and GLO-BUG into contact with more 
than ��� community groups. The programme includes 
regular interaction with government departments, 
local MPs, charitable groups and budgeting agencies. 
Through these relationships the company seeks to 
bring about the best possible outcomes for our most 
vulnerable customers.

Delivering Value in Retail 

OUR MULTI-BRAND retail business focuses on producing 
strong commercial performance through delivering 
value for our customers, across all market segments.  
We lifted our marketing presence across several of 
our brands this year in order to make households 
more aware of the options we have available. The 
Mercury Energy “Good Energy” brand campaign, 
including television advertising, lifted measured 
preference among existing customers and raised 
awareness with potential new customers. 

ACROSS OUR BUSINESS CONTINUED
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We have seen the value of our strong brands, and 
our multi-channel sales approach, in the 	% lift in 
electricity sales prices and volumes to customers this 
year. While overall customer numbers were down, 
we achieved a good volume gain (up ��%) in the 
business segment. Residential sales volume fell due 
to the drop in residential customer numbers although 
the expansion into areas south of Auckland where 
customer energy use is higher provided partial offset. 
This focus on value rather than headline customer 
numbers, moving sales effort between segments to 
target best opportunity, is a key to our retail success. 

Mercury Energy responded to the prevailing high 
levels of customer churn across the industry with a 
range of pricing and customer retention initiatives. 
For example, more than �	,��� customers were 
active on our three-year fixed-price plan at year end, 
leading to a sharp reduction in churn of customers 
on this plan compared with our overall residential 
base. The Mercury Perks Club, which has over ��,��� 
members, is another good example of our retention 
initiatives providing value for our customers. 

The ongoing deployment of smart meters will, in the 
future, deliver customers greatly improved information 
to effectively monitor and manage their power, and 
associated wider product choice. Mercury Energy is 
trialling a number of product initiatives in this area 
and gaining development insight from the customer 
feedback. We will look to commercialise smart-meter-
based products in the medium term.

During the year Mercury launched a fuel package for 
electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids, initially partnering 
with Nissan to offer buyers of their fully-electric LEAF 
vehicle a large discount for overnight charging. The 
fuel package will be made available to the buyers of 
other electric and hybrid vehicles as manufacturers 
introduce them to New Zealand. While the mass-uptake 
of electric vehicles is many years away, our support 
of this emerging technology reflects our approach to 
innovation in retail; to experiment early so we are well 
positioned to capture future market opportunities.

Responding to Supply and  
Demand in Generation

���� HIGHLIGHTS the value of our integrated sales and 
generation business and our generation flexibility to 
make the most of a wide range of market conditions. 
We also continued to invest in our assets to ensure 
they are reliable and deliver higher levels of efficiency 
into the future.

With hydro inflows into our competitors’ South Island 
hydro lakes at a record low during the year, our generation 
prices were up from $	�.��/MWh to an average of 
$�
.��/MWh. Despite the record dry spell in the South 
Island which drove up market prices, the increases were 
relatively modest compared with increases we saw in 
the last dry spell of ����. Since ����, renewables have 
displaced thermal capacity in the New Zealand generation 
market which, with no growth in demand, has left more 
thermal capacity available to respond to dry conditions.
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The Company’s total generation production was up 
�% on ���� output driven by significantly higher 
thermal generation. Generation from the Southdown 
gas-fired plant more than doubled from �
�GWh in 
the ���� financial year to 	�� GWh in the ���� year, 
as we responded to the resulting higher wholesale 
prices. Hydro generation was down �% on the previous 
year, but at �,���GWh, it was still 
% above the 
historic annual average. 

Generation from our base-load geothermal plants 
remained firm at �,���GWh, less than �% down on the 
previous year. Availability averaged more than �	%.
The Nga Awa Purua plant delivered a superior ��% 
availability, and reached ���% for the final quarter 
which helped offset the impact of sale of a ��% interest 
in the Nga Awa Purua plant at the start of April.

During the year we continued a decade-long programme 
of reinvestment in the Waikato Hydro System, the 
North Island’s most significant source of hydro 
generation and where more than ��% of the company’s 
generation production is sourced. The focus of the 
reinvestment programme is to maximise efficiency 
while improving availability and reliability. In October 
���� we began a two-year $�� million refurbishment 
and upgrade project at Ohakuri to install four ��-tonne 
Toshiba water turbine. Ohakuri has a capacity of 

���MW and an annual output of around ���GWh/
year. At their peak, the original turbines in the Ohakuri 
Station operated at efficiency levels of around ��%. 
The new equipment will see efficiency rise to around 
��% and increase current generation output by more 
than ��GWh per year on average – enough electricity 
for an additional �,	�� homes.

We also undertook planned life cycle work to upgrade 
and improve the efficiency of the generator units at 
our Arapuni hydro dam and pipeline maintenance at 
Kawerau. Unexpected transformer and gas turbine 
failures at Southdown during the second half of the 
year were repaired quickly and efficiently to enable 
the plant to maintain its key capacity to respond to 
market opportunities.

In the year ahead the Waikato Regional Council will 
consider whether to hold a five-yearly review of the 
Company’s hydro consents which have a �	-year term. 
A review could occur if the Council believe there is 
any basis that there have been unexpected environmental 
effects since the consents came into effect. We are 
not aware of any such unexpected effects that have 
occurred which could justify a review, but this remains 
a matter for the Council.  

ACROSS OUR BUSINESS CONTINUED
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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEAM

Executive Management Team

Doug Heffernan
Chief Executive
BE (Elect.) (Hons), ME, 
PhD, DistFIPENZ

Doug Heffernan has been Chief Executive of Mighty River Power since the Company was 
formed in December ���� and now has over �	 years’ experience in the New Zealand 
electricity industry. He has led the Company through a period of sustained growth and 
evolution from its beginnings as hydro-only operator to a diversified electricity generator 
and retailer with a significant geothermal business. Doug is a director of the Tuaropaki 
Power Company Limited, Chairman of the GGE Investment Committee after a four year 
period as director of GeoGlobal Energy LLC, and was until ���� Chairman of the Rotokawa 
Joint Venture Limited and the Nga Awa Purua Joint Venture.

Doug was formerly Chief Executive of Power New Zealand Limited from ���� to ���
.

Tracy Ellis
General Manager 
Human Resources
BA, MA

Tracy Ellis is responsible for delivering Mighty River Power’s human resources strategy. 
Tracy joined Mighty River Power in January ���� following �	 years experience as an HR 
practitioner with a number of organisations in both New Zealand and the United Kingdom, 
including Bank of New Zealand, KPMG, NCR Limited and PwC. Tracy is a Committee 
Member of the Electricity Supply Apprentice Programme.

William Meek
Chief Financial Officer
BCom (Hons)

William Meek joined Mighty River Power in ���� and heads the finance, treasury, investor 
relations and information services functions as well as being a member of the GGE 
Investment Committee. William was previously responsible for developing the Company’s 
generation investment strategy and enterprise risk functions.

William has fifteen years’ industry experience in areas such as risk management, power 
development, wholesale markets and forecasting.

James Munro
General Manager 
Retail 

James Munro joined Mighty River Power in ���� with responsibility for the retail and 
metering businesses. James has a broad range of commercial experience having started 
his career as an accountant, and with a background in media, finance and banking. 
Previously, James has worked for companies such as The Economist in London, TVNZ, 
and St George Bank.

Mark Trigg
General Manager 
Development
BE (Chem)

Mark Trigg is responsible for Mighty River Power’s generation development and growth 
strategy, both within New Zealand and internationally and is a director of GeoGlobal 
Energy LLC. He joined Mighty River Power in February ���� following �� years’ experience 
in the New Zealand power sector where he has held a number of senior executive roles. 
Mark brings a range of experience in operations, business development, trading and risk 
management and strategy development. Before moving to the energy sector, Mark spent 
�� years in the financial markets, predominantly in trading roles.

Bruce Waters
General Manager 
Corporate Affairs
LLB, BA

Bruce Waters heads the Corporate Affairs function which includes Communications, Public 
Relations and Legal. He also oversees Resource Management and Regulatory Policy. Bruce 
was the Company’s initial General Counsel and, after seven years out of the organisation, 
re-joined Mighty River Power in ����.

Bruce has held legal and management positions in Carter Holt Harvey and Landco 
Limited. His professional experience includes working with Maori organisations across 
forestry, fishing and energy sectors. 

Fraser Whineray
General Manager 
Operations
BE (Chem) (Hons), MBA 
(Cambridge), GRADDIP 
DY.SCI.TECH (Distinction)

Fraser Whineray is responsible for optimising the performance of all of Mighty River 
Power’s generation operations, portfolio and industrial sales activities. He joined 
Mighty River Power in ���� from Carter Holt Harvey where he was Director Operational 
Improvement. Prior to that he held a number of senior roles in the dairy industry and 
with Credit Suisse First Boston in New Zealand and Australia. Fraser has considerable 
experience in performance management, strategy, mergers and acquisitions and 
international business. Fraser is an independent non-executive director of Opus 
International Consultants.



PERFORMANCE TARGETS

Performance Targets

2012 
actual

2012 
target

Achieved/ 
Not Achieved

Financial Performance Targets

Return on equity employed (%) 14.1 14.1

Return on total capital employed (%) 11.4 11.1

Total equity/total assets (%) 51.3 52.5 X1

Free funds from operations/interest expense (x) 4.2 4.2 2

Free funds from operations/average debt (%) 26.9 23.5

Non-financial Performance Targets

Retail market share (%) 19.7 19.1

Level of customer dissatisfaction lower than industry average No Yes X3

Retain a ranking in the top two of the five major energy  
retailers in Consumer New Zealand survey of electricity  
suppliers’ performance No Yes X3

Comply fully with Electricity Commission Guidelines  
for medically dependant and vulnerable customers Yes Yes

Compliance orders by regulatory authorities None None

Optimisation of power plant reliability:
– plant availability (%) 87.4 88.8 X4

– forced outage factor (%) 2.9 <2.0 X4

Maintain the group’s Enviro-Mark diamond status Yes Yes

Lost time accidents – frequency rate per 100,000 hours worked 0.13 <0.4

Adverse variance commentary
�  The slightly weaker than target total equity/total assets ratio was due mainly to lower net profit after tax driven by the negative 

impact of fair value movements. 
�  The methodology used in calculating the free funds from operations interest cover ratio for the SCI Target and Actual differs from 

that used in the disclosure in the financial statements due to adjustments to align more closely with Standard & Poor’s 
methodology. 

�  For the first time since these targets were introduced three years ago, the Company did not achieve these retail industry standings. 
Whilst Mercury Energy dissatisfaction scores had not significantly changed, the result reflected improved scores of some other 
retailers. Mercury Energy’s Consumer New Zealand survey rating was little changed but other retailers and the industry as a whole 
improved on the previous year.

�  Below target primarily due to unplanned maintenance activity at Southdown. Spare equipment at Southdown meant reduced 
availability had limited impact on financial performance.
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AS A STATE OWNED ENTERPRISE, Mighty River Power sets Performance Targets for the year which 
are published in the Company’s Statement of Corporate Intent. Performance against these and other 
financial metrics is reported on an annual basis. 

Mighty River Power’s performance against the Performance Targets for the ���� financial year is 
detailed below:
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Meet the Board

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

01. Joan Withers
Chair
MBA, AFInstD

Joan Withers was appointed a director of Mighty River Power in August ���� and Chair 
of the board in October ����. She is Chair of Auckland International Airport, Deputy Chair 
of Television New Zealand, a director of The Treasury Advisory Board, a Trustee of Pure 
Advantage and of the Sweet Louise and the Tindall Foundations. Joan has more than 
�� years’ experience at a senior executive level in the New Zealand media industry, 
including serving as Chief Executive Officer of Fairfax New Zealand Limited and the Radio 
Network of New Zealand. Joan is author of the book “A Girl’s Guide to Business”.

02. Trevor Janes
Deputy Chair
BCA (Econ), CA, FCFIP, 
FInstD

Trevor Janes joined the Mighty River Power Board in June ���	. He is Chair of the Public 
Trust and Abano Healthcare and a director of ProCare Health Limited and LPF Group. Trevor 
is also a Member of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade International Development 
Advisory and Selection Panel, a member of the NZ Post Network Access Committee and an 
issuers’ representative on the New Zealand Market’s Disciplinary Tribunal. He is a Chartered 
Accountant and Fellow of the Institute of Directors and of the Institute of Financial 
Professionals NZ Inc, and a member of the CFA Institute (USA) and the UK Society of 
Investment Professionals.

03. Dr Michael Allen
Director
BE (Chem) (Hons), PhD

Michael Allen was appointed a director of Mighty River Power in November ���� and 
is also a director of GeoGlobal Energy LLC. With a background in engineering, he has 
�	 years’ experience in the management, promotion and marketing of international 
geothermal engineering consulting. He has been involved in more than �� geothermal 
developments in �� countries and has undertaken project consultancy in South East 
Asia, Africa, Japan, and Central and South America. More recently he has been active 
in brokering finance from banking and private equity sources for clean energy projects 
internationally. Michael is also Executive Chairman of ReEx Capital Asia Pte Limited 
(Singapore) and a Director of Mid Century Design.

04. Prue Flacks
Director
LLB,LLM

Prue Flacks joined the Mighty River Power Board as a director in May ����. She is a 
barrister and solicitor with extensive specialist experience in commercial law and, in 
particular, banking and finance and securities law. Prue is a consultant to Russell 
McVeagh, where she was a partner for �� years. She is a director of Chorus Limited, 
Bank of New Zealand Limited and Bank of New Zealand Life Insurance Limited and is 
a trustee of the Victoria University of Wellington Foundation.

05. Jon Hartley
Director
BA (Hons), FCA (England 
& Wales), ACA (Australia), 
FAICD

Jon Hartley was appointed a director of Mighty River Power in November ����. He is 
Deputy Chair of ASB Bank Limited and Sovereign Assurance Company Limited, Vice 
Chair of VisionFund International Limited. His directorships include Chorus Limited, 
VisionFund Cambodia Limited, Mission Residential Care Limited and Trango Capital 
Limited. He is a Trustee of World Vision New Zealand and Wellington City Mission. 
Jon is a Chartered Accountant and a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Directors. 
He has lived and worked in several countries and held senior executive and non-
executive roles across a diverse range of commercial and not-for-profit organisations.

06. Parekāwhia 
McLean
Director
MA, MSocSc

Parekāwhia McLean was appointed a director of Mighty River Power in November ����. 
She has over �� years’ experience in public policy and senior public sector management. 
Parekāwhia is Chief Executive of Waikato Tainui, a director of Mauriora-ki-te-Ao/Living 
Universe, a director of Raukura Whare Limited, a Trustee for the Waimarino Trust and 
a member of a strategic advisory panel to the Board of the National Institute of Water 
and Atmospheric Research (NIWA). She is also a member of the NZ Institute of Public 
Administration and the Māori Women’s Welfare League.

07. James Miller
Director
BCom, FCA, AMInstD

James was appointed a director of Mighty River Power in May ����. He is a director of NZX, 
NZX subsidiary the New Zealand Clearing and Depository Corporation Limited, Auckland 
International Airport and is a member of the newly created Financial Markets Authority. 
He is also Chairman of listed investment companies Barramundi Limited, Kingfish Limited 
and Marlin Global Limited. He has �	 years’ experience in the capital markets, having recently 
retired as a director and Head of NZ Wholesale Equities with Craigs Investment Partners in 
Auckland. James’ relevant prior roles were Head of Equities and Head of Research at ABN 
AMRO in New Zealand and as a Research Analyst focusing on energy and infrastructure 
sectors with Barclays de Zoete Wedde (BZW) in New Zealand. James is a fellow of the 
Institute of Finance Professionals New Zealand Inc. He is also a Fellow of the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of New Zealand and a Certified Securities Analyst Professional.
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08. Tania Simpson
Director
BA, MMM, AMInstD

Tania Simpson became a director of Mighty River Power in November ����, making her 
the longest-serving member of the current Board and is Chair of its Human Resources 
Committee. Tania is the founding director of Maori policy adviser, Kowhai Consulting 
Limited. She has previously held management positions in Housing Corporation, Ministry 
of Maori Development and Office of Treaty Settlements and has worked on social 
policy, environment, economic development and Treaty-related matters. She is of Tainui, 
Ngai Tahu and Ngai Puhi descent. Tania is a Member of the Waitangi Tribunal, a director 
of Oceania Group Limited, Landcare Research New Zealand Limited, AgResearch 
Limited and a Trustee of the Te Reo Irirangi o Maniapoto Trust, Waikato Endowed 
Colleges Trust, Kowhai Trust and Tui Trust.

09. Keith Smith
Director
BCom, FCA

Keith Smith was appointed a director of Mighty River Power in May ���� and is Chair of 
its Risk Assurance and Audit Committee. He is Chair of a number of companies including 
Tourism Holdings Limited and Goodman (NZ) Limited, and is Deputy Chair of The 
Warehouse Group Limited and various private companies covering a range of industry 
sectors. He is a past President of the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Corporate Governance
THE BOARD of Mighty River Power is guided by 
best practice corporate governance and adheres to 
a comprehensive Board Charter. As a State-Owned 
Enterprise, Mighty River Power operates under a 
corporate governance framework consisting of 
its legal requirements (such as the Companies Act 
���� and the State-Owned Enterprises Act ����) 
and formal and informal practices adopted by  
the Board.

Although Mighty River Power is a State-Owned 
Enterprise it received no direct financial assistance 
from the Government. The Company made no financial 
or in-kind donations to any political parties, politicians 
or related institutions.

Role of the Board
The Board is responsible for the overall direction of 
Mighty River Power’s business and other activities 
on behalf of shareholding Ministers. The Company’s 
principal objectives are to operate as a successful 
business and to be:

 As profitable and efficient as comparable businesses 
not owned by the Crown;

 A good employer;

 An organisation that displays an informed sense 
of social responsibility by having regard for the 
interests of the communities in which the Company 
operates and by supporting these communities 
when able to do so;

 A leader in achieving sustainable development, of 
our business and for the communities in which the 
Company operates, through world’s best management 
of generation resources.

Board Membership
The Board is made up of nine non-executive Directors. 
Their profiles can be read on pages ��-��.

Board Committees
To assist directors to carry out their duties, the Board 
has two standing committees. Other ad hoc committees 
may be formed from time to time. 

Risk Assurance and Audit Committee
The Risk Assurance and Audit Committee’s role is to 
provide assurance to the Board that risks and threats 
to the business are being managed properly. The 
Committee also reviews the performances of internal 
and external auditors. Internal audit is outsourced 
to Deloitte.

The Risk Assurance and Audit Committee members are:

Keith Smith (Chair)
Trevor Janes
Michael Allen
Prue Flacks
Joan Withers (ex-officio)

All Directors are entitled to attend the Risk Assurance 
and Audit Committee meetings and are provided with 
copies of meeting minutes and any reports received 
by the Committee.

Human Resources Committee

The Human Resources Committee’s primary role is to 
consider organisational matters and remuneration 
policies concerning the Company’s employees and 
assure the Board of the Company’s development of 
people capabilities and competencies.

The Human Resources Committee members are:

Tania Simpson (Chair)
Jon Hartley
Parekāwhia McLean
Joan Withers (ex-officio)

All Directors are entitled to attend the Human 
Resources Committee meetings and are provided 
with copies of meeting minutes and any reports 
received by the Committee.

Board Meeting Attendance 

Board Risk Assurance and  
Audit Committee

Human Resources 
Committee

Mixed Ownership 
Model Committee

Number of  
meetings 14 4 6 7

Joan Withers 14 4 6 7

Trevor Janes 14 4 7

Michael Allen 11 3

Prue Flacks 14 4 7

Jon Hartley 11 5 5

Parekāwhia McLean 12 6

James Miller (from 1 May 2012) 2

Tania Simpson 12 6

Keith Smith 14 4

Sandy Maier (to 30 April 2012) 10 5
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IPO-related attendances
Throughout the financial year, directors have undertaken 
additional work to fulfil their responsibilities relating 
to the New Zealand Government’s proposed Mixed 
Ownership Model.

At the start of the financial year, a Mixed Ownership 
Model Committee was formed as an ad hoc committee 
of the Board. The Committee met seven times during 
the first half of the financial year.  The Mixed Ownership 
Model Committee’s members were:

Prue Flacks (Chair)
Jon Hartley
Trevor Janes
Joan Withers (ex officio)

During the second half of the financial year, all directors 
were involved in a number of meetings (including 
additional Board meetings and telephone conferences) 
covering all aspects of the Company’s preparation for 
the proposed Initial Public Offering. Several directors 
were also involved in various multi-disciplinary committees 
formed for the purpose of overseeing and managing 
the Company’s preparation for the proposed Initial 
Public Offering. 

Board Performance Review
Each year, the Board evaluates the performance of 
the Board as a whole and of the Chair. This is done 
using a variety of techniques including external 
consultants, questionnaires and Board discussion. 
The Chair’s performance is reviewed by all Directors 
and is then discussed with the Chair. 

Planning
The Board held a strategic planning session and other 
review sessions this year. It also approved the 
Company’s draft Statement of Corporate Intent for 
shareholder approval, business plan, and budgets as 
part of its normal functions.

Risk Management
It is a Board responsibility to identify and control the 
Company’s business risks. Major policies, which are 
subject to the Board’s approval and review, include: 
capital investment; treasury; electricity trading and 
risk management; accounting and financial; insurance 
and delegated authority limits. As part of managing 
its broader risk profile, the Board recognises the 
importance of full compliance with laws controlling 
environmental activities, management of natural 
resources, health and safety in employment, working 
conditions within buildings, and customer health and 
safety. The Board monitors the Company’s compliance 
with relevant statutes through the regular reports it 
receives from management.

Auditor Independence
The Board’s policy on auditor independence from 
management places responsibility for managing the 
relationship with the Risk Assurance and Audit 

Committee. During the year, the Board reviewed the 
Company’s relationship with the auditor of its financial 
statements, Brent Penrose of Ernst & Young, on behalf 
of the Auditor-General. This review confirmed the 
present audit arrangements and noted no need to 
change them. The Risk Assurance and Audit Committee 
also reviewed the scope of services provided to Mighty 
River Power by Brent Penrose of Ernst & Young. This 
review confirmed no issues around auditor independence.

Corporate Governance
The Board of Directors has responsibility for ensuring 
the Company has effective policies in place to manage 
its risks. The Board decides the level and nature of 
the risks which are acceptable to the Company. The 
Chief Executive has overall responsibility for the day-
to-day running of the Company and the day-to-day 
management of normal business risk.

Statement of Corporate Intent
In accordance with its obligations under the State-
Owned Enterprises Act, the Company publishes an 
annual Statement of Corporate Intent as approved 
by its shareholders, which communicates the goals 
and strategies of the Company and outlines its 
expected performance. This document also contributes 
to Mighty River Power’s disclosure obligations.

Indemnity and Insurance
Mighty River Power Limited has resolved to indemnify 
directors and certain employees for any costs or 
liabilities referred to in Section ��� (�) and ��� (�) of 
the Companies Act ����. The Company has arranged 
insurance for those directors and employees in respect 
of any liability or costs referred to in Section ��� (	) 
of the Companies Act ����.

Loans to Directors
There were no loans by the Group to directors. 

Directors’ use of Information 
There were no notices from directors of the Group 
requesting to use Company information received in 
their capacity as Directors that would not otherwise 
have been available to them.

Corporate Responsibility
The Board accepts the Company’s position that 
corporate responsibility is part of the fabric of Mighty 
River Power. This is part of the Company’s everyday 
approach to good business practices. More detail on 
the Company’s approach to corporate responsibility 
can be read in the body of this report and on the 
Company website (www.mightyriver.co.nz).

Code of Ethics
Mighty River Power’s Directors comply with a Code 
of Ethics setting out the ethical and behavioural 
standards expected Company-wide. The Code of 
Ethics covers directors’ obligations in performance 
of their duties. A copy of this document is available 
on the Company website (www.mightyriver.co.nz).
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DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS

Disclosures of Directors’ Interests
The general disclosures of interest made by the Directors of Mighty River Power Limited pursuant to Section 
��� (�) of the Companies Act ���� are shown in the table below. There were no declarations of interests 
made pursuant to Section ��� (�) of the Companies Act ���� that were entered in the interests register of 
Mighty River Power Limited or its subsidiaries for the reporting period. No director of Mighty River Power 
Limited is a shareholder of Mighty River Power Limited or any of its subsidiaries. Mighty River Power has 
resolved to indemnify directors and certain employees for any costs or liabilities referred to in Section ��� 
(�) and ��� (�) of the Companies Act ����. The Company has arranged insurance for those directors and 
employees in respect of any liability or costs referred to in Section ��� (	) of the Companies Act ����. 

Director Position Company
Joan Withers (Chair) Chair Auckland International Airport Limited

Deputy Chair Television New Zealand Limited
Director The Treasury Advisory Board
Trustee Sweet Louise Foundation
Trustee The Tindall Foundation
Trustee Pure Advantage

Trevor Janes (Deputy Chair) Chair The Public Trust 
Chair Abano Healthcare Group Limited 
Director ProCare Health Limited 
Director and Shareholder LPF Group Limited and various subsidiary and associated 

companies
Director and Shareholder Selenium Corporation
Director and Shareholder Rovert Investments Limited
Member International Development Advisory and Selection Panel
Member NZ Post Network Access Committee
Member NZ Markets Disciplinary Tribunal
Member GGE Investment Committee

Dr Michael Allen Chair and Shareholder ReEx Capital Asia Private Limited (Singapore)
Chair Steering Committee, Geothermal New Zealand
Director and Shareholder Mid Century Design Limited
Member GGE Investment Committee
Trustee Allen Hanley Trust (Ceased)
Advisor Fletcher Construction (Ceased)
Advisor IFC Advisory Services (South Africa) (Ceased)

Prue Flacks Chair BNZ Life Insurance Limited
Director Bank of New Zealand Limited
Director BBull Family Trust Limited
Director Planboe Limited
Director Chorus Limited
Trustee Victoria University Foundation
Member GGE Investment Committee

Has a family member in senior management at BECA
Holds $50,000 Fixed Rate Bonds issued by 
Mighty River Power on 9 May 2003 due 15 May 2013

Jon Hartley Deputy Chair ASB Bank Limited
Deputy Chair Sovereign Assurance Company Limited
Director and Vice Chair VisionFund International Limited
Director VisionFund Cambodia Limited
Director Mission Residential Care Limited
Director Chorus Limited
Director and Shareholder Trustee Trango Capital Limited 
Trustee World Vision New Zealand
Trustee Wellington City Mission
Trustee Hartley Family Trust 
Trustee Yorkshire Trust (Family Trust)
Deputy Chair ASB Group (Life) Limited (Ceased)
Advisory Group Member TR Group (Ceased)

Joanne (Parekāwhia) McLean Director Mauriora-ki-te-Ao/Living Universe Limited
Director Raukura Whare Limited
Trustee Waimarino Trust
Member NIWA Strategic Advisory Panel
Chief Executive Officer Waikato-Tainui
Member Te Mangai Paho-Maori Broadcasting Funding Agency 

(Ceased)
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Director Position Company
James Miller Chair and Shareholder Kingfish Limited

Director and Shareholder NZX Limited 
Director and Shareholder Auckland International Airport Limited 
Shareholder Vector Limited
Shareholder New Zealand Windfarms
Shareholder Contact Energy Limited
Shareholder King Country Energy
Member Financial Markets Authority

Tania Simpson Director Landcare Research New Zealand Limited
Director AgResearch Limited
Director and Shareholder Kowhai Consulting Limited 
Director and Shareholder Oceania Group Limited 
Trustee Kowhai Trust
Trustee Tui Trust 
Trustee Te Reo Irirangi o Maniapoto Trust
Trustee Waikato Endowed Colleges Trust
Member Waitangi Tribunal

Keith Smith Chair GMT Bond Issuer Limited
Chair Healthcare Holdings Limited and subsidiaries 

and associates
Chair Enterprise Motor Group Ltd and subsidiaries 
Chair Mobile Surgical Services Limited and subsidiaries
Chair Tourism Holdings Limited
Chair Goodman (NZ) Limited and subsidiaries
Deputy Chair The Warehouse Group Limited and subsidiaries
Director H J Asmuss & Co Limited
Director Community Financial Services Limited
Director Electronic Navigation Limited and subsidiaries 
Director K One W One Limited and subsidiaries 
Director Sheppard Industries Limited
Director and Shareholder Harpers Gold Limited and subsidiaries
Director and Shareholder James Raymond Holdings Limited
Director and Shareholder Gwendoline Holdings Limited
Trustee Cornwall Park Trust Board
Trustee Sir John Logan Campbell Residuary Estate
Trustee The Selwyn Trust
Member Advisory Board of the New Zealand Tax Trading 

Company
Director PGG Wrightson and subsidiaries (Ceased)
Director and Shareholder New Zealand Farming Systems Uruguay Limited (Ceased)

Sandy Maier  
(retired 30 April 2012)

Chair Geon Group Limited and subsidiaries 

Chair Innova (formerly Click Clack) Limited 
Chair Learning Media Limited
Chair Pathfinder Asset Management Limited
Chair Radius Properties Limited
Chair Vision Senior Living Limited
Chair Perpetual Capital Management Limited
Director Fronde Systems Group Limited 
Director McConnell Limited and subsidiaries 
Director Ngai Tahu Holdings Corporation Limited
Director Taranaki Investment Management Limited 
Director PowerbyProxi Limited 
Director Catalyst Advisory Partners Limited
Director and Shareholder Maier Family Trustees Limited 
Director and Shareholder Maier Limited 
Director and Shareholder Tilda Holdings Limited
Principal New Zealand Equity Partners
Shareholder Lincoln Capital
Director and Shareholder Ultimate Care Group Limited and subsidiaries (Ceased)
Shareholder Directions Understanding Governance Limited (Ceased)
Shareholder Escalator Advertising Limited (Ceased)
Principal Catalyst Advisory Partners Limited (Ceased)
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REMUNERATION REPORT

Remuneration Report
Remuneration Philosophy
Mighty River Power’s remuneration strategy aims to 
attract, retain and motivate high calibre employees 
at all levels of the organisation, in turn driving 
performance, a strong customer focus and growth 
in shareholder value and return. Underpinned by a 
Company-wide philosophy of paying for performance, 
this strategy supports and promotes strategic business 
objectives, behaviours and values, and is based on 
a practical set of guiding principles that provide for 
consistency, fairness and transparency.

Executive Remuneration
Mighty River Power’s total remuneration policy for 
its executives provides the opportunity for them to 
be paid, where performance merits, in the upper 
quartile for equivalent market-matched roles. In 
determining an executive’s total remuneration, external 
benchmarking is undertaken to ensure comparability 
and competitiveness, along with consideration of an 
individual’s performance, skills, expertise and experiences. 
The Mighty River Power Human Resources Committee 
reviews and approves annual performance reviews 
for the executives and utilises external market analysis 
information and trends when considering and confirming 
remuneration arrangements.

Executive total remuneration is made up of three 
components; fixed remuneration, short-term performance 
incentives and long-term performance incentives.

Fixed Remuneration

Fixed Remuneration consists of base salary and benefits. 
Mighty River Power’s policy is to pay fixed remuneration 
with reference to the fixed pay market median.

Short-Term Performance Incentives

Short-term performance incentives are at-risk payments 
aligned to annual performance scorecards. The 
scorecards define objectives and measures in the 
areas of finance, operational excellence, reputation 
and people and link directly to Mighty River Power’s 
business plans. The short-term performance incentive 
remuneration targets are expressed as a percentage 
of base salary and are set and evaluated annually.

Long-Term Performance Incentives

The current long-term performance incentive arrangements 
for the Chief Executive, Chief Financial Officer and 
three General Managers are aligned to performance 
targets incentivising the enhancement of long-term 
shareholder value. They are measured against multi-
year targets over a three year period which are based 
on the Company’s total shareholder return performance. 
The long-term performance incentives remuneration 
target is a percentage of base salary. A payment is 
only made when the targets are achieved and is subject 
to continuous employment. In the event performance 
hurdles are not met, no benefit will be received. 

Chief Executive Remuneration
The Chief Executive’s Total Remuneration in the ���� 
financial year was $�,���,��� (���� financial year 
restated $�,
��,
��). 

Base Salary

The Chief Executive’s base salary for the ���� financial 
year was $���,��	 (unchanged from $���,��	 in ���� 
financial year). 

Fixed Remuneration

The Chief Executive’s Fixed Remuneration (comprised 
of base salary and benefits) for the ���� financial 
year was $�	�,��� ($���,	�� in ���� financial year). 

Short-Term Performance Incentive

 A short-term incentive payment of $���,��� ($���,��� 
in ����) was made to the Chief Executive in October 
���� for performance in the ���� financial year.

Chief Executive’s Short-Term  
Performance Incentive Weight

Financial; performance against plan 
& Total Shareholder Return 30%

Operational Excellence; performance 
against business plan & objectives, 
including Health & Safety 30%

Reputation; relationship enhancement 
& leadership 20%

People; culture, leadership, performance 
management, talent and succession 20%

Long-Term Performance Incentive

The Chief Executive’s previous Long-Term Performance 
Incentive Plan concluded on �� June ����, with a 
payment of $���,��� made in October ���� ($���,��� 
in ���� financial year).

The current Long-Term Incentive Plan commenced 
on � July ���� and spans a three year period ending 
�� June ����. Measurement is against multi-year 
targets which are based on the Company’s total 
shareholder return performance.

KiwiSaver

The Chief Executive is a member of KiwiSaver. As a 
member of this scheme, the Chief Executive is eligible 
to contribute and receive a matching Company 
contribution of �% of gross taxable earnings 
(including short and long-term incentives). For the 
���� financial year the Company contribution was 
$��,�	� (���� financial year $�	,��
).
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Chief Executive Retention 

The Chief Executive, Doug Heffernan, has committed 
to remaining with the Company until �� December 
����, with the Board holding an option to extend 
his contract to �� December ����. On completion of 
the initial contract term to �� December ����, a 
one-off retention payment of $	��,��� will be 
made, with no further retention or termination payment 
if the Board elects to exercise its option to extend 
the contract. 

Employee Remuneration 
The Group paid remuneration in excess of $���,��� 
including benefits to ��� employees (not including 
Directors or Chief Executive) during the year in the 
following bands:

Remuneration Band Total

$100,001 – $110,000 51

$110,001 – $120,000 60

$120,001 – $130,000 33

$130,001 – $140,000 22

$140,001 – $150,000 12

$150,001 – $160,000 19

$160,001 – $170,000 10

$170,001 – $180,000 10

$180,001 – $190,000 3

$190,001 – $200,000 5

$200,001 – $210,000 2

$210,001 – $220,000 1

$220,001 – $230,000 10

$230,001 – $240,000 4

$240,001 – $250,000 1

$250,001 – $260,000 1

$260,001 – $270,000 2

$270,001 – $280,000 1

$280,001 – $290,000 1

$290,001 – $300,000 2

$300,001 – $310,000 1

$310,001 – $320,000 2

$320,001 – $330,000 2

$360,001 – $370,000 2

$440,001 – $450,000 1

$460,001 – $470,000 1

$470,001 – $480,000 1

$490,001 – $500,000 1

Total 261

Directors’ Remuneration
The directors’ remuneration is paid in the form of 
directors’ fees. Additional fees are paid to the Chair 
and Deputy Chair and in respect of work carried out 
by directors on various Board Committees to reflect 
the additional responsibilities of these positions. In 
addition to the standing committees of the board, 
this year extra fees were paid in relation to additional 
workload for directors relating to preparation for the 
potential Initial Public Offering. Some directors also 
receive fees for representing the Company on GGE 
related entities. The total fees paid to directors is 
subject to shareholder approval. Mighty River Power 
meets directors’ reasonable travel and other costs 
associated with Mighty River Power business. 

The following people held office as Director during 
the year to �� June ���� and received the following 
remuneration during the period:

Joan Withers (Chair) $130,123

Trevor Janes (Deputy Chair) $97,518

Michael Allen* $66,028

Prue Flacks $97,028

Jon Hartley* $55,195

Parekāwhia McLean* $48,528

James Miller (appointed 1 May 2012) $8,688

Tania Simpson $49,728

Keith Smith $61,390

Sandy Maier (to 30 April 2012) $42,840

* Elected not to receive additional remuneration for IPO-related 
attendances during the reporting period
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DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

Directors’ Responsibility Statement
The directors are responsible for ensuring that the financial statements comply with generally accepted 
accounting practices and represent a true and fair view of Mighty River Power Limited’s financial position 
as at �� June ����, and of the financial performance and cash flows for the current financial year.

The directors consider that the Group and Company’s financial statements have been prepared using the 
appropriate accounting policies, that these have been consistently applied and are supported by reasonable 
judgements and estimates, and that all relevant financial and accounting standards have been followed.

The directors believe that proper accounting records have been kept which allow for the determination of 
the Group and Company’s financial position with reasonable accuracy, and that the financial statements 
themselves comply with the Financial Reporting Act ���� and the Companies Act ����.

The directors consider that they have taken adequate steps to safeguard the Group and Company’s assets 
and to prevent and, where necessary, detect fraud and any other irregularities. 

The Auditor-General is required to be the Company’s auditor, and has appointed Mr Brent Penrose of Ernst 
& Young to undertake the audit on her behalf.

The directors are pleased to present Mighty River Power Limited’s Annual Report and financial statements 
for the year ended �� June ����.

Events Subsequent to Balance Date
The directors are not aware of any circumstances since the end of the year that have significantly or may 
significantly affect the operations of the Group. 

Annual Report Certificate
This Annual Report is dated �� August ���� and is signed on behalf of the Board by:

 Joan Withers Chair �� August ����  Trevor Janes Deputy Chair �� August ����
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Independent Auditor’s Report
TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF MIGHTY RIVER POWER LIMITED AND GROUP’S 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

The Auditor-General is the auditor of Mighty River Power Limited (the company) and group. The Auditor-
General has appointed me, Brent Penrose, using the staff and resources of Ernst & Young to carry out the 
audit of the financial statements of the company and group, on her behalf.

We have audited the financial statements of the company and group on pages �� to �� that comprise the 
balance sheet as at �� June ����, the income statement, statement of comprehensive income, statement 
of changes in equity and cash flow statement for the year ended on that date and the notes to the financial 
statements that include accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Opinion on the financial statements

In our opinion the financial statements of the company and group on pages �� to ��:

 comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand;

 comply with International Financial Reporting Standards; and

 give a true and fair view of the company and group’s:

 – financial position as at �� June ���� and

 – financial performance and cash flows for the year ended on that date.

Opinion on other legal requirements

In accordance with the Financial Reporting Act ���� we report that, in our opinion, proper accounting records 
have been kept by the company and group as far as appears from an examination of those records.

Our audit was completed on �� August ����. This is the date at which our opinion is expressed. 

The basis of our opinion is explained below. In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the Board of Directors 
and our responsibilities, and explain our independence.

Basis of opinion

We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the 
International Standards on Auditing (New Zealand). Those standards require that we comply with ethical 
requirements and plan and carry out our audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free from material misstatement.

Material misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts and disclosures that would affect a reader’s 
overall understanding of the financial statements. If we had found material misstatements that were not 
corrected, we would have referred to them in our opinion.

An audit involves carrying out procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in 
the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on our judgement, including our assessment of 
risks of material misstatement of the financial statements whether due to fraud or error. In making those 
risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the preparation of the company and group’s 
financial statements that give a true and fair view of the matters to which they relate. We consider internal 
control in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances but not for the purpose 
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the company and group’s internal control.

An audit also involves evaluating:

 the appropriateness of accounting policies used and whether they have been consistently applied;

 the reasonableness of the significant accounting estimates and judgements made by the Board of Directors;

 the adequacy of all disclosures in the financial statements; and

 the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We did not examine every transaction, nor do we guarantee complete accuracy of the financial statements. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT CONTINUED

In accordance with the Financial Reporting Act 1993, we report that we have obtained all the information 
and explanations we have required. We believe we have obtained sufficient and appropriate audit evidence 
to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is responsible for preparing financial statements that:

 comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand; and

 give a true and fair view of the company and group’s financial position, financial performance and cash flows.

The Board of Directors is also responsible for such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable the 
preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

The Board of Directors’ responsibilities arise from the State-Owned Enterprises Act ���� and the Financial 
Reporting Act ����.

Responsibilities of the Auditor

We are responsible for expressing an independent opinion on the financial statements and reporting that 
opinion to you based on our audit. Our responsibility arises from section �	 of the Public Audit Act ���� and 
section ��(�) of the State Owned Enterprises Act ����.

Independence

When carrying out the audit we followed the independence requirements of the Auditor-General, which 
incorporate the independence requirements of the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants.

Partners and staff of Ernst & Young may deal with the group on normal terms within the ordinary course 
of trading activities of the business of the group. Ernst & Young on behalf of the Auditor-General performed 
an audit of the group’s financial statements for the six months ended �� December ����. Ernst & Young 
Transaction Advisory Services Limited has also been engaged as investigating accountants in connection 
with the proposed public offer of shares in the company. Other than these matters and the audit, we have 
no relationship with or interests in the company and group.

 Brent Penrose Ernst & Young

On behalf of the Auditor-General
Auckland, New Zealand

Matters relating to the electronic presentation of the audited financial statements

This audit report relates to the financial statements of Mighty River Power Limited (the company) and 
group for the year ended �� June ���� included on the company’s website. The Board of Directors is 
responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the company‘s website. We have not been engaged to 
report on the integrity of the company’s website. We accept no responsibility for any changes that may 
have occurred to the financial statements since they were initially presented on the website.

The audit report refers only to the financial statements named above. It does not provide an opinion on any 
other information which may have been hyperlinked to or from the financial statements. If readers of this 
report are concerned with the inherent risks arising from electronic data communication they should refer 
to the published hard copy of the audited financial statements and related audit report dated �� August 
���� to confirm the information included in the audited financial statements presented on this website.

Legislation in New Zealand governing the preparation and dissemination of financial information may 
differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.
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Income Statement
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

Note
2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Sales 1,903,515 1,546,740 1,730,868 1,421,536 

Less line charges (424,247) (404,031) (408,186) (395,552)

Other revenue 41,295 21,172 43,188 22,580 

Total revenue 1,520,563 1,163,881 1,365,870 1,048,564 

Energy costs 761,158 445,971 761,158 446,344 

Other direct cost of sales, including metering 33,524 42,025 18,039 25,319 

Employee compensation and benefits 76,139 74,599 67,421 68,751 

Maintenance expenses 71,808 55,866 54,507 41,545 

Sales and marketing 20,898 19,458 19,961 18,979 

Contractors’ fees 11,136 11,268 9,878 10,919 

Professional services 4 18,958 15,051 15,019 11,321 

Other expenses 65,445 56,590 43,377 69,090 

Total expenses 1,059,066 720,828 989,360 692,268 

Earnings before net interest expense, income tax, depreciation, amortisation, 
change in fair value of financial instruments, impairments and equity 
accounted earnings (EBITDAF) 461,497 443,053  376,510 356,296 

Depreciation and amortisation 4 (158,397) (145,404)  (98,010) (99,842)

Change in the fair value of financial instruments 26 (92,751) (25,621)  (92,458) (26,739)

Impaired assets 4 (4,004) (19,786)  (4,952) (56,823)

Equity accounted earnings of associate companies 17 2,852 2,069  -  - 

Equity accounted earnings of interest in jointly controlled entities 19 (27,655) 2,935  -  - 

Earnings before net interest expense and income tax (EBIT) 181,542 257,246 181,090 172,892 

Interest expense 4 (75,360) (74,629)  (63,174) (72,230)

Interest income 2,808 2,843 937 719 

Net interest expense (72,552) (71,786) (62,237) (71,511)

Profit before income tax 108,990 185,460 118,853 101,381 

Income tax expense 5 (41,289) (58,387) (35,199) (46,469)

Net profit for the year 67,701 127,073 83,654 54,912 

Net profit for the year is attributable to:

Owners of the parent 67,775 127,087  83,654 54,912 

Non-controlling interests  (74) (14)  -  - 

67,701 127,073 83,654 54,912 

Earnings per share attributable to owners of the parent:

Basic and diluted earnings per share (cents) 8  4.84  9.08 

�e accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Comprehensive Income
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

�e accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

Note
2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Net profit for the year 67,701 127,073 83,654 54,912 

Other comprehensive income

Fair value revaluation of hydro and thermal assets 12  166,000  219,000  166,000  219,000 

Fair value revaluation of other generation assets 12  4,000  193,250  -  - 

Equity accounted share of movements in associates’ reserves 17  1,165  (3,065)  -  - 

Equity accounted share of movements in jointly controlled entities’ reserves 19  31,621  -  -  - 

Movement in available for sale investment reserve  (619)  (858)  (619)  (858)

Retained losses acquired on amalgamation  -  -  (869)  - 

Movements in foreign currency translation reserve  (1,531)  (31,146)  -  - 

Cash flow hedges gain/(loss) taken to or released from equity 26  27,758  (107,445)  10,046  (88,517)

Income tax on items of other comprehensive income 5  (68,083)  (91,184)  (49,120)  (38,888)

Impact of tax rate change  -  6,797  -  3,305 

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of taxation  160,311 185,349  125,438 94,042 

Total comprehensive income for the year 228,012 312,422 209,092 148,954 

Total comprehensive income for the year is attributable to:

Owners of the parent  228,090  312,436  209,092  148,954 

Non-controlling interests  (78)  (14)  -  - 

228,012 312,422 209,092 148,954 
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Issued 
capital

$000

Retained 
earnings

$000

Available 
for sale 

investment 
reserve

$000

Foreign 
currency 

translation 
reserve

$000

Asset 
revaluation 

reserve
$000

Cash flow 
hedge 

reserve
$000

Non-
controlling 

interest
$000

Total equity
$000

GROUP

Balance as at 1 July 2010  377,561  508,266  -  625 1,865,749  (63,390)  159 2,688,970 

Fair value revaluation of hydro and 
thermal assets, net of taxation  -  -  -  -  153,300  -  -  153,300 

Fair value revaluation of other 
generation assets, net of taxation  -  -  -  -  135,275  -  -  135,275 

Equity accounted share of movements 
in associate’s reserves  -  -  -  -  (3,075)  10  -  (3,065)

Net loss on available for sale  
investment reserve  -  -  (600)  -  -  -  -  (600)

Movements in foreign currency 
translation reserve  -  -  -  (31,146)  -  -  -  (31,146)

Cash flow hedges gain/(loss) taken to or 
released from equity, net of taxation  -  -  -  -  -  (75,212)  -  (75,212)

Impact of tax rate change  -  -  (17)  -  8,245  (1,431)  -  6,797 

Other comprehensive income  -  -  (617)  (31,146)  293,745  (76,633)  -  185,349 

Net profit for the year  -  127,087  -  -  -  -  (14)  127,073 

Total comprehensive income  -  127,087  (617)  (31,146)  293,745  (76,633)  (14)  312,422 

Non-controlling interest  -  -  -  -  -  -  150  150 

Dividend  -  (95,000)  -  -  -  -  -  (95,000)

Balance as at 30 June 2011  377,561  540,353  (617)  (30,521) 2,159,494  (140,023)  295 2,906,542 

Balance as at 1 July 2011  377,561  540,353  (617)  (30,521) 2,159,494  (140,023)  295 2,906,542 

Fair value revaluation of hydro and 
thermal assets, net of taxation  -  -  -  -  119,520  -  -  119,520 

Fair value revaluation of other 
generation assets, net of taxation  -  -  -  -  2,880  -  -  2,880 

Equity accounted share of movements 
in associate’s reserves  -  -  -  -  -  1,165  -  1,165 

Equity accounted share of movements 
in jointly controlled entities’ reserves  -  -  -  -  18,758  -  (21)  18,737 

Net loss on available for sale  
investment reserve  -  -  (446)  -  -  -  -  (446)

Movements in foreign currency 
translation reserve  -  -  -  (1,527)  -  -  (4)  (1,531)

Cash flow hedges gain/(loss) taken to or 
released from equity, net of taxation  -  -  -  -  -  19,986  -  19,986 

Other comprehensive income  -  -  (446)  (1,527)  141,158  21,151  (25)  160,311 

Net profit for the year  -  67,775  -  -  -  -  (74)  67,701 

Total comprehensive income  -  67,775  (446)  (1,527)  141,158  21,151  (99)  228,012 

Non-controlling interest  -  -  -  -  -  -  108  108 

Dividend  -  (120,500)  -  -  -  -  -  (120,500)

Balance as at 30 June 2012  377,561  487,628  (1,063)  (32,048) 2,300,652  (118,872)  304 3,014,162 

Statement of Changes in Equity
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

�e accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Changes in Equity
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

Issued 
capital

$000

Retained 
earnings

$000

Available 
for sale 

investment 
reserve

$000

Asset 
revaluation 

reserve
$000

Cash flow 
hedge 

reserve
$000

Total equity
$000

COMPANY

Balance as at 1 July 2010  377,561  611,526  - 1,584,972  (56,829) 2,517,230 

Fair value revaluation of hydro and thermal assets, net of taxation  -  -  -  153,300  -  153,300 

Net loss on available for sale investment reserve  -  -  (600)  -  -  (600)

Cash flow hedges gain/(loss) taken to or released from equity,  
net of taxation  -  -  -  -  (61,963)  (61,963)

Impact of tax rate change  -  -  (17)  4,380  (1,058)  3,305 

Other comprehensive income  -  -  (617)  157,680  (63,021)  94,042 

Net profit for the year  -  54,912  -  -  -  54,912 

Total comprehensive income  -  54,912  (617)  157,680  (63,021)  148,954 

Dividend  -  (95,000)  -  -  -  (95,000)

Balance as at 30 June 2011  377,561  571,438  (617) 1,742,652  (119,850) 2,571,184 

Balance as at 1 July 2011  377,561  571,438  (617) 1,742,652  (119,850) 2,571,184 

Fair value revaluation of hydro and thermal assets, net of taxation  -  -  -  119,520  -  119,520 

Net loss on available for sale investment reserve  -  -  (446)  -  -  (446)

Cash flow hedges gain/(loss) taken to or released from equity,  
net of taxation  -  -  -  -  7,233  7,233 

Retained losses acquired on amalgamation  -  (869)  -  -  -  (869)

Other comprehensive income  -  (869)  (446)  119,520  7,233  125,438 

Net profit for the year  -  83,654  -  -  -  83,654 

Total comprehensive income  -  82,785  (446)  119,520  7,233  209,092 

Dividend  -  (120,500)  -  -  -  (120,500)

Balance as at 30 June 2012  377,561  533,723  (1,063) 1,862,172  (112,617) 2,659,776 

�e accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

Note
2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Issued capital 6  377,561  377,561  377,561  377,561 

Reserves  2,636,297  2,528,686  2,282,215  2,193,623 

Non-controlling interest  304  295  -  - 

Total shareholders’ equity  3,014,162  2,906,542  2,659,776  2,571,184 

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 9  38,296  28,722  15,750  3,758 

Receivables 10  316,097  199,868  943,347  886,369 

Inventories 11  24,147  23,015  17,718  17,970 

Derivative financial instruments 26  15,769  20,100  18,648  28,727 

Taxation receivable  -  -  6,494  2,571 

Total current assets  394,309  271,705  1,001,957  939,395 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment 12  5,064,100  4,749,506  3,632,940  3,495,519 

Intangible assets 13  49,795  38,821  27,615  25,336 

Emissions units 14  4,323  429  3,954  425 

Available for sale financial assets 15  572  1,191  572  1,191 

Investment in subsidiaries 16  -  -  441,505  231,455 

Investment and advances to associates 17  78,022  76,252  4,542  4,535 

Investment in jointly controlled entities 19  108,104  98,970  -  - 

Advances 20  13,992  10,877  -  - 

Receivables 10  5,751  378  -  1,511 

Derivative financial instruments 26  158,438  128,458  163,197  145,375 

Total non-current assets  5,483,097  5,104,882  4,274,325  3,905,347 

Total assets  5,877,406  5,376,587  5,276,282  4,844,742 

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Payables and accruals 21  289,221  180,431  246,655  156,603 

Provisions 22  6,546  4,200  1,993  230 

Current portion loans 23  305,684  12,081  305,684  12,081 

Derivative financial instruments 26  23,779  24,498  23,771  24,498 

Taxation payable  16,887  4,271  -  - 

Total current liabilities  642,117  225,481  578,103  193,412 

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Payables and accruals 21  17,163  21,298  17,163  21,298 

Derivative financial instruments 26  419,910  374,524  421,593  378,031 

Loans 23  875,688  973,400  875,688  973,400 

Deferred tax 24  908,366  875,342  723,959  707,417 

Total non-current liabilities  2,221,127  2,244,564  2,038,403  2,080,146 

Total liabilities  2,863,244  2,470,045  2,616,506  2,273,558 

NET ASSETS  3,014,162  2,906,542  2,659,776  2,571,184 

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors who authorised the issue of the Financial Statements on 28 August 2012.

JOAN WITHERS
Chair
28 August 2012

TREVOR JANES 
Deputy Chair
28 August 2012

Balance Sheet
AS AT 30 JUNE 2012

�e accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

Note
2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Receipts from customers  1,387,480  1,123,166  1,245,128  1,012,703 

Payments to suppliers and employees  (964,112)  (691,283)  (885,502)  (629,804)

Interest received  2,808  2,534  937  411 

Interest paid  (86,333)  (78,578)  (85,915)  (76,769)

Taxes paid  (62,850)  (63,013)  (62,850)  (63,000)

Net cash provided by operating activities 27  276,993  292,826  211,798  243,541 

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Acquisition of property, plant and equipment  (311,720)  (174,091)  (59,035)  (62,601)

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment  349  312  349  44 

Advances to associate  -  (52,251)  -  (631)

Advances to associates repaid  -  27,005  -  27,005 

Advances to joint venture partner repaid  891  964  -  - 

Partial disposal of interest in jointly controlled assets  40,526  -  -  - 

Investment in jointly controlled entities  (2,001)  (4,130)  -  - 

Acquisition of intangibles  (24,904)  (20,776)  (15,342)  (17,025)

Acquisition of subsidiaries 31  -  18,448  -  - 

Acquisition of emission units  (5,285)  -  (3,300)  - 

Disposal of emission units  7,005  -  -  - 

Dividends received  3,513  1,525  -  - 

Proceeds from disposal of other non-current assets  -  600  -  600 

Net cash used in investing activities  (291,626)  (202,394)  (77,328)  (52,608)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Proceeds from loans  228,728  266,212  228,728  266,212 

Repayment of loans  (80,439)  (240,000)  (80,439)  (240,000)

Loans to subsidiaries  -  -  (150,267)  (120,611)

Dividends paid  (120,500)  (95,000)  (120,500)  (95,000)

Net cash provided by/(used in) financing activities  27,789  (68,788)  (122,478)  (189,399)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents held  13,156  21,644  11,992  1,534 

Net foreign exchange movements  (3,582)  (827)  -  - 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year  28,722  7,905  3,758  2,224 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year  38,296  28,722  15,750  3,758 

Cash and cash equivalents comprises:

Cash  38,296  28,722  15,750  3,758 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year  38,296  28,722  15,750  3,758 

Cash Flow Statement
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

�e accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

NOTE 1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(1) Reporting entity

Mighty River Power Limited (the “Company”) is a company incorporated in New Zealand, registered under the Companies Act 1993 and is an 
issuer for the purposes of the Financial Reporting Act 1993. �e consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the 
Financial Reporting Act 1993 and the Companies Act 1993.

�e consolidated financial statements are for Mighty River Power Limited Group (the “Group”). �e consolidated financial statements comprise 
the Company, its subsidiaries, associates and interests in jointly controlled assets and entities.

Mighty River Power Limited is wholly owned by Her Majesty the Queen in Right of New Zealand (the Crown). Consequently, the Company is 
bound by the requirements of the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986.

�e liabilities of the Company are not guaranteed in any way by the Crown. 

�e Group’s principal activities are to invest in, develop and produce electricity from renewable and other energy sources and to sell energy and 
energy related services and products to retail and wholesale customers.

(2) Basis of preparation

(a) Statement of compliance

�ese consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with New Zealand Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (“NZ GAAP”). 
�ey comply with New Zealand equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (“NZ IFRS”) as appropriate for profit-oriented entities. 
�ese financial statements also comply with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).

�e accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to both periods presented in these consolidated financial statements. 
Certain comparative figures have been restated to conform with current year presentation.

�e group has elected not to early adopt the following standards which have been issued but are not yet effective:

 NZ IAS 28 – Investment in Associates and Joint Ventures. �is standard supersedes NZ IAS 28 – Investments in Associates as a result of 
the issue of NZ IFRS – 11 Joint Arrangements and NZ IFRS 12 – Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities. �e standard, which prescribes the 
accounting for investments in associates and sets out the requirements for the application of equity accounting, will be effective for periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2013. Management does not consider that this will have an impact on the financial statements.

 NZ IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments. �is standard is part of the project to replace NZ IAS 39 – Financial instruments: Recognition and 
Measurement. �e standard, which will be effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2015, applies to financial assets and liabilities, 
their classification and measurement. Management is yet to determine the impact of this new standard on the financial statements.

 NZ IFRS 10 – Consolidated Financial Statements. �is standard establishes a new control model which broadens the situation when an 
entity is considered to control another entity, including when acting as a manager may give control, the impact of potential voting rights and 
when holding less than a majority interest may give control. Management does not consider that this will have any impact on the financial 
statements. �e standard will be effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013.

 NZ IFRS 11 – Joint Arrangements. �is standard, effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013, replaces NZ IAS 31 – Interests 
in Joint Ventures and removes the option to account for jointly controlled entities using proportionate consolidation, instead, accounting for a 
joint arrangement is dependent on the nature of the rights and obligations arising from the arrangement. Joint operations that give a right to 
the underlying assets and obligations themselves are accounted for by recognising the share of those assets and obligations. Joint ventures 
that give rise to a right to the net assets are accounted for using the equity method. Management does not consider that this will have any 
impact on the accounting for joint arrangements in the financial statements.

 NZ IFRS 12 – Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities. �is standard includes new disclosures about judgements made by management to 
determine whether control exists, and to require summarised information about joint arrangements, associates and structured entities and 
subsidiaries with non-controlling interests. �e new standard will be effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013.

 NZ IFRS 13 – Fair Value Measurement. �is standard does not change when an entity is required to use fair value but provides guidance on 
how to determine fair value. It also expands the disclosure requirements about the assumptions made and the qualitative impact of those 
assumptions on the fair value determined. �is may result in more detailed disclosure around the valuation assumptions but should not 
materially impact the reported fair values. �e standard will be effective for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013.

(b) Basis of measurement

�e NZ IFRS financial statements are prepared on the basis of historical cost with the exception of certain items for which specific accounting 
policies are identified, as noted below.

(c) Estimates and judgements

�e preparation of financial statements requires Management to make judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of 
policies and the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an on-going basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in 
which the estimate is revised and in any future periods affected.

In particular, information about significant areas of estimation uncertainty and critical judgements in applying accounting policies that have the 
most significant effect on the amount recognised in the financial statements are described below:

Generation plant and equipment

�e Group’s generation assets are stated at fair value as determined by an independent valuer. �e basis of the valuation is the net present value of 
the future earnings of the assets, excluding any reduction for costs associated with restoration and environmental rehabilitation. �e major inputs 
and assumptions that are used in the valuation model that require judgement include the forecast of the future electricity price path, sales volume 
forecasts, projected operational and capital expenditure profiles, capacity and life assumptions for each generation plant and discount rates.
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Retail revenue

Management has exercised judgement in determining estimated retail sales for unread gas and electricity meters at balance date. Specifically this 
involves an estimate of consumption for each unread meter, based on the customer’s past consumption history. �e estimated balance is recorded 
in sales and as an accrual balance within receivables.

Restoration and environmental rehabilitation

Liabilities are estimated for the abandonment and site restoration of areas from which natural resources are extracted (see note 22).  
Such estimates are valued at the present value of the expenditures expected to settle the obligation. Key assumptions have been made as to  
the expected expenditures to remediate based on the expected life of the assets employed on the sites and an appropriate discount rate.

Valuation of Financial instruments

Energy contracts are valued by reference to the Group’s financial model for future electricity prices. Foreign exchange and interest rate derivatives 
are valued based on quoted market prices. Detailed information about assumptions and risk factors relating to financial instruments and their 
valuation are included in note 25.

Impairment of non-financial assets

Assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortisation and are tested annually for impairment. Other assets that are subject 
to amortisation are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be 
recoverable. Evaluation and exploration assets are assessed for impairment when there is an indication that the carrying amount of the asset 
may exceed its recoverable amount. 

Deferred tax

In May 2010 the Government announced that tax depreciation deductions for buildings would be disallowed effective from 1 July 2011. As there 
is no definition of a building in the Income Tax Act, Management have had to make an assessment of whether its generation assets, which have 
historically been classified as buildings, have been appropriately classified or whether they would more appropriately be classified as plant (see 
note 24 for further detail).

Undesirable trading situation

�e Electricity Authority (EA) declared that an undesirable trading situation occurred on 26 March 2011 and determined that final prices should be 
reduced from the interim price level. In Auckland this resulted in prices during the affected trading periods falling from approximately $20,000/MWh 
to approximately $3,200/MWh. �e EA decision was appealed to, and upheld by, the High Court. However, the High Court’s decision has, in turn, 
been appealed to the Court of Appeal. �e hearing is set down for April 2013. In the event that the decision is overturned, and the prices return 
to the interim price level, EBITDAF could reduce by approximately $24 million in the year of recognition.

(d) Functional and presentation currency

�ese financial statements are presented in New Zealand Dollars ($). �e functional currency of Mighty River Power Limited and all its subsidiaries, 
apart from Mighty Geothermal Power Limited and its direct subsidiaries and PT ECNZ Services Indonesia, is New Zealand Dollars. �e functional 
currency of PT ECNZ Services Indonesia and Mighty Geothermal Power Limited, and its subsidiaries except the German subsidiaries, is the United 
States Dollar. �e German subsidiaries have a functional currency of Euro. �e financial statements of these entities have been translated to the 
presentation currency for these Group financial statements. All financial information has been rounded to the nearest thousand. 

(3) Significant accounting policies

(a) Basis of consolidation

Subsidiaries

Subsidiaries are all those entities over which the Group has the power to govern the financial and operating policies so as to obtain benefits from 
their activities. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date on which control is obtained by the Group and cease to be consolidated from the 
date on which control is transferred out of the Group. �e acquisition of subsidiaries is accounted for using the acquisition method of accounting. 
�e acquisition method of accounting involves recognising at acquisition date, separately from goodwill, the identifiable assets acquired, the 
liabilities assumed and any non-controlling interest in the acquiree. �e identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed are measured at 
their acquisition date fair values. �e difference between these items and the fair value of consideration (including the fair value of any pre-existing 
investment in the acquiree) is goodwill or discount on acquisition. 

All material inter-company transactions, balances and unrealised profits and losses arising from transactions between Group companies are 
eliminated on consolidation.

Non-controlling interests are allocated their share of net profit after tax in the statement of comprehensive income and are presented within 
equity in the consolidated balance sheet separately from the equity of the owners of the parent.

A change in ownership interest of a subsidiary that does not result in the loss of control, is accounted for as an equity transaction. If the Group 
loses control over a subsidiary, it derecognises the assets and liabilities of the subsidiary, the carrying amount of any non-controlling interest 
and the cumulative foreign currency translation differences recorded in reserves if any. Further, the Group will recognise the fair value of any 
consideration received, the fair value of any investment retained, with any surplus or deficit recognised in profit or loss. �e parent’s share of 
components previously recognised in other comprehensive income will also be reclassified to profit or loss. 

Associates

Associates are those entities in which the Company holds an equity interest and over which the Company has the capacity to significantly affect 
but not unilaterally determine the operating and/or financial policy decisions. Investments in associates are accounted for by the equity method 
of accounting and are initially recognised at cost. �e Group’s investments in associates include goodwill identified on acquisition. 

�e Group and Company’s share of its associates’ post acquisition profits or losses is recognised in the income statement, and its share of 
post acquisition movements in reserves is recognised in reserves. �e cumulative post acquisition movements are adjusted against the carrying 
amount of the investment.

Notes to the Financial Statements
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012
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Provision is made for any impairment in the value of investments in associates where the estimated recoverable amount is less than the  
carrying value. 

Unrealised gains on transactions between the Group and its associates are eliminated to the extent of the Group’s interest in the associates. 
Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an impairment of the asset transferred. 

Jointly controlled assets

Jointly controlled assets are joint arrangements in which the Group jointly controls or owns one or more assets and is consequently entitled to a 
share of the future economic benefit through its share of the jointly controlled asset. �e Group’s interests in jointly controlled assets are accounted 
for by recognising its share of the jointly controlled assets, liabilities incurred jointly, income and expenses in the consolidated financial statements. 

Jointly controlled entities

A jointly controlled entity is a joint venture that involves the establishment of a corporation, partnership or other entity in which each venturer 
has an interest. �e entity operates in the same way as other entities, except that a contractual arrangement between the venturers establishes 
joint control over the economic activity of the entity. �e Group’s interests in jointly controlled entities, similar to its interest in associates are 
accounted for using the equity method.

Where an entity becomes or ceases to be a Group entity during the year, the results of that entity are included in the net profit of the Group from 
the date of acquisition or up to the date of disposal.

(b) Property, plant and equipment

Owned assets

Generation assets, which include freehold land and buildings and generation plant and equipment, are measured at fair value based on periodical 
valuations by third party valuation experts, less accumulated depreciation and less any impairment recognised after the date of the revaluation.  
�e underlying assumptions are reviewed for reasonableness on an annual basis to ensure that recorded value is not materially different to fair value.

Costs incurred in obtaining resource consents are capitalised and recognised as a non-current asset where it is probable they will give rise to 
future economic benefit. �ese costs are amortised over the life of the consent on a straight-line basis.

Office land and buildings are measured at fair value based on periodical valuations as determined by third party valuation experts, less accumulated 
depreciation on buildings and less any impairment losses since the last revaluation.

Any surplus on revaluation of an individual item of property, plant and equipment is transferred directly to the asset revaluation reserve unless 
it offsets a previous decrease in value recognised in the income statement, in which case it is recognised in the income statement. A deficit on 
revaluation of an individual item of property, plant and equipment is recognised in the income statement in the period it arises where it exceeds 
any surplus previously transferred to the asset revaluation reserve. Any accumulated depreciation at the date of the revaluation is eliminated 
against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the net amount is restated to the revalued amount of the asset. Additions to property,  
plant and equipment stated at valuation subsequent to the most recent valuation are recorded at cost. 

All other items of property, plant and equipment are recorded at cost.

�e cost of property, plant and equipment purchased comprises the consideration given to acquire the assets plus other directly attributable 
costs incurred in bringing the assets to the location and condition necessary for their intended service.

�e cost of property, plant and equipment constructed by the Group, including capital work in progress, includes the cost of all materials used in 
construction, direct labour specifically associated and an appropriate proportion of variable and fixed overheads. Financing costs attributable to a 
project are capitalised at the Group’s specific project finance interest rate, where these meet certain time and monetary materiality limits. Costs 
cease to be capitalised as soon as an asset is ready for productive use.

Where appropriate, the cost of property, plant and equipment includes site preparation costs, installation costs, and the cost of obtaining 
resource consents.

Provision is made for any impairment in the value of property, plant and equipment where the estimated recoverable amount is less than the 
carrying value.

�e cost of improvements to leasehold property is capitalised and amortised over the estimated useful life of the improvements, or over the 
unexpired portion of the lease, whichever is shorter.

Capitalised leased assets are depreciated over the shorter of their estimated useful lives or the lease term.

Depreciation

Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis on all property, plant and equipment other than freehold land, capital work in progress and 
exploration and evaluation assets, so as to write down the assets to their estimated residual value over their expected useful lives. 

�e annual depreciation rates are as follows:

2012 2011

Office land and buildings 1-20% 1-20%

Generation assets:
 Hydro and thermal generation 1-20% 1-15%

 Other generation 2-25% 5-10%

Meters 3-33% 3-33%

Computer hardware and tangible software 5-33% 15-33%

Other plant and equipment 2-50% 4-33%

Vehicles 5-33% 20-33%
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Distinction between capital and revenue expenditure

Capital expenditure is defined as all expenditure on the purchase or creation of a new asset, and any expenditure that results in a significant 
improvement to the original functionality of an existing asset.

Revenue expenditure is defined as expenditure that restores an asset to its original operating capability and all expenditure incurred in 
maintaining and operating the business.

(c) Exploration and evaluation expenditure

Exploration and evaluation expenditure incurred by the Group is accounted for using the successful efforts method.

Exploration expenditure, which includes geological, geochemical and geophysical costs, is recognised in the income statement in the period 
incurred except where future benefits are expected to exceed such expenditure in which case it is included in capital work in progress.

Exploratory drilling costs are initially deferred and are subject to regular review to confirm the ability to develop or otherwise extract value from 
expenditure. If an exploratory field is appraised as unsuccessful, such costs are charged to the income statement. 

(d) Government grants – asset related

Government grants received to support capital expenditure programmes are offset against the cost of the related asset once all conditions for 
the retention of the grant have been satisfied. Where conditions for retention are yet to be satisfied the grant will temporarily be recognised as 
deferred income on the balance sheet.

(e) Rehabilitation costs

Estimations are made for the expected cost of environmental rehabilitation of commercial sites that require some level of reinstatement resulting 
from present operations. Any liability is recognised when an exposure is identified and the rehabilitation costs can be reasonably estimated. Any 
changes in the estimated liability is accounted for in accordance with NZ IFRIC 1.

(f) Insurance

�e Group’s property, plant and equipment is predominantly concentrated at power station locations which have the potential to sustain major 
losses through damage to plant and resultant consequential costs.

To minimise the financial impact of such exposures, the major portion of the assessed risk is transferred to insurance companies by taking out 
insurance policies with appropriate counterparties. Any uninsured loss is charged to the income statement in the year in which the loss is incurred.

(g) Intangible assets

Goodwill 

Goodwill acquired in a business combination is initially measured at cost being the excess of the consideration transferred over the fair value 
of the net identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed. Following initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any accumulated 
impairment losses. Goodwill on acquisitions of subsidiaries is included in intangible assets. Goodwill on acquisitions of associates is included in 
investments in associates. Goodwill is tested annually for impairment.

Software

Acquired computer software licenses are capitalised on the basis of the costs incurred to acquire and bring to use the specific software. �ese 
costs are amortised over their estimated useful lives of between 2.5 – 5 years (2011: between 2.5 – 5 years). As these assets are deemed to 
have a finite life, impairment testing will only be performed when there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired.

Rights

Rights, of which land access rights are the most significant, acquired to further the Group’s generation development programme, are stated at 
cost less accumulated amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses. Rights, which have a finite life, are amortised over the life of the 
rights between 3 and 25 years (2011: between 3 and 11 years). Testing for impairment will only arise when there is an indication that the asset 
may be impaired.

(h) Emission units and emissions obligations

Emission units that have been allocated by the Government under the Projects to Reduce Emissions scheme are recorded at nominal value  
(nil value). Purchased emission units are recorded at cost (purchase price). Emission units, whether allocated or purchased, are recorded as 
intangible assets. Emissions units are not revalued subsequent to initial recognition.

Emissions units received as consideration for sales to compensate for emission obligations are initially measured at fair value and recognised 
as revenue in the income statement and initially as a receivable. On receipt of the emissions unit the receivable balance is cleared and a 
transfer made to intangible assets in the Balance Sheet. �is fair value becomes the cost of the unit for the purposes of initial and subsequent 
measurement of the intangible asset.

Emissions units that are surrendered to creditors in compensation for their emission obligations are recognised as an expense in the income 
statement and a reduction to intangible assets in the balance sheet based on the weighted average cost of the units surrendered. 

Emission obligations are recognised as a current liability as the emissions obligation is incurred. Up to the level of units held, the liability is 
recorded at the carrying value of those units. When emission obligations exceed the units held the liability is calculated either at contract prices 
under forward purchase agreements for the number of units contracted, where these exist, or at fair value.

Forward contracts for the purchase of emissions units are recognised when the contracts are settled on an accruals basis.

(i) Impairment

Assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortisation and are tested annually for impairment. Other assets that are subject 
to amortisation are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be 
recoverable. Evaluation and exploration assets are assessed for impairment when there is an indication that the carrying amount of the asset 
may exceed its recoverable amount. 
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An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. �e recoverable amount 
is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use. For the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the 
lowest levels for which there are largely independent cash inflows (cash generating units).

Non-financial assets, other than goodwill, that suffered an impairment are tested for possible reversal of the impairment whenever events or 
changes in circumstances indicate that the impairment may have been reversed.

(j) Inventories

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or net realisable value. Cost is determined on a weighted average basis and includes expenditure 
incurred in acquiring the inventories and bringing them to their existing condition and location.

(k) Cash flow statement

�e following are the definitions of the terms used in the cash flow statement:

 Cash includes cash on hand and bank current accounts.

 Investing activities are those activities relating to the acquisition, holding and disposal of property, plant and equipment and of investments. 
Investments can include securities not falling within the definition of cash.

 Financing activities are those activities that result in changes in the size and composition of the equity structure of the Group. �is includes 
both equity and debt not falling within the definition of cash. Dividends paid in relation to equity structure are included in financing activities.

 Operating activities include all transactions and other events that are not investing or financing activities.

�e cash flow statement includes net cash flows from loan advances as the rollover of loans and deposits is covered by an arranged finance facility.

(l) Financial instruments

Financial instruments are recognised in the financial statements when the Group has become party to the contract. �ey include cash balances, 
receivables, payables, investments and loans. In addition members of the Group are party to financial instruments to meet future financing needs 
and to reduce exposure to fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates and energy prices. �ese financial instruments include cross-guarantees 
of related entities guaranteed indebtedness, swaps, options, foreign currency forward exchange contracts and energy contracts.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at bank and in hand and short term deposits with an original maturity of three months or less that are 
readily converted to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value. 

Interest income on cash and cash equivalent balances is recognised as interest accrues using the effective interest method.

Receivables and payables

Receivables and payables are initially recorded at fair value and subsequently carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less 
(in the case of trade receivables) any provision for impairment (doubtful debts). A provision for impairment of trade receivables is established 
when there is objective evidence that the Group will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original terms of receivables. Financial 
difficulties of the debtor, default payments or overdue debts are considered objective evidence of impairment.

Investments

�e Group classifies its investments in the following categories: financial assets held at fair value through the income statement, held to 
maturity investments and available for sale financial assets. �e classification depends on the purpose for which the investments were acquired. 
Management determines the initial classification of its investments upon acquisition. 

Realised and unrealised gains and losses on investments classified as financial assets at fair value through the income statement are included 
in the income statement in the period in which they arise. Investments classified as available for sale are held at fair value and any related 
unrealised gains and losses are recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity until the investment is derecognised or until 
the investment is determined to be impaired, at which time the cumulative gain or loss is reclassified to the income statement. Held to maturity 
investments are carried at amortised cost.

Loans

Loans are initially recorded at fair value net of transaction costs incurred. Loans are subsequently stated at amortised cost; any difference 
between the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and the redemption value is recognised in the income statement over the period of the loan 
using the effective interest method. Borrowing costs are expensed to the income statement unless they relate to qualifying assets in which case 
they are capitalised to capital work in progress.

Foreign exchange and interest rate derivatives

�e Group enters into various financial instruments for the purpose of reducing its exposure to fluctuations in interest rates and foreign exchange 
rates. �ese are classified as financial instruments at fair value through the income statement.

Derivative contracts are classified as held for trading and are initially recognised at fair value on the date a derivative contract is entered into and 
are subsequently re-measured to fair value. �e method of recognising the resulting gain or loss depends on whether the derivative is recognised 
as a hedging instrument, and if so, the type of hedge. �e Group designates certain derivatives as either: a) hedges of the fair value of recognised 
assets and liabilities or a firm commitment (fair value hedge); or b) hedges of highly probable forecast transactions or variable interest cash flows 
on recognised liabilities (cash flow hedge).

Changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated and qualify as fair value hedges are recorded in the income statement, together with 
any changes in the fair value of the hedged asset or liability that are attributable to the hedged risk.

�e effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedges are recognised in other 
comprehensive income and accumulated in equity. �e gain or loss relating to the ineffective portion is recognised immediately in the income 
statement. Ineffectiveness arises where the movement in the fair value of the derivative instrument does not perfectly offset the movement in 
the fair value or cash flows of the hedged item.
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Amounts included in reserves are reallocated to the income statement in the periods when the hedged item will affect profit or loss. However, 
when the forecast transaction that is hedged results in the recognition of a non-financial asset or a liability, the gains and losses previously 
accumulated in equity are transferred and included in the initial measurement of the asset or liability.

Any gains or losses on derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting are recognised immediately in the income statement.

Energy contracts

�e Group has entered into a number of contracts to manage its exposure to price fluctuations on the electricity spot market. �ese contracts 
are in the form of power supply agreements, contracts for difference, and option based instruments. �ey are not undertaken for speculative 
purposes. �ese energy contracts establish the price at which future specified quantities of electricity are purchased, sold or otherwise 
exchanged. �ese contracts are classified as financial instruments at fair value through the income statement.

Energy contracts are a form of derivative and are accounted for on the same basis as other derivatives described above.

�e fair value of energy contracts is based on the net present value of anticipated cash flows from each contract. Management’s internal view 
of forward prices is determined by a demand supply based fundamental model which takes account of current hydrological conditions, future 
inflows, an assessment of thermal fuel costs, anticipated demand and supply conditions and future committed generation capacity. Where 
external market prices are not available, the Group estimates fair values of derivative financial instruments using internally generated future 
price paths, the instrument is fair valued at inception and the difference arising between the estimated fair value and its cost (nil) is a valuation 
inception adjustment.

(m) Foreign currencies

Transactions in foreign currencies are recognised in the functional currency of the relevant operating unit.

Foreign currency transactions are translated to the functional currency using the spot rate on the transaction date. At balance date monetary 
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the closing rate. Exchange variations arising from these translations and 
the settlement of these items are recognised in the income statement, except when they are recognised in other comprehensive income and 
accumulated in equity as qualifying cash flow hedges.

�e assets and liabilities of entities whose functional currency is not the New Zealand dollar, are translated at the exchange rates ruling at 
balance date. Revenue and expense items are translated at the spot rate at the transaction date or a rate approximating that rate. Exchange 
differences are taken to the foreign currency translation reserve.

(n) Employee entitlements

A liability for employee entitlements is recognised for benefits earned by employees but not yet received at balance date. Where payment is 
expected to be within 12 months of balance date, the liability is the amount expected to be paid by the Group. Where payment is expected to be 
longer term the liability is determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current assessment 
of the time value of money. Where discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognised as a finance cost.

(o) Operating leases

Operating lease payments are representative of the pattern of benefits derived from the leased assets and accordingly are charged to the 
income statement in the periods in which they are incurred on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

(p) Revenue

Revenue recognised in the income statement includes the amounts received and receivable for energy and related energy services supplied to 
customers in the ordinary course of business. Revenue is stated exclusive of:

 distribution costs paid to lines companies as collected from customers on their behalf, and

 goods and services tax collected from customers.

Revenue includes the value of units assessed as being recorded on meters as at balance date, but for which invoices have not yet been rendered.

(q) Income tax

�e income tax expense charged to the income statement includes both the current year’s provision and the income tax effect of:

 taxable temporary differences, except those arising from initial recognition of goodwill; and

 deductible temporary differences to the extent that it is probable that they will be utilised.

Deferred tax is provided in full, using the liability method, on temporary differences arising between the tax bases of the assets and liabilities and 
their carrying amounts in the NZ IFRS consolidated financial statements. A deferred tax asset is only recognised to the extent that there will be 
future taxable profit to utilise the temporary difference.

Temporary differences arising from transactions, other than business combinations, affecting neither accounting profit nor taxable profit on initial 
recognition are not recognised.

Deferred tax is not recognised on temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries because:

 the parent company is able to control the timing of the reversal of the differences; and

 they are not expected to reverse in the foreseeable future.

(r) Goods and Services Tax

�e income statement and cash flow statement have been prepared so that all components are stated exclusive of GST. All items in the balance 
sheet are stated net of GST with the exception of receivables and payables which include GST invoiced.
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(s) Capital and reserves

Cash flow hedge reserve

�e cash flow hedge reserve comprises the effective portion of the cumulative net change in the fair value of cash flow hedging instruments 
related to hedged transactions that have not yet occurred.

Asset revaluation reserve

�e asset revaluation reserve is used to record the increments and decrements in the fair value of property, plant and equipment identified as 
being carried at valuation.

Foreign currency translation reserve

�e foreign currency translation reserve is used to record exchange differences arising from the translation of the financial statements of foreign 
subsidiaries.

Available for sale investment reserve

�e available for sale investment reserve records movements in the fair value of available for sale financial assets.

(t) Segment reporting

Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to the chief operating decision-maker. �e chief 
operating decision-maker, who is responsible for allocating resources and assessing performance of the operating segments, has been identified 
as the Chief Executive.

(u) Related parties

�e Group considers its related parties to be key management personnel, its subsidiaries, associates, jointly controlled assets and jointly 
controlled entities.

Key management personnel are those people with responsibility and authority for planning directing and controlling the activities of the entity. 
Key management personnel for the Group are considered to be the Directors and Senior Management.

NOTE 2. UNDERLYING EARNINGS

Underlying earnings after tax is presented to enable stakeholders to make an assessment and comparison of earnings after removing one-off 
and/or infrequently occurring events (exceeding $10 million of net profit before tax), impairments and any changes in the fair value of derivative 
financial instruments.

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Net profit for the year  67,701  127,073  83,654  54,912 

Change in the fair value of financial instruments  92,751  25,621  92,458  26,739 

Change in the fair value of financial instruments of associate entities  1,510  1,429  -  - 

Change in the fair value of financial instruments of jointly controlled entities  24,207  1,962  -  - 

Impaired assets  4,004  19,786  4,952  56,823 

Adjustments before income tax expense  122,472  48,798  97,410  83,562 

Income tax expense on taxable adjustments  (27,514)  (12,874)  (27,275)  (8,022)

Impact of deferred tax rate change through the income statement  -  (823)  -  (647)

Adjustments after income tax expense  94,958  35,101  70,135  74,893 

Underlying earnings after tax  162,659  162,174  153,789  129,805 

Tax has been applied on all taxable adjustments at 28% (2011: 30%).
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NOTE 3. SEGMENT REPORTING

Identification of reportable segments

�e operating segments are identified by Management based on the nature of the products and services provided. Discrete financial information 
about each of these operating businesses is reported to the chief operating decision-maker on at least a monthly basis.

Operating segments are aggregated into reportable segments only if they share similar economic characteristics.

During the year Mighty River Power ceased producing and reporting to the chief operating decision maker separate Retail and Wholesale 
segments to align with the manner in which the Group views and manages its energy business. As a result the Retail and Wholesale results 
which have previously been reported separately have been combined into an “Energy Markets” segment. �e previously reported Retail and 
Wholesale segments have been incorporated into the Energy Markets segment in their entirety.

Types of products and services

Energy Markets

�e energy markets segment encompasses activity associated with the production, sale and trading of energy and related services and products, 
and generation development activities.

Other Segments

Other operating segments that are not considered to be reporting segments are grouped together in the “Other Segments” column. Activities 
include metering, upstream gas and international geothermal development.

Unallocated

Represents other corporate support services and other elimination adjustments.

Accounting Policies and inter-segment transactions

�e accounting policies used by the Group in reporting segments are the same as those contained in note 1 to the financial statements and 
in the prior period. �e Chief Executive assesses the performance of the operating segments on a measure of EBITDAF. Segment EBITDAF 
represents profit earned by each segment exclusive of any allocation of central administration costs, share of profits of associates, change in fair 
value of financial instruments, depreciation and amortisation, impairment of exploration expenditure, finance costs and income tax expense.

Transactions between segments are carried out on an arm’s length basis.

Energy  
Markets

$000

Other  
segments

$000
Unallocated

$000
Total
$000GROUP

June 2012

Total segment revenue  1,510,922  41,751  951  1,553,624 

Inter-segment revenue  -  (33,061)  -  (33,061)

Revenue from external customers  1,510,922  8,690  951  1,520,563 

Segment EBITDAF  499,048  680  (38,231)  461,497 

Depreciation and amortisation  134,518  16,140  7,739  158,397 

Impaired assets  2,032  30  1,942  4,004 

Additions to non-current assets excluding financial instruments  270,931  84,184  7,202  362,317 

Segment Assets  5,309,913  376,422  191,071  5,877,406 
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Energy  
Markets

$000

Other  
segments

$000
Unallocated

$000
Total
$000GROUP

June 2011

Total segment revenue  1,156,532  37,247  647  1,194,426 

Inter-segment revenue  -  (30,545)  -  (30,545)

Revenue from external customers  1,156,532  6,702  647  1,163,881 

Segment EBITDAF  470,144  2,830  (29,921)  443,053 

Depreciation and amortisation  125,284  13,902  6,218  145,404 

Impaired assets  15,867  3,520  399  19,786 

Additions to non-current assets excluding financial instruments  78,977  135,101  6,015  220,093 

Segment Assets  5,045,829  289,367  41,391  5,376,587 

GROUP GROUP

Reconciliation of segment revenue to the income statement
2012
$000

2011
$000

Total segment revenue 1,553,624  1,194,426 

Inter-segment sales elimination  (33,061)  (30,545)

Total revenue per the income statement  1,520,563  1,163,881 

Revenue from external customers by geographic locations is detailed below. 

Revenue is attributed to geographic locations based on the location of the customers.  

  

New Zealand  1,520,563  1,163,881 

Other foreign countries  -  - 

 1,520,563  1,163,881 

GROUP GROUP

Reconciliation of segment assets to total assets in the balance sheet
2012
$000

2011
$000

Segment assets  5,686,335  5,335,196 

Unallocated  191,071  41,391 

Total assets  5,877,406  5,376,587 

�e analysis of the location of non-current assets excluding financial instruments is as follows:

New Zealand  5,068,175  4,804,664 

Other foreign countries  256,484  171,382 

 5,324,659  4,976,046 
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NOTE 4. OTHER INCOME STATEMENT DISCLOSURES
GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

Note
2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Auditing the financial statements  763  454  670  291 

Other advisory services – assurance related  322  -  322  - 

Total auditor’s remuneration  1,085  454  992  291 

Rental and operating lease costs  4,990  4,067  4,400  3,688 

Net loss on sale of property, plant and equipment  4,280  727  1,174  794 

Net loss on sale of intangibles  25  -  25  - 

Foreign currency exchange (gains)/losses  (217)  2,471  (2,451)  30,824 

Interest charged  89,783  81,499  77,597  79,100 

Interest capitalised to capital work in progress  (14,423)  (6,870)  (14,423)  (6,870)

Total interest expense  75,360  74,629  63,174  72,230 

Depreciation 12  138,014  130,676  82,543  85,753 

Amortisation of intangible assets 13  14,016  10,798  13,038  10,159 

Amortisation of fair values and the release from cash flow hedge reserve relating to 
forecast transactions that are no longer expected to occur 26  6,367  3,930  2,429  3,930 

Total depreciation and amortisation  158,397  145,404  98,010  99,842 

Impaired property, plant and equipment 12  (30)  (11,476)  -  - 

Impaired exploration and development expenditure 12  (4,843)  (4,933)  (4,944)  (1,423)

Impaired intangible asset 13  -  (2,500)  -  (2,500)

Impaired investment in subsidiary 16  -  -  -  (52,900)

Impaired investment in associate 17  869  (877)  (8)  - 

Total impaired assets  (4,004)  (19,786)  (4,952)  (56,823)

Expenses incurred by the Company during the year relating to the preparation for a potential listing totalled $3.8 million, comprising $3.1 million 
of direct issue expenses (predominantly professional services) and an additional $0.7 million relating to employee compensation and benefits and 
other expenses. An agreement has yet to be reached with the Crown on recovery of issue expenses.
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NOTE 5. INCOME TAX
GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

(i) Income tax expense

Profit before income tax  108,990  185,460  118,853  101,381 

Prima facie income tax expense at 28% (2011: 30%) on the profit before tax  (30,517)  (55,638)  (33,279)  (30,414)

Increase/(decrease) in income tax due to:

 effect of tax rate change on deferred tax  -  823  -  647 

 share of associates’ tax paid earnings  799  621  -  - 

 share of jointly controlled entities’ tax paid earnings  (7,743)  881  -  - 

 foreign entities tax losses not recognised for deferred tax  (3,598)  (3,792)  -  - 

 capital loss  -  (1,440)  -  (17,047)

 other differences  (892)  164  (1,187)  191 

Over/(under) provision in prior period  662  (6)  (733)  154 

Income tax expense attributable to profit from ordinary activities  (41,289)  (58,387)  (35,199)  (46,469)

Represented by:

Current tax expense  (74,381)  (69,935)  (66,534)  (62,612)

Deferred tax recognised in the income statement  33,092  11,548  31,335  16,143 

Total income tax expense  (41,289)  (58,387)  (35,199)  (46,469)

(ii) Income tax reported in other comprehensive income

Tax on movements in asset revaluation reserve  (60,484)  (123,675)  (46,480)  (65,700)

Tax on movements in cash flow hedge reserve  (7,772)  32,233  (2,813)  26,554 

Tax on movements in available for sale investment reserve  173  258  173  258 

Income tax reported in other comprehensive income  (68,083)  (91,184)  (49,120)  (38,888)

Tax on movements in the cash flow hedge reserve includes both current and deferred tax. �e current tax component arises due to realised 
foreign exchange gains or losses on hedge transactions that are rolled on an instalment basis which accumulate in the cash flow hedge reserve 
until the underlying transaction occurs.

NOTE 6. SHARE CAPITAL

�e share capital is represented by 1,400,000,092 (2011: 377,560,546) ordinary shares authorised, issued and fully paid. �ese shares do not 
have a par value. On 30 June 2012 the Company made a taxable bonus issue of 1,022,439,546 ordinary shares to its existing shareholders.  
All shares have equal voting rights and share equally in dividends and any surplus on winding up. 
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NOTE 7. DIVIDENDS PAID AND PROPOSED

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

(i) Dividends declared and paid during the year
Final dividend for 2011: 3.26¢ (2010: 2.16¢)  45,700  30,300  45,700  30,300 

Interim dividend for 2012: 5.34¢ (2011: 4.62¢)  74,800  64,700  74,800  64,700 

 120,500  95,000  120,500  95,000 

(ii) Dividends proposed
Final dividend for 2012: 3.21¢ (2011: 3.26¢)  45,000  45,700  45,000  45,700 

After the reporting date the final dividend was approved for payment by the Board of Directors. �is amount has not been recognised as a liability 
as at 30 June 2012 but will be brought to account during the 2013 financial year. �e 2012 dividend per share has been calculated based on the 
number of shares outstanding after the bonus share issue on 30 June 2012. �e interim and comparative dividend per share figures have been 
restated as though they had been calculated using the equivalent number of shares on issue to aid comparability.

COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

(iii) Imputation credits
Balance at the beginning of the year 200,149 177,863 

Imputation credits attached to dividends paid during the year (19,587) (40,714)

Income tax payments made during the year 62,850 63,000 

Imputation credits attached to bonus issue of shares (258,000) - 

�ird provisional tax payment made in July 2012 17,500 - 

Future imputation credits available 2,912 200,149 

Imputation credits available to the shareholder in the future are:
�rough direct shareholding in the Company 2,912 200,149 

�rough indirect interests in subsidiaries  -  - 

2,912 200,149 

NOTE 8. EARNINGS PER SHARE

GROUP GROUP

2012 2011

Numerator:
Net earnings for the year ($000)  67,701  127,073 

Less net earnings attributable to non-controlling interests ($000)  (74)  (14)

Net earnings attributable to owners of the parent ($000) 67,775 127,087 

Denominator (thousands of shares)  1,400,000  1,400,000 

Basic and diluted earnings per share (Cents)  4.84  9.08 

�is is a first time disclosure for the Company and to aid comparability, the 2011 earnings per share has been calculated using a consistent 
number of shares on issue at the end of the period as existed at 30 June 2012.

NOTE 9. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Bank balances  38,296  28,722  15,750  3,758 

Bank balances earn interest at floating rates based on the daily bank deposit rates. 

Short term deposits are made for varying periods between one day and three months, depending on the immediate cash requirements of the 
Group, and earn interest at the respective short term deposit rates.

�e carrying amounts of cash and cash equivalents represent fair value.
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NOTE 10. RECEIVABLES

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Trade receivables and accruals  315,992  198,854  277,356  181,311 

Allowance for impairment loss  (5,026)  (6,359)  (3,879)  (6,304)

Net trade receivables and accruals  310,966  192,495  273,477  175,007 

Prepayments  9,838  7,514  8,228  6,323 

Related party receivables  1,044  237  661,642  706,550 

 321,848  200,246  943,347  887,880 

Current  316,097  199,868  943,347  886,369 

Non-current  5,751  378  -  1,511 

 321,848  200,246  943,347  887,880 

Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally on 30 day terms, except for international VAT recorded as non-current relating to project 
development which is recoverable on commencement of operations. For terms and conditions of related party receivables refer to note 30.

Movements in the allowance for impairment loss were as follows:

Balance at the beginning of the year  6,359  3,085  6,304  3,035 

Charge for the year  2,025  7,002  933  6,997 

Amounts written off  (3,358)  (3,728)  (3,358)  (3,728)

Balance at the end of the year  5,026  6,359  3,879  6,304 

Receivables past due but not considered impaired:

Less than one month past due  8,278  8,110  8,053  7,929 

Two to three months past due*  64  513  40  468 

�ree to six months past due*  8  9  5  - 

Later than six months past due*  96  328  96  328 

 8,446  8,960  8,194  8,725 

* Old overdue balances that are subject to approved payment plans, with payments being made as scheduled, are not considered to be impaired.

NOTE 11. INVENTORIES

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Consumable stores 20,427 17,806 13,998 12,761 

Meter stock 3,720 5,209 3,720 5,209 

24,147 23,015 17,718 17,970 

Consumable stores are held to service and repair operating plant. Meter stock is held in inventory until it is deployed into the field at which time it 
is transferred into property, plant and equipment.
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NOTE 12. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Hydro and 
thermal 

assets at 
fair value

$000

Other 
generation 

assets at 
fair value

$000

Other 
plant and 

equipment 
at cost

$000

Meters at 
cost

$000

Office 
land and 

buildings at 
fair value

$000

Computer 
hardware 

and tangible 
software at 

cost
$000

Vehicles at 
cost

$000

Capital work 
in progress 

at cost
$000

Total
$000

GROUP
Balance at 1 July 2010
Cost or valuation 3,149,753  911,921  28,121  91,291  5,997  23,153  1,559  176,515 4,388,310 

Accumulated depreciation  -  (626)  (17,387)  (45,480)  -  (16,397)  (873)  -  (80,763)

Net book value 3,149,753  911,295  10,734  45,811  5,997  6,756  686  176,515 4,307,547 

Year ended 30 June 2011
Opening net book value 3,149,753  911,295  10,734  45,811  5,997  6,756  686  176,515 4,307,547 

Additions, including transfers 
from capital work in progress  13,058  56,802  11,908  25,846  1,001  10,147  305  24,293  143,360 

Acquisition of subsidiaries  -  -  53  -  -  -  -  41,461  41,514 

Increase in interest in jointly 
controlled assets  -  202  -  -  -  -  -  -  202 

Disposals  (3)  (3,021)  (111)  -  (24)  (84)  (7)  -  (3,250)

Revaluation  219,000  193,250  -  -  -  -  -  -  412,250 

Impaired assets  -  (11,476)  -  -  -  -  -  -  (11,476)

Impairment of exploration 
and development 
expenditure  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  (4,933)  (4,933)

Exchange difference  -  -  (37)  -  -  -  -  (4,995)  (5,032)

Depreciation charge for 
the year  (66,081)  (44,658)  (3,823)  (10,754)  (618)  (4,521)  (221)  -  (130,676)

Closing net book value 3,315,727 1,102,394  18,724  60,903  6,356  12,298  763  232,341 4,749,506 

Balance at 30 June 2011
Cost or valuation 3,315,727 1,102,394  33,977  117,133  6,972  33,065  1,656  232,341 4,843,265 

Accumulated depreciation  -  -  (15,253)  (56,230)  (616)  (20,767)  (893)  -  (93,759)

Net book value 3,315,727 1,102,394  18,724  60,903  6,356  12,298  763  232,341 4,749,506 

Year ended 30 June 2012
Opening net book value 3,315,727 1,102,394  18,724  60,903  6,356  12,298  763  232,341 4,749,506 

Additions, including transfers 
from capital work in progress  14,444  40,355  4,170  15,124  1,495  6,585  32  247,438  329,643 

Decrease in interest in 
jointly controlled assets  -  (40,086)  -  -  -  -  (16)  (66)  (40,168)

Disposals  (1,332)  (3,106)  (191)  (120)  -  -  -  -  (4,749)

Revaluation  166,000  4,000  -  -  -  -  -  -  170,000 

Impaired assets  -  (30)  -  -  -  -  -  -  (30)

Impairment of exploration 
and development 
expenditure  -  -  -  -  -  -  (4,843)  (4,843)

Exchange difference  -  221  32  -  -  -  -  2,502  2,755 

Depreciation charge for 
the year  (62,846)  (55,855)  (3,833)  (8,843)  (489)  (5,974)  (174)  -  (138,014)

Closing net book value 3,431,993 1,047,893  18,902  67,064  7,362  12,909  605  477,372 5,064,100 

Balance at 30 June 2012
Cost or valuation 3,431,993 1,050,844  37,269  131,848  7,851  39,746  1,639  477,372 5,178,562 

Accumulated depreciation  -  (2,951)  (18,367)  (64,784)  (489)  (26,837)  (1,034)  -  (114,462)

Net book value 3,431,993 1,047,893  18,902  67,064  7,362  12,909  605  477,372 5,064,100 
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Exploration work in progress

�e Group has completed its gas exploration project. �ere are no costs (2011: $85 thousand) associated with this project remaining within 
capital work in progress. 

Impaired exploration and development expenditure

Impaired gas exploration expenditure during the year to 30 June 2012 was nil (30 June 2011: $3.5 million).

Management performed a review of development expenditure within capital work in progress to identify whether any indication for impairment 
exists. An impairment charge was recognised during the year to 30 June 2012 of $4.8 million which readjusts the assets to recoverable value 
which is based on fair value less costs to sell (2011: $1.4 million). 

Hydro and 
thermal 

assets at 
fair value

$000

Other 
generation 

assets at 
fair value

$000

Other 
plant and 

equipment 
at cost

$000

Meters at 
cost

$000

Office 
land and 

buildings at 
fair value

$000

Computer 
hardware 

and tangible 
software at 

cost
$000

Vehicles at 
cost

$000

Capital work 
in progress 

at cost
$000

Total
$000

COMPANY

Balance at 1 July 2010

Cost or valuation 3,149,753  2,656  26,939  91,283  5,997  22,896  1,536  82,676 3,383,736 

Accumulated depreciation  -  (626)  (16,726)  (45,479)  -  (16,255)  (863)  -  (79,949)

Net book value 3,149,753  2,030  10,213  45,804  5,997  6,641  673  82,676 3,303,787 

Year ended 30 June 2011

Opening net book value 3,149,753  2,030  10,213  45,804  5,997  6,641  673  82,676 3,303,787 

Additions, including transfers 
from capital work in progress  13,058  823  10,909  25,846  1,001  9,970  154  1,212  62,973 

Disposals  (3)  (2,835)  (109)  -  (24)  (88)  (6)  -  (3,065)

Revaluation  219,000  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  219,000 

Impairment of exploration 
and development 
expenditure  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  (1,423)  (1,423)

Depreciation charge for 
the year  (66,081)  (2)  (3,689)  (10,754)  (618)  (4,408)  (201)  -  (85,753)

Closing net book value 3,315,727  16  17,324  60,896  6,356  12,115  620  82,465 3,495,519 

Balance at 30 June 2011

Cost or valuation 3,315,727  18  31,778  117,125  6,972  32,628  1,482  82,465 3,588,195 

Accumulated depreciation  -  (2)  (14,454)  (56,229)  (616)  (20,513)  (862)  -  (92,676)

Net book value 3,315,727  16  17,324  60,896  6,356  12,115  620  82,465 3,495,519 

Year ended 30 June 2012

Opening net book value 3,315,727  16  17,324  60,896  6,356  12,115  620  82,465 3,495,519 

Additions, including transfers 
from capital work in progress  14,444  15,318  2,917  15,124  1,495  6,430  32  4,791  60,551 

Disposals  (1,332)  -  (191)  (120)  -  -  -  -  (1,643)

Revaluation  166,000  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  166,000 

Impairment of exploration 
and development 
expenditure  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  (4,944)  (4,944)

Depreciation charge for 
the year  (62,846)  (1,022)  (3,347)  (8,841)  (489)  (5,843)  (155)  -  (82,543)

Closing net book value 3,431,993  14,312  16,703  67,059  7,362  12,702  497  82,312 3,632,940 

Balance at 30 June 2012

Cost or valuation 3,431,993  15,334  33,790  131,840  7,851  39,058  1,486  82,312 3,743,664 

Accumulated depreciation  -  (1,022)  (17,087)  (64,781)  (489)  (26,356)  (989)  -  (110,724)

Net book value 3,431,993  14,312  16,703  67,059  7,362  12,702  497  82,312 3,632,940 
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Assets carried at fair value 

All hydro, thermal and other generation assets shown at valuation (except consents) were revalued using a net present value methodology by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, an independent valuer as at 30 June 2012. �is resulted in an increase to the carrying value of generation assets 
of $170 million in the current year. �is is in addition to the $412 million revaluation increase recognised in 2011. As a consequence of the 
revaluation, accumulated depreciation on these assets was reset to nil. 

�e key assumptions that are used in the valuation include the forecast of the future wholesale electricity price path, volumes, projected 
operational and capital expenditure, capacity and life assumptions and discount rate. In all cases there is an element of judgement required.

�e following table outlines the valuation impact of changes to assumptions, keeping all other valuation inputs constant, that the valuation is 
most sensitive to. 

Sensitivity Valuation impact

Future wholesale electricity price path +/- 10% $616 million / ($616 million)

Discount rate +/- 0.5% ($547 million) / $416 million

Operational expenditure +/- 10% ($210 million) / $210 million

Revalued office land and buildings were restated to net market value as determined by Darroch Limited, an independent valuer, on 18 May 2010. 
At that time the revaluation accumulated depreciation was reset to nil.

�e carrying amount of revalued assets had they been recognised at cost are as follows:

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Hydro and thermal assets 1,096,421 1,106,684 1,096,421 1,106,684 

Other generation assets 545,151 602,158  - 11 

Office land and buildings 6,434 5,433 6,434 5,433 
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NOTE 13. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

GROUP COMPANY

Intangible 
software

$000
Rights

$000
Goodwill

$000
Total
$000

Intangible 
software

$000
Rights

$000
Total
$000

Balance at 1 July 2010

Cost  64,643  20,839  1,296  86,778  64,619  9,755  74,374 

Accumulated amortisation  (47,179)  (7,485)  -  (54,664)  (47,154)  (5,504)  (52,658)

Net book value  17,464  13,354  1,296  32,114  17,465  4,251  21,716 

Year ended 30 June 2011

Opening net book value  17,464  13,354  1,296  32,114  17,465  4,251  21,716 

Additions  14,927  5,425  -  20,352  14,898  1,727  16,625 

Acquisition of subsidiaries  17  -  -  17  -  -  - 

Disposals  (361)  -  -  (361)  (346)  -  (346)

Impaired assets  -  (2,500)  -  (2,500)  -  (2,500)  (2,500)

Exchange difference  (3)  -  -  (3)  -  -  - 

Amortisation for the year  (9,100)  (1,698)  -  (10,798)  (9,099)  (1,060)  (10,159)

Closing net book amount  22,944  14,581  1,296  38,821  22,918  2,418  25,336 

Balance at 30 June 2011

Cost  78,222  23,764  1,296  103,282  78,169  8,983  87,152 

Accumulated amortisation  (55,278)  (9,183)  -  (64,461)  (55,251)  (6,565)  (61,816)

Net book value  22,944  14,581  1,296  38,821  22,918  2,418  25,336 

Year ended 30 June 2012

Opening net book value  22,944  14,581  1,296  38,821  22,918  2,418  25,336 

Additions  13,842  11,546  -  25,388  13,735  1,607  15,342 

Decrease in interest in jointly controlled assets  -  (20)  -  (20)  -  -  - 

Disposals  (25)  -  -  (25)  (25)  -  (25)

Exchange difference  2  (355)  -  (353)  -  -  - 

Amortisation for the year  (11,112)  (2,904)  -  (14,016)  (11,087)  (1,951)  (13,038)

Closing net book amount  25,651  22,848  1,296  49,795  25,541  2,074  27,615 

Balance at 30 June 2012

Cost  91,986  34,935  1,296  128,217  91,826  10,589  102,415 

Accumulated amortisation  (66,335)  (12,087)  -  (78,422)  (66,285)  (8,515)  (74,800)

Net book value  25,651  22,848  1,296  49,795  25,541  2,074  27,615 

�e majority of the rights relate to land access agreements for generation development.

All intangible assets except goodwill have been assessed as having a finite life. �e costs of finite life intangible assets are amortised over the life 
of the assets on a straight line basis.

If an indication of impairment arises for finite life intangible assets, the recoverable amount is estimated and an impairment loss is recognised to 
the extent that the recoverable amount is lower than the carrying amount. 

Goodwill acquired in a business combination is measured at cost less any accumulated impairment losses. Goodwill is not amortised but is 
subject to impairment testing on an annual basis or whenever there is an indication of impairment.

For the purposes of impairment testing, all goodwill is allocated to one cash generating unit which is not a separately reportable segment.  
�e recoverable amount has been determined based on a value in use calculation using cash flow projections based on financial budgets 
approved by management covering a five-year period. �e pre-tax cash flow projections are discounted using a pre-tax discount rate of 12%.

Key assumptions in the value in use calculation include gross margin and the discount rate. Gross margin has been based on past performance 
and Management’s expectations of market development. �e discount rate reflects Management’s estimate of the time value of money and the 
risks specific to the cash generation unit that are not already reflected in the cash flows.

No impairment charge has been recognised against goodwill as a result of the value in use calculation.
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NOTE 14. EMISSIONS UNITS

2012 2011

GROUP
Units

GROUP
$000

COMPANY
Units

COMPANY
$000

GROUP
Units

GROUP
$000

COMPANY
Units

COMPANY
$000

Balance at the beginning of the year  332,020  429  331,822  425  -  -  -  - 

Allocated units  307,493  -  -  -  416,000  -  416,000  - 

Purchased units  461,977  5,285  261,159  3,300  50,463  1,018  21,213  425 

Units received as consideration for sales  12,861  229  12,861  229  -  -  -  - 

Units surrendered as consideration  
for purchases  (51,619)  -  (51,619)  -  (56,025)  -  (56,025)  - 

Surrendered to the Crown  (131,088)  (377)  (81,281)  -  (78,418)  (589)  (49,366)  - 

Sale of units  (410,811)  (1,243)  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Balance at the end of the year  520,833  4,323  472,942  3,954  332,020  429  331,822  425 

�e New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme sets out a transition period which runs from 1 July 2010 to 31 December 2012. During the transition 
period there is a requirement to surrender one New Zealand Unit (NZU) to the Crown for every two tonnes of emissions produced. After the 
transition period one NZU will need to be surrendered for every one tonne of emissions produced. �e Government announced in July 2012 that  
it intends to extend the transitional measures beyond 2012.

�e Group has agreements with the Crown under the Projects to Reduce Emissions Scheme. �ese agreements result in the receipt of emission 
units upon verification of emission reductions generated. �e projects have been completed and the first units allocated under those agreements. 

�e Group has entered into several forward purchase agreements to acquire emissions units to be used to meet its obligations under the 
emissions trading scheme. �e cost of the acquisitions under these contracts are recognised when the units are acquired. Under these contracts 
the Company expects to acquire 3.6 million emissions units over a 15 year period which will partially satisfy the Group’s obligations under the 
Emissions Trading Scheme. �e commitments under these forward purchase agreements are included in note 28.

NOTE 15. AVAILABLE FOR SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Shares - New Zealand listed  572 1,191  572 1,191 

Available for sale financial assets consist of investments in ordinary shares, they therefore have no fixed maturity date or coupon rates. �e fair 
value has been determined by reference to published price quotations in an active market.
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NOTE 16. INVESTMENT IN SUBSIDIARIES

COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

Shares in subsidiaries at cost 441,505 231,455 

Subsidiaries include: % Holding Country of 
Incorporation

Balance
DateName of Entity 2012 2011 Principal Activity

Direct Subsidiaries
Mighty River Power Geothermal Limited 100 100 Investment holding New Zealand 30 June

Mighty River Power Gas Investments Limited - 100 Investment holding New Zealand 30 June
Mercury Energy Limited 100 100 Non trading New Zealand 30 June
Metrix Limited 100 - Non trading New Zealand 30 June
ECNZ International Limited 100 100 Investment holding New Zealand 30 June
Bosco Connect Limited 100 100 Retail of utilities New Zealand 30 June
Indirect Subsidiaries - Domestic
Rotokawa Geothermal Limited 100 100 Investment holding New Zealand 30 June
Rotokawa Generation Limited 100 100 Electricity generation New Zealand 30 June
Kawerau Geothermal Limited 100 100 Geothermal development New Zealand 30 June
Ngatamariki Geothermal Limited 100 100 Geothermal development New Zealand 30 June
Mighty Geothermal Power Limited 100 100 Investment holding New Zealand 30 June
Mighty Geothermal Power International Limited 100 100 Investment holding New Zealand 30 June
Special General Partner Limited 100 100 Investment holding New Zealand 30 June
Indirect Subsidiaries - International
PT ECNZ Services Indonesia 100 100 Non trading Indonesia 31 December
Mighty River Power (US) LLC 100 100 Investment holding United States 30 June
Mighty River Power (UK) Limited - 100 Non trading United Kingdom 30 June
GeoGlobal Partners 1 Limited Partnership 99.86 99.86 Investment holding United Kingdom 30 June
GeoGlobal U.S. Holdings LLC 99.86 99.86 Investment holding United States 30 June
GeoGlobal U.S. EnergySource LLC 99.86 99.86 Investment holding United States 30 June
GeoGlobal U.S. Gabbs LLC 99.86 99.86 Geothermal development United States 30 June
GGE NRI-Peru Holdings Limited 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Ireland 30 June
GGE FinCo-Peru Limited 99.86 99.86 Finance management Ireland 30 June
GGE Holdings-Peru Limited 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Ireland 30 June
GGE Peru Holding LLC 99.86 99.86 Investment holding United States 30 June
GGE Peru S.R.L. 99.86 99.86 Geothermal development Peru 30 June
GGE NRI-Chile Holdings Limited 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Ireland 30 June
GGE FinCo-Chile Limited 99.86 99.86 Finance management Ireland 30 June
GGE Holdings-Chile Limited 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Ireland 30 June
GGE Chile Holding LLC 99.86 99.86 Investment holding United States 30 June
GGE Chile Holdings II Limitada 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Chile 30 June
Geotermia Curacautín Limitada (formerly GGE Chile SpA) 99.86 99.86 Geothermal development Chile 30 June
GeoGlobal Energy Exploración Limitada * 99.86 99.86 Geothermal development Chile 30 June
GGE NRI-Germany Holdings Limited 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Ireland 30 June
GGE FinCo-Germany Limited 99.86 99.86 Finance management Ireland 30 June
GGE Holdings-Germany Limited 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Ireland 30 June
Erdwärme Bayern Management GmbH 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Germany 30 June
Erdwärme Bayern GmbH & Co. KG 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Germany 30 June
Erdwärme Bayern Asset Management GmbH & Co. KG 99.86 99.86 Investment holding Germany 30 June
Erdwärme Oberland GmbH 99.86 99.86 Geothermal development Germany 30 June
Erdwärme Chiemgau GmbH # 99.86 - Geothermal development Germany 30 June
Erdwärme Aying GmbH # 99.86 - Geothermal development Germany 30 June
Erdwärme Alz GmbH # 99.86 - Geothermal development Germany 30 June
Erdwärme Isar GmbH # 99.86 - Geothermal development Germany 30 June

# Erdwärme Bayern Asset Management GmbH & Co. KG acquired four shell companies on 7 November 2011.

* GGE Chile SpA performed a spin off effective 2 March 2012 which resulted in the creation of GeoGlobal Energy Exploración Limitada. At that time GGE Chile SpA 
also changed its name to Geotermia Curacautín Limitada.
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During the year the company recapitalised a number of its subsidiaries by $210,050,000. Consideration was by way of reduction in related party loans.

Mighty River Power Gas Investments was amalgamated, by way of short-form amalgamation under section 222 of the Companies Act 1993, 
with Mighty River Power Limited on 31 December 2011. 

In the 2011 parent financial statements a write down of the investment in Mighty River Power Gas Investments Limited, previously recorded at 
cost, was recorded for $52.9 million. �e exploration and development expenditure associated with this investment was impaired at Group level 
progressively over several years. As this impairment has already been recorded in the Group’s financial statements, it had no impact on the 2011 
reported results of the Group. 

NOTE 17. INVESTMENT AND ADVANCES TO ASSOCIATES

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Balance at the beginning of the year  76,252  113,614  4,535  31,806 

Additions during the year  -  52,251  -  631 

Equity accounted earnings 2,852  2,069  -  - 

Equity accounted share of movement in other comprehensive income  1,165  (3,065)  -  - 

Dividends received during the year  (3,513)  (1,525)  -  - 

Repayment of advances during the year  -  (27,006)  -  (27,006)

Loans originally made to associates converted to equity when the entities became 
subsidiaries of GeoGlobal Partners 1 Limited Partnership  -  (54,289)  -  - 

Accrued interest on advances  -  339  -  308 

Exchange movements  397  (5,259)  15  (1,204)

Impaired investment in associate  869  (877)  (8)  - 

Balance at the end of the year  78,022  76,252  4,542  4,535 

Associates include: Interest Held

Principal activity Country of incorporationName of entity 2012 2011

TPC Holdings Limited 25.00% 25.00% Investing in Tuaropaki Power Company Limited New Zealand

Hot Water Innovations Limited 34.71% 34.71% Development of a hot water storage solution New Zealand

GeoGlobal Energy LLC 29.23% 29.23% Geothermal development United States

EnergyHedge Limited 0.00% 20.00% Operator EnergyHedge electricity hedge trading market New Zealand

�e investment in TPC Holdings Limited includes a $15 million prepayment made in 2008 for an additional interest which will be acquired upon 
the commissioning of an expansion, or at another date agreed by both parties. It also includes an $8 million payment in compensation for 
the extension and variation of the shareholders agreement from 2027 to 2037 at which point the equity in TPC Holdings Limited will revert 
to Tuaropaki Kaitiaki Limited for $1 plus working capital adjustments. �e impairment charge recognised in the prior year has been reversed 
following an internal valuation that supported the previous carrying value of the investment. 

On 21 November 2011 EnergyHedge Limited was liquidated and removed from the Companies Office register.

Aggregate summary financial information of associates, not adjusted for the percentage held by the Group

GROUP GROUP

2012
$000

2011
$000

Total assets  562,536 566,668 

Total liabilities  361,498 372,272 

Total revenues  83,196 72,060 

Total profit for the year  16,072 16,109 
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NOTE 18. INVESTMENT IN JOINTLY CONTROLLED ASSETS

Interest Held

Name of joint venture 2012 2011 Principal activity

Rotokawa 64.80% 74.68% Steamfield operation

Nga Awa Purua 65.00% 75.00% Electricity generation

�e joint venture partner in Rotokawa and Nga Awa Purua exercised an option to acquire an additional 9.88% and 10% interest in the respective 
joint ventures. Proceeds of $40.5 million were recognised on the disposal of the interests which was effective from 31st March 2012. 

NOTE 19. INVESTMENT IN JOINTLY CONTROLLED ENTITIES

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Balance at the beginning of the year  98,970  111,926  -  - 

Additions during the year  2,001  4,130  -  - 

Equity accounted earnings  (27,655)  2,935  -  - 

Equity accounted share of movements in other comprehensive income 31,621  -  -  - 

Exchange movements  3,167  (20,021)  -  - 

Balance at the end of the year  108,104  98,970  -  - 

Jointly controlled entities include:

Economic Interest Held

Principal activity Country of incorporationName of entity 2012 2011

Energy Source LLC 20.31% 20.27% Investment holding United States

Hudson Ranch Holdings LLC 75.00% 75.00% Investment holding United States

�e Group’s interest in the above jointly controlled entities is held by GeoGlobal U.S. EnergySource LLC.

Due to the nature of the contractual arrangement that surround these entities, which allows for a reduction in the Group’s economic interest 
once prescribed preferred returns have been achieved, the share of movements in earnings and reserves has been calculated based on the 
Hypothetical Liquidation at Book Value method. �is method more closely aligns the recognition of earnings through time with the expected 
contractually agreed economic outcomes compared to the recognition of earnings based on a strict percentage of ownership. �e Hypothetical 
Liquidation at Book Value method closely approximates the equity accounting method at balance date.

Aggregate summary financial information of jointly controlled entities, not adjusted for the percentage held by the Group

GROUP GROUP

2012
$000

2011
$000

Total assets  705,302 414,386 

Total liabilities  546,095 258,686 

Total revenues  22,735 1,942 

Total loss for the year  (50,048) (11,942)

�e losses of jointly controlled entities in the current year mainly relate to fair value losses on interest rate derivatives. �e losses of jointly 
controlled entities in the 2011 year mainly arose due to an increase in the level of feasibility expenditure.
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NOTE 20. ADVANCES

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Loan to Rotokawa joint venture partner  13,992  10,877  -  - 

For terms and conditions of related party receivables refer to note 30.

NOTE 21. PAYABLES AND ACCRUALS

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Trade payables and accruals  294,597 189,733  255,141 169,888 

Employee entitlements  8,521 6,582  7,642 6,191 

Sundry creditors  1,606 2,790  1,035 1,822 

Related party payables  1,660  2,624  - - 

 306,384 201,729  263,818 177,901 

Current  289,221 180,431  246,655 156,603 

Non-current  17,163  21,298  17,163  21,298 

 306,384 201,729  263,818 177,901 

Trade payables are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30 - 60 day terms, except for a swaption premium which is payable over 5 years.

NOTE 22. PROVISIONS

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Balance at the beginning of the year  4,200  2,673  230  211 

Provisions made during the year  2,217  1,215  1,746  - 

Movement in effect of discounting  129  312  17  19 

Balance at the end of the year  6,546  4,200  1,993  230 

Provisions have been recognised for the abandonment and subsequent restoration of areas from which geothermal resources have been 
extracted. �e provision is calculated based on the present value of management’s best estimate of the expenditure required, and the likely 
timing of settlement. �e increase in provision resulting from the passage of time (the discount effect) is recognised as an interest expense.
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NOTE 23. LOANS

Borrowing
Currency

Denomination

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Notional value of bank loans NZD 140,144  91,087 140,144  91,087 

Notional value of fixed rate bonds (unsecured) NZD 304,254  304,243 304,254  304,243 

Notional value of floating rate bonds (unsecured) NZD 351,076  351,082 351,076  351,082 

Notional value of US Private Placement USD 260,906  260,881 260,906  260,881 

Notional value of commercial paper programme (unsecured) NZD 99,517  - 99,517  - 

Deferred financing costs (2,010)  (2,728) (2,010)  (2,728)

Fair value adjustments 27,485  (19,084) 27,485  (19,084)

Carrying value of loans 1,181,372  985,481 1,181,372  985,481 

Current 305,684  12,081 305,684  12,081 

Non-current 875,688  973,400 875,688  973,400 

1,181,372  985,481 1,181,372  985,481 

�e NZD denominated bank loans represent $140 million drawn against $650 million of committed and unsecured bank loan facilities with final 
repayment due in December 2015. �e remaining undrawn $510 million provides liquidity support, with $250 million due in December 2013, 
$200 million in March 2015, and $60 million due in December 2015. �e average interest rate for the drawn $140 million bank facility at  
30 June 2012 was 3.4% (3.4% as at 30 June 2011). 

�e $300 million Fixed Rate Bonds consist of $200 million retail bonds with an interest rate of 8.36% expiring in May 2013, $70 million 
wholesale bonds with an interest rate of 7.55% expiring in October 2016, and $30 million wholesale bonds with an interest rate of 8.21% 
expiring in February 2020.

�e unsecured and unsubordinated credit wrapped Floating Rate Bonds of $300 million have a maturity in September 2021, unless the Company 
exercises its early repayment option to redeem the Bonds annually from the 7th anniversary (7 Sep 2013) of the issue date. 

�e unsecured and unsubordinated wholesale Floating Rate Bonds of $50 million mature on 12 October 2016. �e average interest rate as at 
30 June 2012 was 4.6% (4.5% as at 30 June 2011).

�e US Private Placement are USD denominated Notes issued in December 2010 to US based institutional investors and consist of  
US$125 million 10 year notes, US$30 million 12 year notes, and US$45 million 15 year notes with fixed rate coupons of 4.25%, 4.35% and 
4.6% respectively. �e proceeds from the US Private Placements have been swapped to NZD through cross currency interest rate swaps to 
eliminate foreign exchange and USD interest rate risks. Foreign borrowings are held at amortised cost less deferred financing costs adjusted by 
fair value movements associated with fair value hedges.

In February 2012 the Group established a $200 million Commercial Paper programme which is fully backed by committed and undrawn bank 
facilities. Notes issued under the programme are short-term money market instruments, unsecured and unsubordinated and targeted at 
professional investors. �e programme is rated A2 by Standard & Poor’s and as at 30 June 2012 $100 million of notes have been issued.

�e Company has entered into a Master Trust Deed and Supplementary Trust Deeds for all its NZD denominated Fixed and Floating Rate Bonds 
with the New Zealand Guardian Trust Company Limited, acting as trustee for the holders of the Fixed and Floating Rate Bonds, in which the 
Company has agreed subject to certain exceptions, not to create or permit to exist a security interest over or affecting its assets to secure 
indebtedness, and to maintain certain financial covenants. �ere has been no breach of the terms of these deeds.

�e Company has entered into a negative pledge deed in favour of its bank financiers in which the Company has agreed subject to certain 
exceptions, not to create or permit to exist a security interest over or affecting its assets to secure its indebtedness, and to maintain certain 
financial ratios in relation to the Company. �ese undertakings and covenants also apply to the US Private Placement terms and conditions.  
�ere has been no breach of the terms of this deed or the terms and conditions of the US Private Placement.
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NOTE 24. DEFERRED TAX
(i) Recognised deferred tax assets and liabilities

Assets
2012
$000

Assets
2011
$000

Liabilities
2012
$000

Liabilities
2011
$000

Net
2012
$000

Net
2011
$000

GROUP

Property, plant and equipment  -  -  (1,001,381)  (950,201)  (1,001,381)  (950,201)

Financial instruments  104,704  92,900  (15,580)  (21,319)  89,124  71,581 

Employee benefits and other provisions  1,193  1,162  -  -  1,193  1,162 

Other  2,894  2,286  (196)  (170)  2,698  2,116 

 108,791  96,348  (1,017,157)  (971,690)  (908,366)  (875,342)

COMPANY

Property, plant and equipment  -  -  (814,241)  (775,160)  (814,241)  (775,160)

Financial instruments  110,058  86,308  (22,931)  (21,570)  87,127  64,738 

Employee benefits and other provisions  1,152  1,133  -  -  1,152  1,133 

Other  2,123  2,042  (120)  (170)  2,003  1,872 

 113,333  89,483  (837,292)  (796,900)  (723,959)  (707,417)

(ii) �e movement in deferred tax
Property, 
plant and 

equipment
$000

Financial 
instruments

$000

Employee 
entitlements

$000
Other
$000

Total
$000

GROUP

Balance as at 1 July 2010  (838,140)  45,952  1,498  1,096  (789,594)

Charged/(credited) to the income statement  2,743  7,177  (269)  1,074  10,725 

Charged/(credited) to other comprehensive income  (125,040)  20,782  -  -  (104,258)

Balance transferred to joint venture partner  165  -  -  -  165 

Change in tax rate recognised in the income statement  1,826  (882)  (67)  (54)  823 

Change in tax rate recognised in other comprehensive income  8,245  (1,448)  -  -  6,797 

Balance as at 30 June 2011  (950,201)  71,581  1,162  2,116  (875,342)

Balance as at 1 July 2011  (950,201)  71,581  1,162  2,116  (875,342)

Charged/(credited) to the income statement  5,387  27,069  31  605  33,092 

Charged/(credited) to other comprehensive income  (58,358)  (8,480)  -  -  (66,838)

Partial disposal of interest in jointly controlled assets  1,791  (1,046)  -  (23)  722 

Balance as at 30 June 2012  (1,001,381)  89,124  1,193  2,698  (908,366)

COMPANY

Balance as at 1 July 2010  (721,721)  44,193  1,481  911  (675,136)

Charged/(credited) to the income statement  7,264  7,511  (284)  1,005  15,496 

Charged/(credited) to other comprehensive income  (67,065)  15,014  -  -  (52,051)

Balances transferred  322  -  -  -  322 

Change in tax rate recognised in the income statement  1,660  (905)  (64)  (44)  647 

Change in tax rate recognised in other comprehensive income  4,380  (1,075)  -  -  3,305 

Balance as at 30 June 2011  (775,160)  64,738  1,133  1,872  (707,417)

Balance as at 1 July 2011  (775,160)  64,738  1,133  1,872  (707,417)

Charged/(credited) to the income statement  5,297  25,888  19  131  31,335 

Charged/(credited) to other comprehensive income  (44,354)  (3,499)  -  -  (47,853)

Balances transferred  (24)  -  -  -  (24)

Balance as at 30 June 2012  (814,241)  87,127  1,152  2,003  (723,959)
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�e corporate income tax rate changed from 30% to 28% effective for the Group from 1 July 2011. An adjustment was made to deferred tax  
in 2011 in relation to temporary differences that reverse after that date. 

Tax depreciation deductions are disallowed for buildings from 1 July 2011. An adjustment to deferred tax was made in the 2010 year relating to 
office and other buildings. While it is Management’s view that powerhouse assets should not be captured, they accept that there is a potential 
risk that a portion of the asset may be considered by the Inland Revenue to be a building for tax purposes with the balance more appropriately 
being identified as plant. Consequently, as a prudent measure, a deferred tax liability was also recognised for a portion of the powerhouse assets. 
Deferred tax was increased by $9.8 million as a result of this change. In the event that all powerhouse assets were deemed to be buildings by the 
Inland Revenue an additional deferred tax liability of $21.3 million would need to be recognised. 

Property, plant and equipment is held on capital account for income tax purposes. Where assets are revalued, with no similar adjustment to the 
tax base, a taxable temporary difference is created that is recognised in deferred tax. �e deferred tax liability on these revaluations is unlikely to 
crystallise in the forseeable future under existing income tax legislation.

NOTE 25. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

�e Group’s principal financial instruments comprise receivables, payables, cash and short term deposits, debt, available for sale investments  
and derivatives.

Exposure to price, credit, foreign exchange, liquidity and interest rate risks arises in the normal course of the Group’s business. �e Group’s overall 
risk management programme focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to proactively manage these risks with the aim of 
protecting shareholder wealth. �e Group uses derivative financial instruments to hedge these exposures.

Risk management is carried out by a central Treasury function (Treasury) for interest rate and foreign exchange exposures. Risk management 
activities in respect of electricity exposures are undertaken by the Generation Group (Generation). Both Treasury and Generation operate under 
policies approved by the Board of Directors.

Price Risk - Energy Contracts

�e Group enters into energy contracts that establish a fixed price at which future specified quantities of electricity are purchased, sold or 
otherwise exchanged. �e Group’s exposure to spot electricity prices is limited by the Board approved Market and Credit Risk Policy.

On maturity of the energy contracts, any difference between the contract price and the spot market price is settled between the parties. 
Settlement occurs irrespective of the amount of electricity actually supplied or consumed.

At balance date, the principal value of energy contracts, including both buy and sell contracts, some with terms of up to 15 years, were:

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Energy contracts 3,419,863 3,408,191 3,462,622 3,325,934 

Sensitivity analysis

�e following table summarises the impact of increases and decreases in the relevant electricity forward prices on the Group and Company’s 
post tax profit for the year and on other components of equity. �e sensitivity analysis is based on an assessment of the reasonably possible 
movements in forward price, with all other variables held constant.

Impact on post tax profit Impact on equity

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

GROUP

Electricity forward price increased by 10% 15,331 7,613 (61,211) (45,737)

Electricity forward price decreased by 10% (14,702) (7,319) 61,211 45,737 

COMPANY

Electricity forward price increased by 10% 15,198 7,596 (57,500) (39,247)

Electricity forward price decreased by 10% (14,572) (7,303) 57,500 39,247 
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Credit Risk
To the extent that the Group has a receivable from another party there is a credit risk in the event of non-performance by that counterparty. 
Financial instruments that potentially subject the Group to credit risk principally consist of bank balances, receivables, investments and derivative 
financial instruments. 

�e Group manages its exposure to credit risk under policies approved by the Board of Directors. �e Group performs credit evaluations on  
all electricity customers and normally requires a bond from customers who have yet to establish a suitable credit history. Customer bonds of  
$1.2 million are held in a separate bank account (2011: $1.9 million).

It is the Group’s policy to only enter into derivative transactions with banks that it has signed an ISDA master agreement with, and which have 
a minimum long term Standard & Poor’s (or Moody’s equivalent) credit rating of A- or higher. �e Group monitors the credit quality of the major 
counterparties to its derivative financial instruments and does not anticipate non-performance by them. 

With respect to energy contracts, the Group has potential credit risk exposure to the counterparty dependent on the spot market price at 
settlement, although it does not anticipate any non performance of any obligations which may exist on maturity of these contracts. Credit risk in 
relation to these counterparties is managed in accordance with the Market and Credit Risk Policy.

In the event of a failure by a retailer to settle its obligations to the Energy Clearing House, following the exhaustion of its prudential security, a 
proportionate share of the shortfall will be assumed by all generator class market participants. �e Group consequently will be impacted in the 
event that this occurs.

�e carrying amounts of financial assets recognised in the balance sheet best represent the Group’s maximum exposure to credit risk at the 
reporting date without taking account of any collateral held by way of customer bonds. However, in the case of offshore bank accounts credit 
risk is reduced in the United States (through FDIC insurance) and in Chile (under Chilean law) while German law offers partial protection. Credit risk 
through these means has been reduced by $7.8 million. 

Included in receivables are the following balances:

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Energy Clearing House Limited 65,260 32,013 51,469 25,618 

�e Group does not have any other significant concentrations of credit risk.

Foreign Exchange Risk
�e Group is exposed to foreign exchange risk as a result of transactions denominated in a currency other than the Group’s functional currency, 
New Zealand dollars (NZD). �e currencies giving rise to this risk are primarily US dollar, Japanese yen, Pound sterling, Euro, Australian dollar, 
Chilean peso and Peruvian Nuevo Sol.

Foreign exchange risk arises from future commercial transactions (including the purchase of capital equipment and maintenance services), 
recognised assets and liabilities (including borrowings) and net investments in foreign operations.

It is the Group’s policy to enter into forward exchange contracts to support its domestic capital expenditure programme. To do this foreign 
exchange contracts are taken out to hedge spot rate risk on highly probable forecast transactions where there is some uncertainty around 
timing. �ese contracts are rolled on an instalment basis until there is certainty around both the amount and timing of payments at which time 
the contracts are rolled into specific contracts hedging those cash flows. 

�e hedged anticipated transactions denominated in foreign currency are expected to occur at various dates between 1 month and 5 years from 
balance date. Gains and losses in the cash flow hedge reserve on foreign currency forward exchange contracts as at 30 June will be released when 
the underlying anticipated transactions occur and will be recognised in the income statement or capitalised to the cost of the asset acquired. 

At balance date the principal or contract amounts of foreign currency forward exchange contracts are:

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Foreign currency forward exchange contracts 97,588 218,365 97,717 218,365 

�e group has certain investments in foreign operations whose net assets are exposed to foreign currency translation risk. Currency exposure 
arising from the net assets of foreign operations is currently unhedged but may be managed on a case by case basis through the use of 
derivative contracts or through borrowings denominated in the same currency.

At balance date the Group has US funds of US$0.5 million (2011: US$1.2 million), Japanese funds of ¥0.3 million (2011: ¥0.6 million), Euro funds 
of €0.2 million (2011: €0.0 million), Australian funds of A$0.0million (2011: A$0.1 million) Chilean Pesos of $4.2 million (2011: $0.7 million) and 
Peruvian Nuevo Sol of $8.1 thousand (2011: nil) held in foreign currency bank accounts that are not hedged. �is excludes bank accounts held in 
the functional currency of offshore subsidiaries.
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Sensitivity analysis

�e following table summarises the impact on post tax profits and other components of equity of the New Zealand dollar weakening or 
strengthening against the most significant currencies for which the Group has foreign exchange exposure. �e sensitivity analysis is based on an 
assessment of the reasonably possible movements in foreign exchange rates over a one year period based on the average actual movements 
experienced over the prior 10 years, with all other variables held constant.

Impact on post tax profit Impact on equity

GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP
2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

New Zealand Dollar – United States Dollar

Currency strengthens by 10% (2011: 7.5%)  195  153  (19,836)  (17,754)

Currency weakens by 10% (2011: 10%)  (238)  (244)  24,245  28,276 

New Zealand Dollar – Japanese Yen

Currency strengthens by 10% (2011: 7.5%)  -  -  (207)  (312)

Currency weakens by 10% (2011: 10%)  -  -  253  497 

New Zealand Dollar – Euro

Currency strengthens by 10% (2011: 7.5%)  -  -  (408)  (418)

Currency weakens by 10% (2011: 10%)  -  -  408  665 

Interest Rate Risk

�e group has exposure to interest rate risk to the extent that it borrows for fixed terms at floating interest rates. �e Group manages its cost  
of borrowing by limiting the ratio of fixed to floating rate cover held. �e Group uses interest rate swaps and interest rate options to manage  
this exposure. 

Financial instruments are held to protect a portion of future borrowings forecast to fund the capital expenditure programme, even though the 
underlying facility is not yet placed.

At balance date the principal or contract amounts of interest rate swaps and interest rate options outstanding (including forward starts) are:

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY
2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Interest rate swaps 2,715,824 2,745,824 2,715,824 2,745,824 

Interest rate options 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 

Sensitivity analysis

�e following table summarises the impact on post tax profit due to movements in interest rates. �e sensitivity analysis is based on an assessment 
of the reasonably possible movement in the 10 year swap rate over a one year period based on actual movements over the last 10 years, with all 
other variables held constant. �e movement in post tax profits are due to higher/lower interest costs from variable rate debt and cash balances 
combined with the result of fair value changes in interest rate swaps and options that are valid economic hedges but which do not qualify for hedge 
accounting under NZ IAS 39. �ere would be no effect on other components of equity.

Impact on post tax profit

GROUP and COMPANY
2012
$000

2011
$000

Interest rates higher by 100 bpts (2011: 100 bpts) 47,019 44,680 

Interest rates lower by 100 bpts (2011: 50 bpts) (51,804) (23,785)
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Liquidity Risk

�e Group’s objective is to maintain a balance between continuity of funding and flexibility through the use of various funding sources.  
�e Group’s ability to readily attract cost effective funding is largely driven by its credit rating.

Liquidity risk is monitored by continuously forecasting cash flows and matching these to funding facilities. Policy requires that prescribed 
headroom is available in undrawn and committed facilities to cover unanticipated needs and that only a limited amount of facilities mature over 
the immediate 12 month forward-looking period.

Non derivative financial liabilities

�e following liquidity risk disclosures reflect all contractually fixed payoffs, repayments and interest from recognised financial liabilities as of 30 June. 
�e timing of cash flows for liabilities is based on the contractual terms of the underlying contract. However, where the counterparty has a choice of 
when the amount is paid, the liability is allocated to the earliest period in which the Group can be required to pay. It should be noted that the amounts 
presented are contracted undiscounted cash flows consequently the totals will not reconcile with the amounts recognised on the Balance Sheet.

Liquid non-derivative assets comprising cash and receivables are considered in the Group’s overall liquidity risk. �e Group ensures that a 
combination of liquid assets and undrawn facilities are available to meet all the required short term cash payments.

Less than  
6 months

$000

6 to 12  
months

$000

1 to 5  
years
$000

Later than  
5 years

$000
Total
$000GROUP JUNE 2012

Liquid financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents  38,296  -  -  -  38,296 

Receivables  305,688  571  5,751  -  312,010 

 343,984  571  5,751  -  350,306 

Financial liabilities

Payables and accruals  (289,221)  -  (17,163)  -  (306,384)

Loans  (125,269)  (224,892)  (391,451)  (715,262)  (1,456,874)

 (414,490)  (224,892)  (408,614)  (715,262)  (1,763,258)

Net inflow/(outflow)  (70,506)  (224,321)  (402,863)  (715,262)  (1,412,952)

Less than  
6 months

$000

6 to 12  
months

$000

1 to 5  
years
$000

Later than  
5 years

$000
Total
$000GROUP JUNE 2011

Liquid financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents  28,722  -  -  -  28,722 

Receivables  192,354  -  378  -  192,732 

 221,076  -  378  -  221,454 

Financial liabilities

Payables and accruals  (180,431)  -  (21,298)  -  (201,729)

Loans  (29,492)  (23,837)  (445,411)  (890,169)  (1,388,909)

 (209,923)  (23,837)  (466,709)  (890,169)  (1,590,638)

Net inflow/(outflow)  11,153  (23,837)  (466,331)  (890,169)  (1,369,184)
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Less than  
6 months

$000

6 to 12  
months

$000

1 to 5  
years
$000

Later than  
5 years

$000
Total
$000COMPANY JUNE 2012

Liquid financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents  15,750  -  -  -  15,750 

Receivables  271,847  1,630  -  -  273,477 

 287,597  1,630  -  -  289,227 

Liabilities

Payables and accruals  (246,655)  -  (17,163)  -  (263,818)

Loans  (125,269)  (224,892)  (391,451)  (715,262)  (1,456,874)

 (371,924)  (224,892)  (408,614)  (715,262)  (1,720,692)

Net inflow/(outflow)  (84,327)  (223,262)  (408,614)  (715,262)  (1,431,465)

Less than  
6 months

$000

6 to 12  
months

$000

1 to 5  
years
$000

Later than  
5 years

$000
Total
$000COMPANY JUNE 2011

Liquid financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents  3,758  -  -  -  3,758 

Receivables  173,496  -  1,511  -  175,007 

 177,254  -  1,511  -  178,765 

Liabilities

Payables and accruals  (156,603)  -  (21,298)  -  (177,901)

Loans  (29,492)  (23,837)  (445,411)  (890,169)  (1,388,909)

 (186,095)  (23,837)  (466,709)  (890,169)  (1,566,810)

Net inflow/(outflow)  (8,841)  (23,837)  (465,198)  (890,169)  (1,388,045)

While the above table gives the impression of a liquidity shortfall, the analysis does not take into account expected future operating cash flows or 
committed and undrawn debt facilities which will provide additional liquidity support. For example, net cash provided by operating activities over 
the last two financial years has averaged $284.9 million. At balance date, $510 million of committed and undrawn debt facilities existed which 
will enable the Group to meet its short-term obligations.

Derivative financial liabilities

�e table below details the liquidity risk arising from derivative liabilities held by the Group at balance date. Net settled derivatives include interest 
rate derivatives and electricity price derivatives. Gross settled derivatives relate to foreign exchange derivatives that are used to hedge future 
purchase commitments. As mentioned previously foreign exchange derivatives are rolled on an instalment basis until the underlying transaction 
occurs. While the maturity of these derivatives are short term the underlying expenditure is forecast to occur over different time periods.

Less than  
6 months

$000

6 to 12  
months

$000

1 to 5  
years
$000

Later than  
5 years

$000
Total
$000

GROUP JUNE 2012

Derivative liabilities – net settled (26,988) (24,530) (200,734) (212,363)  (464,615)

Derivative liabilities – gross settled

Inflows 97,219  -  -  -  97,219 

Outflows (100,997)  -  -  -  (100,997)

Net maturity (30,766) (24,530) (200,734) (212,363)  (468,393)

Less than  
6 months

$000

6 to 12  
months

$000

1 to 5  
years
$000

Later than  
5 years

$000
Total
$000

GROUP JUNE 2011

Derivative liabilities – net settled (16,881) (30,852) (141,049) (167,056)  (355,838)

Derivative liabilities – gross settled

Inflows  206,622  -  -  -  206,622 

Outflows  (216,120)  -  -  -  (216,120)

Net maturity  (26,379)  (30,852)  (141,049)  (167,056)  (365,336)
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Less than  
6 months

$000

6 to 12  
months

$000

1 to 5  
years
$000

Later than  
5 years

$000
Total
$000

COMPANY JUNE 2012

Derivative liabilities – net settled (27,050) (24,615) (200,801) (212,363)  (464,829)

Derivative liabilities – gross settled

Inflows 97,348  -  -  -  97,348 

Outflows (101,132)  -  -  -  (101,132)

Net maturity (30,834) (24,615) (200,801) (212,363)  (468,613)

Less than  
6 months

$000

6 to 12  
months

$000

1 to 5  
years
$000

Later than  
5 years

$000
Total
$000

COMPANY JUNE 2011

Derivative liabilities – net settled (16,935) (30,983) (141,312) (167,056)  (356,286)

Derivative liabilities – gross settled

Inflows  206,622  -  -  -  206,622 

Outflows  (216,120)  -  -  -  (216,120)

Net maturity  (26,433)  (30,983)  (141,312)  (167,056)  (365,784)

�e above tables summarise the payments that are expected to be made in relation to derivative liabilities. �e Group and Company also 
expect to receive funds relating to derivative asset settlements. �e expectation of cash receipts in relation to derivative assets should also be 
considered when assessing the ability of the Group and Company to meet its obligations.

Fair values 

�e carrying amount of financial assets and liabilities recorded in the financial statements approximates their fair values except for the Fixed  
Rate Bonds and the US Private Placement, the fair values for which have been calculated at $324 million (2011: $326 million) and $262 million  
(2011: $234 million) respectively based on quoted market prices for each bond issue. 

�e Group uses various methods in estimating the fair value of a financial instrument. �e methods comprise: 

 Level 1 – the fair value is calculated using quoted prices in active markets;

 Level 2 – the fair value is estimated using inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability,  
either directly (as prices) or indirectly (derived from prices); and

 Level 3 – the fair value is estimated using inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data.

�e fair value of the financial instruments as well as the methods used to estimate the fair value are summarised in the table below.

Quoted  
market  

price

Valuation 
technique 

market 
observable 

inputs

Valuation 
technique 

non-market 
observable 

inputs Total

GROUP JUNE 2012
Level 1

$000
Level 2

$000
Level 3

$000 $000

Financial assets

Derivative instruments

Interest rate derivatives  -  29,676  -  29,676 

Cross currency interest rate derivatives  -  19,787  -  19,787 

Electricity price derivatives  -  -  124,744  124,744 

Available for sale investments

Listed investments  572  -  -  572 

 572  49,463  124,744  174,779 

Financial liabilities

Derivative instruments

Interest rate derivatives  -  249,127  -  249,127 

Cross currency interest rate derivatives  -  10,014  -  10,014 

Electricity price derivatives  -  -  181,266  181,266 

Foreign exchange rate derivatives  -  3,282  -  3,282 

 -  262,423  181,266  443,689 
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Quoted  
market  

price

Valuation 
technique 

market 
observable 

inputs

Valuation 
technique 

non-market 
observable 

inputs Total

GROUP JUNE 2011
Level 1

$000
Level 2

$000
Level 3

$000 $000

Financial assets

Derivative instruments

Interest rate derivatives  -  21,106  -  21,106 

Electricity price derivatives  -  -  127,448  127,448 

Foreign exchange rate derivatives  -  4  -  4 

Available for sale investments

Listed investments  1,191  -  -  1,191 

 1,191  21,110  127,448  149,749 

Financial liabilities

Derivative instruments

Interest rate derivatives  -  144,431  -  144,431 

Cross currency interest rate derivatives  42,324  42,324 

Electricity price derivatives  -  -  201,863  201,863 

Foreign exchange rate derivatives  -  10,404  -  10,404 

 -  197,159  201,863  399,022 

Quoted  
market  

price

Valuation 
technique 

market 
observable 

inputs

Valuation 
technique 

non-market 
observable 

inputs Total

COMPANY JUNE 2012
Level 1

$000
Level 2

$000
Level 3

$000 $000

Financial assets

Derivative instruments

Interest rate derivatives  -  29,676  -  29,676 

Cross currency interest rate derivatives  -  19,787  -  19,787 

Electricity price derivatives  -  -  132,382  132,382 

Available for sale investments

Listed investments  572  -  -  572 

 572  49,463  132,382  182,417 

Financial liabilities

Derivative instruments

Interest rate derivatives  -  249,127  -  249,127 

Cross currency interest rate derivatives  -  10,014  -  10,014 

Electricity price derivatives  -  -  182,949  182,949 

Foreign exchange rate derivatives  -  3,274  -  3,274 

 -  262,415  182,949  445,364 
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Quoted  
market  

price

Valuation 
technique 

market 
observable 

inputs

Valuation 
technique 

non-market 
observable 

inputs Total

COMPANY JUNE 2011
Level 1

$000
Level 2

$000
Level 3

$000 $000

Financial assets

Derivative instruments

Interest rate derivatives  -  21,106  -  21,106 

Electricity price derivatives  -  -  152,992  152,992 

Foreign exchange rate derivatives  -  4  -  4 

Available for sale investments

Listed investments  1,191  -  -  1,191 

 1,191  21,110  152,992  175,293 

Financial liabilities

Derivative instruments

Interest rate derivatives  -  144,431  -  144,431 

Cross currency interest rate derivatives  -  42,324  -  42,324 

Electricity price derivatives  -  -  205,370  205,370 

Foreign exchange rate derivatives  -  10,404  -  10,404 

 -  197,159  205,370  402,529 

Quoted market price represents the fair value determined based on quoted prices on active markets as at the reporting date without any 
deduction for transaction costs. �e fair value of the listed equity investments are based on quoted market prices.

Financial instruments that use a valuation technique with only observable market inputs, or unobservable inputs that are not significant to the 
overall valuation, include interest rate derivatives and foreign exchange rate derivatives not traded on a recognised exchange.

Financial instruments that use a valuation technique which includes non-market observable data include electricity derivatives which are valued 
using a discounted cash flow methodology using a combination of ASX market prices for the first five years, combined with Management’s 
internal view of forward prices for the remainder of the contracts. Management’s internal view of forward prices is determined by a demand 
supply based fundamental model which takes account of current hydrological conditions, future inflows, an assessment of thermal fuel costs, 
anticipated demand and supply conditions and future committed generation capacity.

Where the fair value of a derivative is calculated as the present value of the estimated future cash flows of the instrument there are two key 
variables being used; the forward price curve and the discount rate. Where the derivative is an option then the volatility of the forward price 
is another key variable. �e selection of the variables requires significant judgement, and therefore there is a range of reasonably possible 
assumptions in respect of these variables that could be used in estimating the fair values of these derivatives. Maximum use is made of 
observable market data when selecting variables and developing assumptions for the valuation technique.

Reconciliation of Level 3 fair value movements

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Opening balance (74,415) (42,844) (52,378) (36,523)

New contracts 4,448 21,482 5,029 18,865 

Matured contracts (2,197) (5,081) (13,100) (4,532)

Ineffectiveness of electricity derivative cash flow hedges  
recognised through the income statement 37 (1,959) 37 (1,850)

Gains and losses

�rough the income statement (3,347) 2,770 (1,523) 2,770 

�rough other comprehensive income 18,952 (48,783) 11,368 (31,108)

Closing balance (56,522) (74,415) (50,567) (52,378)
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Deferred ‘inception’ gains/(losses)

�ere is a presumption that when derivative contracts are entered into on an arm’s length basis, fair value at inception would be zero. �e 
contract price of non ASX traded electricity derivative contracts are agreed on a bilateral basis, the pricing for which may differ from the prevailing 
derived market price curve for a variety of reasons. In these circumstances an inception adjustment is made to bring the initial fair value of the 
contract to zero at inception. �is inception value is amortised over the life of the contract by adjusting the future price path used to determine 
the fair value of the derivatives by a constant amount to return the initial fair value to zero.

�e table below details the movements in inception value gains/(losses) included in the fair value of derivative financial assets and liabilities as  
at 30 June.

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

Electricity price derivatives
2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Opening deferred inception gains/(losses)  41,765  27,740  25,497  4,874 

Deferred inception gains/(losses) on new hedges  1,830  13,056  1,830  16,149 

Deferred inception gains/(losses) realised during the year  (3,698)  969  (1,829)  4,474 

Closing inception gains/(losses)  39,897  41,765  25,498  25,497 

Capital risk management objectives

Management seeks to maintain a sustainable financial structure for the Group having regard to the risks from predicted short and medium-term 
economic, market and hydrological conditions along with estimated financial performance. Capital is managed to provide sufficient funds to 
undertake required asset reinvestment as well as to finance new generation development projects and other growth opportunities to increase 
shareholder value at a rate similar to comparable private sector companies.

In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, changes may be made to the amount paid as dividends to the shareholders, capital may be 
returned or injected or assets sold to reduce borrowings. 

Consistent with others in the industry, the Group monitors capital on the basis of the gearing ratio. �is ratio is calculated as net debt divided by 
total capital. Net debt is calculated as total borrowings (both current and non-current) less cash and cash equivalents. Total capital is calculated as 
shareholders’ equity plus net debt. �e gearing ratio is calculated below:

GROUP GROUP

2012
$000

2011
$000

Loans at carrying value 1,181,372 985,481 

Fair value adjustments US Private Placement (27,485) 19,084 

Less cash and cash equivalents (38,296) (28,722)

Net debt 1,115,591 975,843 

Total equity 3,014,162 2,906,542 

Total capital 4,129,753 3,882,385 

Gearing Ratio 27.0% 25.1%

Under the negative pledge deed in favour of its bank financiers the Group must, in addition to not exceeding its maximum gearing ratio, exceed 
minimum interest cover ratios and minimum shareholder’s equity.

�e Group also seeks to maintain its current credit metrics sufficient to support the credit rating on an ongoing basis and monitors its position 
against the following thresholds:

GROUP GROUP

�reshold
2012
$000

2011
$000

Free funds from operations interest coverage (x) 4.0 4.1 4.8 

Free funds from operations to total debt (%) 25.0% 25.0% 30.9%
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NOTE 26. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

�e fair values of derivative financial instruments together with the designation of their hedging relationship are summarised below: 

Restated Restated

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

CURRENT

Interest rate derivative assets  6,570  4,335  6,570  6,421 

Electricity price derivative assets  8,506  15,761  11,385  22,302 

Foreign exchange rate derivative assets  -  4  -  4 

Cross currency interest rate derivative asset  693  -  693  - 

 15,769  20,100  18,648  28,727 

Interest rate derivative liabilities  7,434  4,388  7,434  4,388 

Electricity price derivative liabilities  13,063  9,706  13,063  9,706 

Foreign exchange rate derivative liabilities  3,282  10,404  3,274  10,404 

 23,779  24,498  23,771  24,498 

NON-CURRENT

Interest rate derivative assets  23,106  16,771  23,106  14,685 

Electricity price derivative assets  116,238  111,687  120,997  130,690 

Cross currency interest rate derivative asset  19,094  -  19,094  - 

 158,438  128,458  163,197  145,375 

Interest rate derivative liabilities  241,693  140,043  241,693  140,043 

Cross currency interest rate derivative liabilities  -  30,287  -  30,287 

Cross currency interest rate derivative liabilities - margin  10,014  12,037  10,014  12,037 

Electricity price derivative liabilities  168,203  192,157  169,886  195,664 

 419,910  374,524  421,593  378,031 

�e current/non-current split of the fair value of interest rate derivatives was restated in the 31 December 2011 interim financial statements. 
Accounting standards state that derivatives are classified as held for trading unless they are accounted for as hedges. �e held for trading 
category would usually be expected to carry a designation of current. However, if the intent is not to actually trade instruments with maturities 
greater than one year but to hold them long term to match the maturities of the underlying debt that they are hedging, then those instruments 
would more appropriately be classified as non-current. As a consequence the fair value of interest rate derivatives with maturities greater than  
12 months have now been reclassified from current to non-current for the comparative period. 

Interest rate derivatives, short term low value foreign exchange derivatives, and short term low value electricity price derivatives that are traded 
on the ASX, while economic hedges, are not designated as hedges under NZ IAS 39 but are recognised at fair value through profit and loss.  
All other foreign exchange and electricity price derivatives (except those described below) are designated as cash flow hedges under NZ IAS 39.

Cross currency interest rate swaps, which are used to manage the combined interest and foreign currency risk on borrowings issued in foreign 
currency, have been split into two components for the purpose of hedge designation. �e hedge of the benchmark interest rate is designated  
as a fair value hedge and the hedge of the issuance margin is designated as a cash flow hedge.
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Electricity Contracts not designated as hedges for accounting purposes

�e Tuaropaki Power Company Foundation Hedge contract was originated in 1997 between the Tuaropaki Power Company (seller) and ECNZ 
(buyer). �e contract was subsequently novated to Mighty River Power Limited. �e contract has been amended and now settles on a moving 
hedge index rather than wholesale electricity prices.

Basis swaps: �e company has entered into a number of contracts to hedge wholesale electricity price risk between the North and South Island 
generically called basis swaps. �e most significant is the virtual asset swap with Meridian Energy which is a 15 year contract.

Reserve price caps: �e Company has sold and bought electricity reserve price caps in the North and South Island to limit exposure to high 
reserve prices impacting wholesale electricity spot prices.

Swaptions: �e Company has entered into swaptions to provide optionality around hedging its exposure to wholesale electricity spot prices 
during pre-defined periods. If exercised, the Company will receive a swap (contract-for-difference) for the period exercised. �is swap will be 
designated as a hedge for accounting purposes.

�e Company has entered into an outage cover contract with Nga Awa Purua to support the Joint Venture’s generation revenue in the event of a 
forced station outage for which it receives an annual premium.

�e changes in fair values of derivative financial instruments recognised in the income statement and other comprehensive income are 
summarised below:

Income Statement Other Comprehensive Income

GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Cross currency interest rate derivatives 49,235  (30,141)  -  - 

Borrowings – fair value change (46,568)  19,084  -  - 

2,667  (11,057)  -  - 

Interest rate derivatives (94,969)  (13,822)  -  - 

Cross currency interest rate derivatives – margin  -  - 2,765  (11,604)

Electricity price derivatives  (693)  2,397 21,005  (56,851)

Foreign exchange rate derivatives  108  (588) 3,988  (38,990)

Total change in fair value of financial instruments  (92,887)  (23,070) 27,758  (107,445)

Income Statement Other Comprehensive Income

COMPANY COMPANY COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Cross currency interest rate derivatives  49,235  (30,141)  -  - 

Borrowings  (46,568)  19,084  -  - 

 2,667  (11,057)  -  - 

Interest rate derivatives  (94,969)  (13,822)  -  - 

Cross currency interest rate derivatives – margin  -  -  2,765  (11,604)

Electricity price derivatives  (125)  1,279  3,296  (37,921)

Foreign exchange rate derivatives  108  (588)  3,985  (38,990)

Total change in fair value of financial instruments  (92,319)  (24,188)  10,046  (88,515)
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Movement in cash flow hedge reserve
GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Opening balance  (140,023)  (63,390)  (119,850)  (56,829)

�e effective portion of cash flow hedges recognised in the reserve  28,959  (115,803)  15,185  (96,875)

Amortisation of fair values1  742  433  742  433 

�e amount transferred to the income statement relating to forecast transactions  
that are no longer expected to occur1  1,687  3,497  1,687  3,497 

�e amount transferred to the income statement on disposal of interest  
in jointly controlled asset1  3,938  -  -  - 

�e amount transferred to balance sheet  (7,568)  4,428  (7,568)  4,428 

Equity accounted share of associates’ movement in other comprehensive income  1,165  10  -  - 

Tax effect of movements (7,772)  32,233 (2,813)  26,554 

Deferred tax rate change adjustment  -  (1,431)  -  (1,058)

Closing balance  (118,872)  (140,023)  (112,617)  (119,850)

Total income statement fair value movements

Ineffectiveness of cash flow hedges recognised in the income statement 136 (2,551) (139) (2,551)

Other changes in fair value recognised through the income statement (92,887) (23,070) (92,319) (24,188)

Fair value movements recognised through the income statement  (92,751)  (25,621)  (92,458)  (26,739)

1Amounts reclassified to the income statement recognised in amortisation
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NOTE 27. RECONCILIATION OF PROFIT FOR THE YEAR TO NET CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Profit for the year 67,701 127,073 83,654 54,912 

Items classified as investing or financing activities

 Capitalised interest  (14,889)  (6,870)  (14,889)  (6,870)

 Loan charges  1,092  1,835  1,092  1,835 

 Transfers between group companies and related parties  -  -  (1,886)  2,942 

 Net foreign exchange loss  -  -  (3,023)  28,281 

Adjustments for:

Depreciation and amortisation  158,397  145,404  98,010  99,842 

Net loss on sale of property, plant and equipment  4,280  727  1,174  794 

Net loss on sale of intangibles  25  -  25  - 

Net gain on disposal of emission units  (7,005)  -  -  - 

Net gain on disposal of interest in jointly controlled assets  (8,252)  -  -  - 

Change in the fair value of financial instruments  92,751  25,621  92,458  26,739 

Impaired assets  4,004  19,786  4,952  56,823 

Movement in effect of discounting on long term provisions  372  312  17  19 

Share of earnings of associate companies  (2,852)  (2,069)  -  - 

Share of earnings of jointly controlled entities  27,655  (2,935)  -  - 

Other non-cash items  1,652  1,996  (745)  3,226 

Net cash provided by operating activities before change in assets and liabilities  324,931  310,880  260,839  268,543 

Change in assets and liabilities during the year:

 Increase in trade receivables and prepayments  (114,497)  (21,402)  (96,987)  (15,642)

 (Increase)/decrease in inventories  (1,363)  (2,790)  252  (2,509)

 Increase in trade payables and accruals  89,477  10,880  84,065  13,063 

 Increase/(decrease) in provision for tax  14,637  (6,325)  (3,923)  (16,536)

 (Decrease)/increase in deferred tax  (36,192)  1,583  (32,448)  (3,378)

Net cash inflow from operating activities  276,993  292,826  211,798  243,541 
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NOTE 28. COMMITMENTS

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Capital commitments 

Commitments for future capital expenditure include: 

Property, plant and equipment 101,189 325,238 15,906 91,486 

Emission units 98,124 41,288 98,124 41,288 

199,313 366,526 114,030 132,774 

Within one year 103,423 236,915 19,657 92,179 

One to two years 5,942 84,644 4,426 878 

Two to five years 18,390 11,604 18,390 6,354 

Later than five years 71,557 33,363 71,557 33,363 

199,313 366,526 114,030 132,774 

In the event the emissions trading scheme is terminated the forward purchase agreements for the acquisition of emission units which cover a  
15 year period will also terminate.

 

Operating lease commitments 

Future minimum lease payments under non cancellable operating leases are: 

Within one year 5,243  3,688 5,124  3,446 

One to two years 5,001  3,035 4,956  2,972 

Two to five years 13,872  8,021 13,832  7,984 

Later than five years 20,210  7,011 20,202  7,011 

44,326  21,755 44,114  21,413 

Other operating commitments

Commitments for other operating items are: 

Within one year 2,165  2,421 1,934  2,400 

One to two years 2,393  1,163 2,198  1,054 

Two to five years 1,894  1,789 1,446  1,772 

Later than five years 1,462  1,210 1,305  1,210 

7,914  6,583 6,883  6,436 

�e operating leases are of a rental nature and are on normal commercial terms and conditions. �e majority of the lease commitments are 
for building accommodation, the leases for which have remaining terms of between 1 and 15 years and include an allowance for either annual, 
biennial or triennial reviews. �e remainder of the operating leases relate to vehicles, plant and equipment.

NOTE 29. CONTINGENCIES

Mighty River Power Limited holds land and interests that may be impacted by certain claims that have been brought or are pending against the 
Crown under the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975. In the event that the Crown agrees to the return of some or all of the impacted land, resumption 
would be effected by the Crown under the Public Works Act 1981 and compensation would be payable to the Company. A claim relating to fresh 
water and geothermal resources is currently being heard by the Waitangi Tribunal. �e outcome and impact of this claim is unknown at this time.

From time to time the Company will issue letters of credit and guarantees to various suppliers in the normal course of business. However, there 
is no expectation that any outflow of resource relating to these letters of credit or guarantees will be required as a consequence. 

�e Group has no other material contingent assets or liabilities.
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NOTE 30. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Ultimate shareholder

�e ultimate shareholder of Mighty River Power Limited is the Crown. All transactions with the Crown and other State-Owned Enterprises are 
at arm’s length and at normal market prices and on normal commercial terms. Transactions cover a variety of services including trading energy, 
postal, travel and tax.

Transactions with related parties

Notes 16, 17, 18 and 19 provide details of subsidiaries, associates, jointly controlled assets and jointly controlled entities. All of these entities 
are related parties of the Company.

During the year the Company entered into the following transactions with these entities:

Transaction Value
For the year ended 30 June

Balance Outstanding
As at 30 June

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Management fees and service agreements received (paid)
Subsidiaries  5,965  3,350  -  - 

Associates  (6,842)  (8,077)  73  (2,038)

Jointly controlled assets  4,857  4,817  -  - 

Energy contract settlements received (paid)
Associates  6,533  (3,618)  679  (752)

Jointly controlled assets  14,013  (25,610)  4,012  (3,113)

Interest income (expense)
Subsidiaries  10,605  327  10,269  - 

Associates  -  339  -  - 

Jointly controlled assets  1,666  1,929  -  - 

Energy contracts, management and other services are made in arm’s length transactions at normal market prices and on normal commercial 
terms. �e Tuaropaki Power Company Foundation Hedge contract as described in note 26 while it is at arm’s length and negotiated on 
commercial terms does not settle at normal market prices for energy contracts.

Advances to subsidiaries are interest free and repayable on demand with the exception of Mighty River Power Geothermal Limited’s advances 
to Rotokawa Geothermal Limited and Mighty River Power Limited’s advances to Mighty Geothermal Power Limited, Mighty Geothermal Power 
International Limited and Special General Partner Limited which carry a floating market interest rate and are repayable on demand.

Advances to TPC Holdings Limited of $4 million (2011: $4 million) are interest free and repayable on demand subject to certain conditions being met. 

�e remaining outstanding advance to GeoGlobal Energy LLC, $0.5 million, is also interest free and repayable on demand subject to certain 
conditions being met. All other advances made to GeoGlobal Energy LLC and its subsidiaries were repaid during the prior year, or were converted 
to equity as part of the acquisition programme described in note 31.

�e advance from GeoGlobal Energy LLC to GGE Peru S.R.L. of US$0.6 million carries a simple interest rate of 2.03%.

�e long term advance to our Rotokawa Joint Venture partner carries a floating interest rate. Repayments under the advance are linked to the 
level of receipts under the geothermal energy supply agreement. �ere is no fixed repayment date, the agreement will terminate on receipt of 
any outstanding balances.

No related party debts have been written off, forgiven, or any impairment charge booked.

Key management personnel

Key management personnel compensation (paid and payable) comprised:

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012
$000

2011
$000

2012
$000

2011
$000

Directors fees  657  502  657  502 

Salary and other short term benefits of the Chief Executive and Senior Management  4,560  3,927  4,560  3,927 

Long term benefits of the Chief Executive and Senior Management  1,094  643  1,094  643 

 6,311  5,072  6,311  5,072 

Other transactions with key management personnel

Directors and employees of the Group deal with Mighty River Power Limited as electricity consumers on normal terms and conditions within the 
ordinary course of trading activities.

A number of key management personnel provide directorship services to other entities as part of their employment without receiving any 
additional remuneration. A number of these entities transacted with the Group in the reporting period. �e terms and conditions of the 
transactions with key management personnel were conducted on an arms length basis.
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NOTE 31. BUSINESS COMBINATIONS

�ere were no business combinations entered into in the current year.

On 28 February 2011 GeoGlobal Partners 1 Limited Partnership acquired from GeoGlobal Energy LLC, an associate company, the following entities:

 GGE Chile Holdings and its subsidiary GGE Chile SpA

 GeoGlobal U.S. Gabbs LLC

 Erdwärme Oberland GmbH

 Erdwärme Bayern Management GmbH and its subsidiaries Erdwärme Bayern GmbH & Co. KG and Erdwärme Bayern Asset Management GmbH 
& Co. KG

On 23 May 2011 GeoGlobal Partners 1 Limited Partnership made a further acquisition from GeoGlobal Energy LLC, as follows:

 GGE Peru Holding LLC and its subsidiary GGE Peru S.R.L.

GeoGlobal Partners 1 Limited Partnership acquired 100% of the voting rights of these subsidiaries.

�ese acquisitions were part of an implementation of an efficient holding, financing and management investment structure for Chilean, German and 
Peruvian geothermal exploration and development opportunities which will facilitate third party investment at multiple entry points as required.

�e fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of these entities as of the date of acquisition were:

Consolidated 
fair value at 
acquisition 

date
$000

Cash and cash equivalents  18,900 

Receivables  3,427 

Property, plant and equipment  41,514 

Intangible assets  17 

 63,858 

Payables and accruals  (9,117)

Fair value of identifiable net assets  54,741 

Acquisition date fair value of consideration transferred:

Cash paid  452 

Agreement to convert related party debt funding to equity  54,289 

 54,741 

Direct costs relating to the acquisition  48 

�e net cash inflow on acquisition was as follows:

Net cash acquired  18,900 

Cash paid  (452)

Net cash inflow  18,448 

�e impact on the income statement if the acquisition had occurred at the beginning of the reporting period:

Revenue  1,115 

Net loss  (4,062)

NOTE 32. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

�ere are no material events subsequent to balance date that would affect the fair presentation of these financial statements.

Notes to the Financial Statements
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Five Year Financial Review
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2012

NZ IFRS 
2012

NZ IFRS 
2011

NZ IFRS 
2010

NZ IFRS 
2009

NZ IFRS 
2008

Income Statement
Total revenue 1,520,563 1,163,881 1,104,575 1,119,891 1,178,553

EBITDAF 461,497 443,053 327,788 447,131 304,639

Depreciation and amortisation (158,397) (145,404) (98,707) (104,947) (86,525)

Change in fair value of financial instruments (92,751) (25,621) 8,081 (47,155) (9,665)

Net interest (72,552) (71,786) (30,741) (24,240) (20,860)

Equity accounted earnings of associate companies 2,852 2,069 (11,703) 2,928 2,331

Equity accounted earnings of jointly controlled entities (27,655) 2,935 (21,992)  -   -  

Impaired assets (4,004) (19,786) (31,373) (46,940) (28,059)

Profit before taxation 108,990 185,460 141,353 226,777 161,861

Income tax expense (41,289) (58,387) (56,739) (67,159) (50,910)

Net profit for the period 67,701 127,073 84,614 159,618 110,951

Cash Flow Statement
Operating cash flow 276,993 292,826 199,510 317,105 207,422

Investing cash flow (291,626) (202,394) (296,425) (221,831) (345,300)

Financing cash flow 27,789 (68,788) 47,997 (72,500) 84,981

Net increase/(decrease) in cash 13,156 21,644 (48,918) 22,774 (52,897)

Opening cash 28,722 7,905 56,823 34,049 86,946

Net Foreign Exchange movements (3,582) (827)  -   -   -  

Closing cash 38,296 28,722 7,905 56,823 34,049

Performance Indicators
Return on average shareholders’ equity 2.3% 4.5% 3.2% 6.5% 5.6%

Total equity/total assets 51.3% 54.1% 54.9% 59.7% 55.6%

Net debt/net debt plus equity 27.0% 25.1% 26.5% 18.3% 21.7%

FFO/interest expense 4.1x 4.8x 5.1x 6.7x 5.4x

Balance Sheet
Shareholders’ Equity
Share capital 377,561 377,561 377,561 377,561 377,561

Reserves 2,636,297 2,528,686 2,311,250 2,244,039 1,880,089

Non controlling interest 304 295 159  -   -  

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 3,014,162 2,906,542 2,688,970 2,621,600 2,257,650

Assets
Current assets
Cash and short term deposits 38,296 28,722 7,905 56,823 34,049

Derivative financial instruments 15,769 20,100 35,476 39,333 42,929

Other 340,244 222,883 194,861 291,024 314,338

Total current assets 394,309 271,705 238,242 387,180 391,316

Non-current assets
Property, plant & equipment 5,064,100 4,749,506 4,307,547 3,859,941 3,498,704

Derivative financial instruments 158,438 128,458 77,567 19,377 74,113

Other 260,559 226,918 271,544 121,566 93,896

Total non-current assets 5,483,097 5,104,882 4,656,658 4,000,884 3,666,713

TOTAL ASSETS 5,877,406 5,376,587 4,894,900 4,388,064 4,058,029

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Loans 305,684 12,081 5,950 42,456 67,461

Derivative financial instruments 23,779 24,498 143,155 92,706 90,249

Other 312,654 188,902 161,738 219,835 245,190

Total current liabilities 642,117 225,481 310,843 354,997 402,900

Non-current liabilities
Loans 875,688 973,400 972,808 600,079 591,315

Derivative financial instruments 419,910 374,524 132,685 67,464 115,794

Other 925,529 896,640 789,594 743,924 690,370

Total non-current liabilities 2,221,127 2,244,564 1,895,087 1,411,467 1,397,479

TOTAL LIABILITIES 2,863,244 2,470,045 2,205,930 1,766,464 1,800,379

TOTAL NET ASSETS 3,014,162 2,906,542 2,688,970 2,621,600 2,257,650
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EBITDAF Earnings before net interest expense, income tax, depreciation, 
amortisation, change in fair value of financial instruments, impairments and 
equity accounted earnings.

NPAT Net profit after tax.

Energy Margin Sales less lines charges, energy costs and other direct costs of sales,  
including metering.

Operating Expenses Total expenses less energy costs and other direct costs of sales including metering.

FPVV Fixed Price Variable Volume.

Spot market / wholesale 
market

The buying and selling of wholesale electricity is done via a ‘pool’, where 
electricity generators offer electricity to the market and retailers bid to buy the 
electricity. This market is called the spot or physical wholesale market.

Spot price The half-hour price of wholesale (‘spot’) market electricity published by the  
pricing manager.

CFDs Financial Contracts for Difference.

System Operator The System Operator (currently Transpower) is the market operation service 
provider responsible for scheduling and dispatching electricity, in a manner that 
avoids fluctuations in frequency or disruption of supply.

Glossary
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Average hydrological 
conditions

Rainfall into the Waikato Hydro System which typically supports generation  
of 4,000 GWh/year.

Base-load Producing electricity at a constant rate and running continuously.

Peaking Increasing flexible generation output to meet peak demand.

Firming Managing flexible generation output to balance out peaks and troughs 
in demand.

GWh Gigawatt hour. One gigawatt hour is equal to one million kilowatt hours.

MWh Megawatt hour. One megawatt hour is equal to 1,000 kilowatt hours. 
A Megawatt hour is the metering standard unit for the wholesale market.

kWh Kilowatt hour. A kilowatt hour is also known as a unit of electricity and is the 
basis of retail sales of electricity.

National grid The transmission network owned by state-owned enterprise, Transpower, that 
transports high-voltage electricity from the major power stations to the local 
distribution networks operated by lines companies.

Lines company A company that owns the lines which transport electricity on local low-voltage 
networks (also called distribution companies or distributors).
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Directory

Shareholders
The Minister for State Owned Enterprises, 
Hon Tony Ryall, and Minister of Finance, 
Hon Bill English.

Board of Directors
Joan Withers, Chair
Trevor Janes, Deputy Chair
Dr Michael Allen 
Prue Flacks 
Jon Hartley 
Parekāwhia McLean 
James Miller
Tania Simpson 
Keith Smith

Executive Management Team
Dr Doug Heffernan,  
Chief Executive

Tracy Ellis,  
General Manager Human Resources
William Meek,  
Chief Financial Officer
James Munro,  
General Manager Retail 
Mark Trigg,  
General Manager Development
Bruce Waters, 
General Manager Corporate Affairs
Fraser Whineray,  
General Manager Operations

Company Secretary (Acting)
Glenn Rockell, General Counsel

Registered Office
Level 14, 23-29 Albert Street, Auckland 1010

Credit Rating (as at 30 June 2012)
Long term: BBB+
Outlook: Stable

Auditor
The Auditor-General pursuant to section 14 
of the Public Audit Act 2001. Brent Penrose of 
Ernst & Young was appointed to perform the 
audit on behalf of the Auditor-General.

Solicitors
Chapman Tripp 
Bell Gully

Bankers
ANZ National Bank
ASB Bank
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
Bank of New Zealand
Westpac

Key Office Locations

Head Office
Level 14, 23-29 Albert Street, Auckland 1010
P +64 9 308 8200
F +64 9 308 8209
E enquiries@mightyriver.co.nz
W www.mightyriver.co.nz

Hamilton
160 Peachgrove Road, Hamilton 3216
P +64 7 857 0199
F +64 7 857 0192

Rotorua
283 Vaughan Road, Rotorua 3010
P +64 7 343 8500
F +64 7 343 8599

Taupo
1st Floor, 93 Heuheu Street, Taupo 3330
P +64 7 376 1529
F +64 7 376 1521

Mercury Energy
602 Great South Road, Auckland 1062
P +64 9 580 3500
F +64 9 580 3501
W www.mercury.co.nz
Facebook
Twitter 

Bosco Connect 
Level 2, 27 Bath Street, Parnell, Auckland 1052
P +64 9 302 1500
F +64 9 309 0431
E info@bosco.co.nz
W www.bosco.co.nz

Tiny Mighty Power
Level 2, 27 Bath Street, Parnell, Auckland 1052
P 0800 88 66 99
W www.tinymighty.co.nz

Metrix
Head Office, 42 Olive Road, Penrose, Auckland 1061
P +64 9 580 3900
F +64 9 580 3949
E info@metrixinfo.co.nz
W www.metrixinfo.co.nz

GeoGlobal Energy LLC
5471 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 300-A Chevy Chase,  
MD 20815
P +1 240 752 7530
F +1 240 752 9050
E contactus@geoglobal-energy.com
W www.geoglobal-energy.com
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Level 14, 23-29 Albert Street
Auckland 1010, PO Box 90 399 
Auckland, New Zealand 

MIGHTY 
RIVER 
POWER

P   +64 9 308 8200 
F    +64 9 308 8209 
www.mightyriver.co.nz
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